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The high quality requirements of sheet metal (eg steel, aluminium) and the modern 
trends towards computer control of sheet rolling have placed an increasing emphasis 
on a thorough understanding of the physics of the flat rolling process. The 
examination of the thermal behaviour of the rolls and rolled product, as the latter is 
deformed in a rolling stand, is integral to an understanding of rolling. The thermal 
process occurring in the rolling stands affects the mechanical and metallurgical 
properties of the material, governs the roil cooling requirements, and influences the 
overall flatness of the roiled product.
This thesis is primarily concerned with the prediction of the short-time variation of 
the temperature field of the rolls and rolled product, as the latter is deformed in a 
rolling stand. The effect of an oxide layer, which often exists in hot rolling of steel, 
on the thermal process has been studied in detail. It is demonstrated that, under 
normal rolling conditions, the thermal process occurring in rolling can be reduced by 
perturbation methods to one of heat transfer between three slabs with plane parallel 
boundary contact. As a result, the reduction in heat loss to the rolls and the 
increase in temperature of the rolled product due to the insulating effect of the 
oxide layer can be quantified. The contribution of each heat source term, namely, 
that arising from the effect of the bulk temperature difference between the roll and 
rolled product, frictional heating at the roll/rolled product contact region, and 
deformation heating in the rolled product within the roil gap, to the overall thermal 
process is estimated for both hot and cold rolling conditions.
A more rigorous formulation of the thermal processes leads to the study of thermal 
exchange between two sliding bodies which are in perfect contact over a fixed 
region. Based on practical rolling data, this latter problem is solved by an 
asymptotic solution and thermal gradients ahead of and beyond the roll gap region in 
the roll and rolled product determined. It is shown that extremely high thermal 
gradients can be generated just prior to the roll gap entry, especially in hot rolling.
The asymptotic solution is checked numerically, with the numerical results 
indicating that the values of the critical parameters derived from normal rolling
iv
conditions are well within the region of validity in which the asymptotic solution is 
derived. The temperature field of the roll and rolled product for regions where a 
solution has not been obtained from the asymptotic solution is computed and 
illustrated from the numerical solution.
The roll cooling problem is also studied. A general boundary condition on the roll 
surface, which may be linearly dependent on the surface temperature, is 
considered. Realistic heat input to the roll, derived from results of the roll gap 
analysis, may be applied to the solution which has been used to study the design 
parameters required to achieve optimum cooling conditions. The performance of 
various spray configurations has also been examined.
The solutions derived from this study have been incorporated in a mechanics of 
rolling analysis as part of a roiling research program.
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integrated average intensity of the rate of deformation energy 
distribution, q°(x°)
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[Equation (3.25)]
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1.1 SCOPE OF THESIS
This thesis examines details of the thermal processes that occur during continuous 
flat rolling of metal strip and the resultant temperature fields in the rolls and rolled 
product. While numerical results have been illustrated with data relevant to the 
rolling of steel, the solutions developed in this thesis are equally applicable to 
general flat metal rolling conditions and both hot and cold rolling processes can be 
studied when appropriate thermal data are employed.
1.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF ROLLING MILL DEVELOPMENT
Early this century, sheet steel production was still dominated by the primitive and 
labour-intensive 'hand-rolling* method, in which heated pieces were drawn 
separately from a furnace and compressed between two rollers in reverse passes to 
form thin, long sheets. Backed by several decades of development, the rolling mill 
operation of today is largely continuous (or semi-continuous) and automated: steel 
slabs are extracted from a furnace and gradually reduced to the desired thickness as 
they pass through a series of rolling stands before being finally wound up into a coil, 
without the need for any manual handling throughout the entire process. While 
implementation of carefully designed control systems is essential in rolling mill 
automation, the significant role played by process modelling must not be 
overlooked. Sophisticated mathematical models are developed generally to provide 
a detailed understanding of the process, and to serve as a basis for comparison with 
simpler models needed for use in on-line process control systems.
The history of rolling mill development has been reviewed by Pawelski [1980] and 
Edwards [1982a, 1982b]; more recent developments have been discussed by Earnshaw
[1975], Fukuda [1981], Sasada et al [1981], Bald [1982], Hewitt [1982], and Vabuuchi 
et al [1982].
Rolling mills may be broadly classified into two categories: hot and cold mills. A 
hot rolling mill reduces slabs (with thicknesses ranging from 150 to 500 mm), which 
have been heated in a furnace (to approximately 1100°C), to strips 1.5 to 15 mm 
thick. A photograph and a schematic diagram of the Westernport hot rolling mill of 














Figure 1.1 (a) Picture of a hot rolling mill; (b) schematic
diagram of the hot rolling mill depicted in (a).
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(i) a slab reheating furnace; (ii) a vertical edging (rolling) stand which controls the 
slab width; (iii) a roughing (rolling) stand which reduces the slab, in reverse passes, 
to a strip* of 25 mm in thickness (known as the 'transfer bar'); (iv) a coil box which 
coils up the 'transfer bar' in order to reduce heat loss from the strip; (v) a series of 
five finishing (rolling) stands which reduces the strip to the desired thickness in a 
single pass in tandem; and (vi) two recoilers to perform the coiling operation. In 
addition to these major components, auxiliary equipment is required for the 
effective operation of a hot strip mill. This includes (i) descaling water jets which 
remove the oxide layer formed on the strip (or slab) surface; (ii) the crop shear 
which removes the ends of the slabs in order to aid feeding and to optimize the 
uniformity in properties and quality of the finished product; and (iii) an effective 
cooling system both to cool the rolls in the rolling stands, and to control the strip 
temperature at the exit of the finishing stands and at the recoilers. Since coil boxes 
are not common, hot strip mills which are not equipped with one must employ a 
'zoom rolling' technique, which involves finishing stands acceleration, in order to 
achieve uniform finishing and coiling temperatures along the strip length.
A cold rolling mill, on the other hand, processes steel strip at more or less ambient 
temperature (although the deformation energy generated may raise the strip 
temperature to between 100°C and 200°C) and does not require a reheating furnace. 
The arrangement is generally simpler: a photograph and a schematic diagram of a 
typical mill are shown in Figure 1.2. Input material to a cold mill is normally a hot 
rolled coil, in the thickness range of 1.5 to 5 mm, which is then reduced to a final 
thickness of 0.1 to 4 mm. The mill shown in Figure 1.2 comprises (i) an uncoiler 
where input coils are unwound; (ii) a series of five rolling stands in which the strip is 
reduced to the desired thickness in a single pass in tandem; and (iii) a coiler, which 
recoils the strip, at the mill exit. A suitable cooling system is also required to keep 
the rolls in the roiling stands to within an acceptable temperature range (see Section
1.3.2 for more detail). Mills requiring a higher production capacity are usually 
equipped with an automatic strip welder, where the front ends of the entry coils are 
joined to the tail ends of the preceding coils (Bald [1982]): this reduces the 
undesirable stoppage time during coil loading and threading of the head end of the 
coil through the mill. Some modern mills are also equipped with entry and exit 
accumulators which give a truly continuous reduction process. (However, other 
factors relating to the overall operation of a series of integrated processes must be 
taken into account before this level of processing can be introduced.)
* The steel plate is generally called a 'slab* before it exits from the roughing 
mill, and is called a 'strip' thereafter.
uncoiler rolling stands recoiler
(b)
Figure 1.2 (a) Picture of a cold rolling mill; (b) schematic
‘ diagram of the rolling mill depicted in (a).
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1-3 FU N D A M EN TA L RESEARCH IN ROLLING TECH N O LO G Y
In order to satisfy the ever-increasing demands for better strip quality and to 
improve productivity, computer control systems have been developed for rolling 
mills and their associated equipment. These have been discussed by Bryant [1973] 
and Edwards [1973] for cold rolling, and Nishitomo et al [1980], Jordan et al [1981], 
and Olmstead [1982] for hot rolling. While almost every modern control system is 
adaptive in nature, the rolling mill parameters must be set up either manually or by 
an automated set-up routine which will take its data from ’look-up' tables or simple 
on-line calculations. The availability of detailed mathematical models is thus 
essential to gain an insight into the processes under study, to enable development of 
simpler, yet consistent, models for control systems (rather than through developing 
empirical models based on experimental data), and finally, to check these simple 
models for accuracy.
The importance of proper quality control of the product cannot be over-emphasized 
in any production process. In sheet manufacturing, the quality is reflected in the 
uniformity and adherence to the specifications of, essentially, (i) the mechanical and 
metallurgical properties; (ii) gauge (average thickness of the strip), and (iii) strip 
shape (ie flatness). These requirements are evident from the numerous products 
(such as domestic appliances, building panels, structural sections and automobile 
body panels) manufactured from sheet metal by various forming processes (such as 
deep drawing, roll forming, pressing and stamping) that require feed material with 
tight tolerances. The proper control of the strip quality can be achieved only if the 
rolling process is thoroughly understood.
The foregoing has explained the incentive in conducting fundamental research in 
rolling, an extensive portion of which has been related to its mechanics and thermal 
analysis. These studies, which may be conducted independently, are in fact 
interrelated with the other processes present in a rolling mill. For instance, the 
uniformity and extent of heating of the slab in a reheating furnace affects the 
power requirement in rolling and the thermal build-up in the rolls, which in turn will 
affect the overall flatness of the rolled product. Conversely, the thermal processes 
in the rolling stands have a major influence over the coiling temperature, which is 
one of the feedback controls to the reheating furnace.
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A background knowledge of the mechanics of rolling will enhance the comprehension 
of the thermal analysis of a rolling stand, which is the theme of this thesis. 
Accordingly, a review of the research and development undertaken on the mechanics 
of rolling is briefly presented below.
1.3.1 Mechanics of rolling
The arrangement of a typical roiling stand is shown in Figure 1.3. The steel strip is 
plastically deformed and becomes thinner as it passes between two work rolls. 
Back-up rolls are employed to minimize the tendency of the work rolls to bend 
under load. The work roil separation, which controls the amount of strip reduction, 
is set through a pair of motorized screws, and roil bending jacks are sometimes 
employed to modify the natural roll bending tendency in order to provide an 
independent control of the strip shape. Water sprays are used to cool the rolls, and 
some stands are fitted with a thickness gauge and/or a shapemeter for on-line 
measurements of the actual strip thickness and the in-plane longitudinal stress 
distribution respectively. These instruments are usually incorporated as parts of an 
overall control system.
A simplified cross-sectional view of the roil gap geometry, showing the deformation 
of the metal strip between the roils, is given in Figure 1.4. The general 
three-dimensional analysis of this problem will result in ten partial differential 
equations: three from force equilibrium, one from the yield criterion, and six from 
the stress-strain relations. These have to be solved simultaneously for the stress 
tensor (six components), velocity vector (three components) and the proportionality 
factor linking the stress deviator with the strain rate tensor in the material law 
(Pawelski [1980]).
Substantial simplification of the formulation may be obtained when practical rolling 
conditions are considered. Since the width to thickness ratio of the strip is always 
large (greater than 10 in most cases), the strip deformation in the width direction 
(lateral spread) can usually be ignored except at the localized region near the 
edges. The problem in hand then becomes one of plane strain and the number of 
unknowns is reduced to six (three components in the stress tensor, two components 
in the velocity vector, and the factor relating to the material law).
7
DRIVE
Figure 1.3 A cold rolling mill stand.
8
Figure 1.4 The roll gap geometry. (Note: roll, strip and 
scale layer are not to scale.)
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Based on the continuity of mass flow, the product of the strip thickness and the 
longitudinal speed (in the direction of rolling) must remain constant at any 
cross-section under plane strain conditions. The strip speed at the roll gap entry is 
thus lower than the roll periphery speed, whereas at the roll gap exit the strip speed 
is higher. It follows that there is a 'neutral point' in the roll gap at the 
cross-section of which the roll and the strip move, in theory, at the same speed. 
Because of this relative motion at the roll/strip interface, shear stresses, which 
depend on the normal compressive stress and friction coefficient at the contact, are 
generated. However, if the shear stresses thus deduced exceed the maximum 
possible yield stress in shear (according to a chosen yield criterion), the condition of 
'sticking' occurs: the roll and strip will then move at the same speed at the contact 
region under this condition and the shear stresses will be equal to the shearing yield 
stress at those locations. This condition of sticking, which arises from both high 
contact pressure and a high coefficient of friction, is rarely observed in cold rolling, 
but it could occur around the neutral point in hot rolling.
The parameters of interest to be deduced from a mathematical model of rolling 
include the vertical roll force, calculated from the normal compressive stress 
distribution at the roll/strip arc of contact, and the roll torque and rolling power, 
calculated from the shear stress distribution at the contact.
A knowledge of the metal behaviour during plastic deformation is a prerequisite to 
studying sheet metal rolling. It was not until early this century that Siebel [1925] 
and Von Karman [1925] developed the first rolling theories based on the elementary 
theory of plastomechanics published by Von Mises [1915], Hencky [1924], and Prandtl 
[1924]. Some major simplifying assumptions have been made in their first attempts 
at modelling the mechanics of rolling. These include, in addition to ignoring any 
lateral spread of the strip:
(i) plane sections of the strip remain plane in the roll gap and the strip is under 
homogeneous compression such that the vertical compressive and 
longitudinal stresses across a section are homogeneous; (i)
(ii) the yield stress remains constant in the roll gap, ie the effects of work 
hardening in cold rolling and strain-rate dependence of the yield stress in 
hot rolling are ignored;
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(iii) the frictional coefficient remains constant along the arc of contact; and
(iv) the rolls are perfectly rigid such that the arc of contact is circular and has a 
radius equal to that of the rolls.
Substantial improvements to the rolling theory were later achieved by Orowan 
[1943] who formulated the problem by discarding all of the above assumptions (the 
lateral spread of the strip, however, was still ignored). His formulation was based 
upon the study of plastic deformation of material between two inclined friction 
plates (Nadai [1931]). The theory takes into account the inhomogeneity of the stress 
distribution across each section, and permits variations in strip yield stress in the 
roll gap and friction coefficient along the arc of contact. The resultant analysis 
was, however, too complex to enable an analytical solution to be developed and the 
numerical computation of the solution was presented in graphical form.
Orowan*s theory of rolling remained sufficiently complex which has led later 
research workers to search for simplified analytical solutions in order to gain 
greater insight into the rolling process. Assumptions specific to hot or cold rolling 
conditions lead to simple solutions but each is only valid for the particular rolling 
condition assumed. Of the solutions developed, the most notable ones were those by 
Ekelund [1933] and Sims [1954] for hot rolling and those by Bland and Ford [1948, 
1952] and Bryant [1973] for cold rolling. Most of the mathematical models employed 
today in computer control systems for rolling are based on these theories.
With the advent of computer technology, various rolling theories, which ultimately 
require extensive numerical computation for their solution, have been developed. 
These include the theory of slip line fields (Alexander [1955] and Collins [1969]); the 
upper-bound method which predicts an upper bound on the deformation energy and 
which, although unable to predict the vertical roll force, gives valuable information 
on the material flow (Johnson and Kudo [1960], and Avitzur [1964]); and more 
recently, the popular finite-element method (Lung [1971], Tamano [1976], and Mori 
et al [1982]). Although these investigations enable the rolling process to be studied 
with improved accuracy, it is felt (Pawelski [1980]) that the results of these 
investigations have in no way matched the monumental contributions to roiling 
technology derived from the elementary plastomechanics theories of Siebel [1925], 
Von Karman [1925], and Orowan [1943].
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Recent investigations have also focused on the three-dimensional metal flow in 
rolling in an attempt to study the effect of lateral spread of the strip (Oh and 
Kobayashi [1975], and Lahoti et al [1980]).
Research effort has also been directed towards related areas which help improve the 
rolling analysis using the elementary plastomechanics theory. The results of 
Hitchcock [1935] have been adopted to account for the elastic deformation of the 
work roll in the roll gap by most workers (Orowan [1943], Sims [1954], Hockett 
[1959], Roberts et al [1970], and Buckley et al [1978], etc). With Hitchcock's 
formula, the deformed arc of contact of the roll is assumed to remain circular but 
with a radius of curvature dependent upon the roll force and strip thickness 
reduction.
Friction at the roll/strip contact has also played an important part in rolling. 
Forces, which are essentially frictional in nature, are required to grip and pull the 
strip through the roll gap. The higher the rolling angle (the tangent angle to the roll 
periphery at the roil gap entry), the larger the frictional force is required. 
However, excessive frictional force will result in undesirably high rolling forces 
(causing accelerated roil wear) and power requirements. Therefore, it is essential to 
provide a suitable coefficient of friction at the roll/strip contact. The effective 
coefficient of friction can be determined from measured rolling data based on a 
selected mathematical model for rolling (eg Roberts [1974] and Roberts et al
[1970]). Once the friction coefficient is known, it is also possible to determine from 
the rolling model the maximum possible strip reduction (Avitzur [I960]) and to 
estimate the minimum strip thickness that can be processed (Roberts et al [1970]) in 
a given rolling stand.
The deformation resistance of the strip when being compressed in the roll gap is also 
critical in rolling analysis. High deformation resistance leads to high rolling forces 
and power consumption, as well as large roll deformation. This resistance is 
measured in terms of 'flow stress' in hot rolling or 'yield stress' in cold rolling, and 
they have largely been determined from uniaxial, tension or compression tests (eg 
Shida [1968, 1969] for hot roiling; and Gokyu et al [1970,1973], Kitazawa et al [1980] 
and Nogovitsyn and Mazur [1980] for cold rolling). The most influential parameters 
affecting deformation resistance are found to be the metallurgical composition
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(carbon content, etc), temperature, strain rate (ie rate of deformation), and strain; 
and in cold rolling, the history of the strain path as well since the strip does not 
recrystallize readily at low temperature.
The other area of major interest in rolling is related to the strip flatness. In theory, 
a flat strip entering a rolling stand will remain flat at the stand exit only if the 
fractional reduction (ie the reduction in strip thickness after rolling as a fraction of 
the entry strip thickness) remains constant across the strip width. Defects, such as 
centre buckles or wavy edges, will be observed even if the reduction distribution 
across the strip width is slightly non-uniform. The maintenance of good strip shape 
proves to be a very involved exercise, with numerous factors needed to be taken into 
consideration. For instance, since the heat loss from the ends of a roll is higher 
than at its centre during rolling, the higher thermal expansion at the centre will 
result in the roll being bulged (thermal roll crown), causing the strip thickness to be 
reduced more at the centre which would lead to a centre buckle defect if no 
correcting mechanism arises. On the other hand, because of the deformation of the 
roll under load (bending and flattening of the upper and lower rolls under the applied 
loads), the thickness reduction at the strip edges could become excessive leading to 
the defect known as wavy edges.
The practice in controlling strip shape is to grind the rolls to a certain profile which 
would enable production of good shape under average rolling conditions, and to use 
'bending jacks' to correct variations from the average roiling conditions (which 
could be caused by, for instance, the steady-state thermal roll crown not being 
reached for newly installed rolls, or by the load distribution variation due to strip 
width changes encountered in some production schedules). These bending jacks, 
which apply forces at the ends of the rolls, may be installed between the work rolls 
as well as between the work rolls and back-up rolls. A schematic diagram of the 
resulting pressures and forces acting on the strip and rolls for a typical cold rolling 
stand is shown in Figure 1.5.
While considerable effort has been directed towards the development of systems 
which control strip shape, relatively little progress has been made in formulating 
sound mathematical models to study the physics of the process. Early models 
developed by Stone and Gray [1965], Sabatini and Yeomans [1968], and Polakowski et 
al [1969] did not include the important roll flattening effect. A numerical model, in
13
Figure 1.5 Pressures and forces acting on the strip, work 
rolls and back-up rolls in a rolling stand.
which the strip shape is empirically related to the transverse strip stresses at the 
entry and exit of a rolling stand, was later developed by Edwards and Spooner 
[1973]. In their model, the roll flattening was estimated from the Hertzian 
flattening which occurs between two infinitely long, elastic cylinders in contact.
While the adoption of bending jacks is useful in correcting global shape defects, 
certain localized shape problems cannot be readily eliminated by them. Only 
recently have alternative shape control methods been proposed. Nikolaev et al
[1981] suggested that the longitudinal tensile stress distribution (across the strip) at 
the entry and exit of the rolling stands be regulated by means of rollers of small 
diameter (since the roll force, and consequently the roll flattening, is dependent 
upon the strip longitudinal stresses). Asamura et al [1981] developed a 'six-high 
stand', in which an axially moveable intermediate roll was inserted between each 
pair of work and back-up rolls; the strip shape was controlled by positioning the ends 
of the intermediate rolls relative to the strip edges. Pawelski and Sparthmann
[1982] constructed a shape control system by inductive heating of a work roll at 
certain localized areas, thus regulating the thermal expansion variation along the 
roll axis, in order to produce the desired roll surface profile. Other workers (see, 
for example, Setzer [1983]) have reported on the benefits of a shape control system 
using bending jacks, supplemented by a multi-zone cooling system. Nagai et al
[1983] described a sleeve-type back-up roll with an oil chamber between the sleeve 
and arbor, the strip shape being controlled by altering the oil pressure in the 
chamber which, through varying the back-up roll profile, changes the supporting 
load distribution on the work roll.
1.3.2 Thermal analysis of rolling
The foregoing review provides an appreciation of the importance of thermal studies 
in rolling analysis. A knowledge of the roll and strip temperatures facilitates the 
prediction of the thermal expansion variation across the strip width and roll length, 
which is essential for a proper control of strip shape. In addition, for hot rolling, the 
mechanical and metallurgical properties of the strip material are determined by 
temperatures at critical points in the mill where phase transformations occur.
Precise data on the roll and strip temperature fields also provide valuable 
information required by other mathematical models developed for rolling. For
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instance, accurate values of temperature-dependent material properties can be used 
when the temperature field is known. Of these properties, the most critical in the 
rolling analysis is, perhaps, the flow or yield stress which, as shown in Figures 1.6 
and 1.7, is very sensitive to temperature variations. A knowledge of the roll 
temperature field will also allow the roll thermal profile to be determined during 
rolling. This is necessary since the roll thermal crown constitutes a significant 
component in the strip shape analysis. In addition, in some cases, work rolls are 
preheated to the *steady-state' thermal profile before their installation in order to 
minimize any transient shape problem (eg Lipukhin et al [1971]): this obviously 
requires that the operating roll thermal profile be known. The strip temperature 
field is also important for proper shape control. Since most shape control systems 
use a stressometer at the rolling stand exit to measure the strip longitudinal tensile 
stress distribution as a feed-back to the control unit, any temperature variation 
across the strip width will mask this stress measurement and must be accounted for 
in the control system (Bottcher et al [1977]).
Typical variation in temperature as the strip is processed in a rolling mill is shown in 
Figures 1.8 and 1.9 for hot and cold rolling respectively. It is clear from these 
figures that the strip temperature change in the roiling stands plays a significant 
role in determining the finishing temperature. In hot rolling, the finishing 
temperature is a deciding factor in controlling the strip mechanical and 
metallurgical properties (see, for example, Machida and Katsumata [1982]). In cold 
rolling, strip temperatures must not exceed specified temperature limits. With 
increasing rolling speed used in modern mills, the strip temperature increase in the 
rolling stands is higher and therefore temperature effects take on greater 
significance.
A knowledge of the roll temperature field also enables designers to devise effective 
cooling systems to cool the rolls and reduce thermal stresses in them. The roll 
undergoes severe thermal exchanges in rolling: intense heating occurs as the strip is 
deformed in the roll gap, and heat is removed from the surface by cooling sprays 
outside the roll gap. The cooling system must be effective in order to remove as 
much heat as possible before it diffuses into the roll; otherwise the roll core 
temperature could rise to an unacceptable level. (The thermal roll crown is related 
to the difference between the roil core temperature and the coolant [or ambient] 
temperature.) In addition, the roll surface temperature must be kept to below a
16
Temperature (°C)
Figure 1.6 Variation of plane strain flow stress, a, of steel 
with temperature (after Shida[1968,1969]).
He = strain rate; C = carbon content; 
r = fractional reduction.]
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Temperature ( C)
Figure 1.7 Variation of yield stress, a, of steel with
temperature (after Nogovitsyn and M a z u r [1980H, 
and Gokyu et a l C1973]). [e = strain rate; 
r = fractional reduction. ]
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F i g u r e  1.8 T y p i c a l  st r i p  t e m p e r a t u r e ,  T, v a r i a t i o n s  in a
h o t  s t r i p  mill. [RS = r o u g h i n g  pass;
FS = f i n i s h i n g  st a n d . ]
19
RSI RS2 RS3 RS4 RS 5
F i g u r e  1.9 T y p i c a l  s t r i p  t e m p e r a t u r e ,  T, v a r i a t i o n s  in a
' " f i v e - s t a n d  c o l d  r o l l i n g  mill.
[RS = r o l l i n g  s t a n d . ]
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certain limit in order to avoid changes in its metallurgical properties, which could 
soften the roll and shorten its life. It is these factors which prompted several 
investigations of more efficient or novel cooling systems. Among them were 
systems with modified cooling spray geometry suggested by Terekhov et al [1978], 
Golovanov and Kuz'kin [1980], and Tret'yakov et al [1982]; a system in which the 
cooling sprays were replaced by a set of 'blades* designed to increase the cooling 
efficiency at the roll surface (Bott and Ward [1968]); and one in which the strip 
surface at the entry of the roll gap is cooled in an attempt to reduce the roll peak 
surface temperature (Khloponin and Burlakov [1982a, 1982b]).
Analysis of the temperature variation along the arc of contact in the roll gap can be 
important, for example, in determining the lubricant behaviour, and consequently 
the coefficient of friction, which is an important consideration in studying the 
mechanics of cold rolling as discussed in the previous section.
The magnitude and distribution of the temperature within the rolls and strip depend 
upon the heat transfer between the strip and the rolls and the cooling of the rolls by 
water sprays. Figure 1.10 shows the typical thermal processes that could occur in a 
rolling stand: heat is carried within the strip into and out of the roll gap at the entry 
and exit respectively; thermal energy is conducted from the strip to the work roll 
along the arc of contact in the roil gap, and also from the work roil to the back-up 
roll at their contact region; heat is also extracted from the work roll by convective 
cooling with water sprays, and at the ends of the rolls and the strip edges, heat is 
lost by conduction to the bearings and stand housing and by radiation and convection 
to the surroundings. Two major heat sources are involved: that from the plastic 
deformation of the strip in the roll gap and that from the frictional effect at the arc 
of contact between the work roll and strip. The heat energy generated from elastic 
deformation of the work rolls can usually be ignored.
Simplifying assumptions may be introduced in the study of this problem, which can 
be broken down into several, but simpler heat transfer analyses. Since the strip 
width to thickness ratio is usually large, the radiative and convective heat loss at 
the strip edges can usually be ignored. Moreover, the rolls are rotating at a very 
high speed during roiling, and it is well known (see, for example, Pa tula [1981]) that 
the temperature variation due to the thermal processes on the roll surface 






Conductive heat transfer between work roll and back-up 
roll at arc of contact.
Conductive heat transfer between work roll ends and bearings. 
Deformation heat generation in the roll gap.
Heat transported into the roll gap within the strip.
Heat transported out of the roll gap within the strip. 
Convective heat transfer between work roll and coolant. 
Conductive heat transfer between work roll and strip at 
arc of contact.Convective and radiative heat transfer between the strip 
and surroundings at strip edges.
F i g u r e  1.10 T h e r m a l  p r o c e s s e s  o c c u r r i n g  in a r o l l i n g  stand.
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though often extremely high, only penetrates to a very small distance inside the roll 
surface (thermal skin layer effect). Consequently, the thermal roll crown (the 
variation of the thermal roll radial expansion along the length), which is of major 
interest in shape analysis as discussed previously, can be estimated from the 
'average* cross-sectional roll temperature variation along the roll axis. The roll 
core temperature varies much more slowly compared with the surface temperature. 
Thus, it is possible to consider two relevant two-dimensional heat diffusion models 
instead of the full three-dimensional thermal problem discussed previously:
(i) 'axial model' in which only the axial heat transfer (and radial, also, in some 
cases) in the work roll is considered, with the net surface heating and 
cooling applied uniformly around the roll periphery (this model is essentially 
used to determine the thermal roil crown);
(ii) 'centre-line model* in which the axial heat transfer in both the work rolls 
and strip is ignored (this model can be used to study the temperature 
variation near the roll surface and in the strip).
An account of the progress in analyzing these models is given in Sections 1.3.2.1 and 
1.3.2.2.
1.3.2.1 'Axial* model
This model is a static heat diffusion problem in which the roll is cooled (and/or 
heated) around the periphery in a homogeneous fashion across any section (however, 
this cooling may vary in the axial direction) as shown in Figure 1.11. At the ends of 
the roll, certain boundary conditions, which may be related to the coolant 
temperature or ambient conditions, apply.
This problem has been studied by Unger and Weber [1976], who formulated the model 
with the assumption of a steady-state condition (ie the boundary conditions, and 
consequently the roll temperature field, are independent of time). Both the axial 
and radial heat flow in the roll were considered. The convective coefficient at the 
periphery was based upon some average effect of the roll/strip contact conductance 
and the air and coolant temperatures. The effective coolant temperature was based 
upon the combined effect of the strip, air and actual coolant temperature, the latter 
being allowed to vary in the axial direction. The ends of the roll were assumed to
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cooling (or heating) by convection 
or conduction, which is homogeneous 
around the periphery but may vary 




the ends of the 
roll
homogeneous cooling or heating
Figure 1.11 Thermal analysis for the determination of the
thermal roll crown.
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lose heat to the surroundings through convection. The thermal model then became 
one of heat diffusion in an axisymmetric cylinder with homogeneous convective 
boundary conditions at the cylinder surface and ends. The separation of variables 
solution, given by Unger and Weber [1976], consisted of an integral, which had to be 
computed numerically. Interesting results were presented in the paper showing the 
influence of the variation in the effective coolant temperature in the axial direction 
on the roll temperature. The roil temperature field deduced from this work was 
later used to study the roll thermal expansion (Unger [1977a, 1977b]) and numerical 
results for a range of parameter values were published later (Unger and Weber 
[1979], and Weber and Unger [1979]).
More recently Pallone [1983] tackled the problem from a different approach. 
Arguing that the temperature variation around the roll periphery is localized near 
the surface, he decided to neglect the radial heat flow in the roll, thus taking the 
roil to have a uniform temperature across each axial section. He did, however, 
include transient effects (the time-dependent term in the differential equation and 
time-dependent boundary conditions) in the formulation. For the case in which the 
ends of the roll were kept at the coolant temperature, he used a Laplace time 
transform to obtain an analytical solution, which was used to study the effect of 
varying slab widths and mill delays during production on the (transient) thermal roll 
crown. The thermal expansion was calculated on the assumption of 'free expansion* 
which neglects the interaction between each slice (across the section) of the roll. 
This was later modified (Somers et al [1982]) by the application of a 'constrained 
expansion' approach, which was based on free expansion of a roil under radial 
pressure together with the influence function for a rectangular bar under opposing 
vertical forces at a given cross-section (Timoshenko and Goodier [1951]). The latter 
results were found to agree with those obtained from the finite-element program, 
ANSVS (De Salvo and Swanson [1979]), while those with the assumption of free 
expansion were found to differ significantly in regions where temperature variations 
were pronounced.
In addition to the foregoing analytical solutions, Beeston and Edwards [1973] used a 
finite difference approach to evaluate the axisymmetric transient roll temperature 
and roll surface expansion, taking also into account the radial heat flow. The results 
were employed to develop a semi-empirical model for use in on-line computer 
control systems.
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1.3.2.2 "Centre-line* model
The general boundary conditions for the centre-line model are shown in Figure 
1.12(a). Since the transit time in the roll gap constitutes only a very small fraction 
of the total time for one roll revolution, this thermal problem can further be divided 
into two analyses: the *roll gap* analysis, which examines the roll gap in detail, and 
the ’roll cooling* analysis, which analyzes the heating and cooling of the work roll, 
as shown in Figures 1.12(b) and (c) respectively. In the roll gap analysis, the heat 
transfer is primarily in the form of conduction between the rolls and strip at the arc 
of contact. Three 'heating* components are relevant to this analysis: a bulk 
temperature difference between the roll and strip (this is most pronounced in hot 
rolling when the roll and strip temperature difference can be up to 1000°C), strip 
deformation energy in the roll gap (this is mostly converted into heat energy 
(Pawelski [1980])), and frictional energy at the arc of contact (this is pronounced in 
cold rolling since, apart from the neutral point, slipping occurs along the complete 
arc of contact: see Section 1.3.1). On the other hand, the roll cooling analysis 
involves the heat transfer in a rotating cylinder subject to convective cooling (to the 
coolant) and heat input (from the strip in the roll gap) on the roll surface. The heat 
input term is normally obtained from the roll gap analysis, and the resultant roll 
core temperature deduced from this analysis can, in turn, be fed back into the roll 
gap analysis. Thus, the two analyses, although often solved separately, are in fact 
interrelated.
Since this thesis is essentially concerned with the centre-line heat transfer analysis, 
the contributions of previous investigations of the roil gap and roll cooling heat 
transfer will be discussed in detail where appropriate (Chapters 2 and 5). The status 
of development is briefly reviewed below.
The finite difference technique has been used to examine the thermal roll gap 
behaviour in a range of models, from those which considered only simple 
one-dimensional heat diffusion in the roll and strip (Finne et al [1963], Suzuki et al 
[1975] and Sekimoto et al [1976]), to those with two-dimensional heat diffusion 
(Bruns [1974] and Tseng [1982]), as well as those examining three-dimensional 
effects in which heat diffusion in the roll axial (strip width) direction was also 
included (eg Poplawski and Seccombe [1980]). On the other hand, the Green's 
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(a) Centre-line thermal analysis.
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heat input from strip (derived 
from the roll gap analysis)
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Figure 1.12 The centre-line thermal analysis, which can further
be divided into the roll gap thermal analysis and
the roll cooling thermal analysis.
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temperature (deduced from the roll cooling model), by some averaging means (Cerni 
[1961]) or by discretization (Bryant and Heselton [1982]), has been attempted. In 
addition, Laplace transforms have been employed in one-dimensional heat flow 
(perpendicular to the strip surface and radially into the roll) models (Polukhin et al 
[1974a, 1974b] and Pawelski and Bruns [1976]).
Another important consideration in hot rolling is the existence of an oxide layer 
(scale layer) on the strip surface which may cause the heat loss to the rolls to be 
significantly reduced. Studies of this effect have been made only recently by Finne 
et al [1963], Polukhin et al [1974a, 1974b], and Pawelski and Bruns [1976]. However, 
in the above studies, either the heat capacity of the oxide layer has been 
disregarded, or inappropriate boundary conditions have been employed: these points 
will be discussed further in Chapter 2.
Finite difference techniques have been used to study roll cooling, allowing only for 
radial heat flow in the roll (Peck et al [1954], Suzuki et al [1975], Sekimoto et al
[1976], and Hill and Gray [1982]), or for two-dimensional heat flow (Baumann and 
Schafer [1970], Parke and Baker [1972], and Poplawski and Seccombe [1980]). Time 
dependence is relatively straightforward to incorporate within the finite difference 
formulation and most of the analyses mentioned included transient effects. None of 
these studies, however, has examined the oxide layer effect. Analytical solutions 
were obtained by Cerni [1961] who used a Green's function formulation, Pawelski
[1971] who assumed only radial heat flow in the roll with a prescribed surface 
temperature distribution, Haubitzer [1975] who extended Pawelski's work [1971] to 
consider also the circumferential heat flow, and recently Patula [1981] who further 
extended Haubitzer's study [1975] to consider more realistic boundary conditions 
(namely, convective cooling at the roil surface).
Recently, semi-empirical models for roll cooling have also been developed (Bryant 
and Chiu [1982a, 1982b]) for implementation in on-line computer control systems.
The roll temperature fields calculated from these methods were generally found to 
agree with each other. The extreme temperature variations near the roll surface 
have also been confirmed by measurements (eg Stevens et al [1971] and Denisov et 
al [1980]).
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l -4 RESEARCH PLAN OF PRESENT WORK
This thesis is primarily concerned with the short-time variation of the strip and roll 
temperatures. Hence the centre-line analysis (Section 1.3.2.2) will only be studied, 
ie the axial heat flow in the roll and strip will be disregarded in the formulation.
Although a finite difference or finite element solution might offer more flexibility 
in the specification of various boundary conditions, an analytic solution offers 
greater insight (through the study of parametric dependence and examination of the 
order of magnitude of various non-dimensional parameters) and permits the 
development of simple models for on-line computer system control. Consequently, 
it is decided that analytical solutions be developed in this thesis whenever possible, 
and numerical solutions would only be used to verify analytical results and to 
generate information where an analytical solution could not be found.
Based on the two-dimensional heat diffusion equations in the roll gap region, with 
the oxide layer effects included, a simple model relevant to rolling is derived in 
Chapter 2 and a series solution obtained. The effect of the oxide layer is then 
illustrated and comparisons made with previously published results.
The full two-dimensional problem in the roll gap is then studied in Chapter 3, but, in 
order to reduce the complexity of the problem and preserve clarity, the oxide layer 
effect (which has been covered in Chapter 2) is omitted. An analytic solution yields 
information which the simple analysis (of Chapter 2) fails to reveal, namely, the 
details ahead of and beyond the roll gap region.
The problem dealt with in Chapter 3 is solved numerically in Chapter 4 in order to 
verify the results of Chapter 3 and to justify the assumptions made in obtaining 
these results. Information in regions where the analytical results could not be 
derived are also given.
In Chapter 3, the roll cooling problem is studied with more realistic boundary 
conditions than those used hitherto. The relevant results obtained from the roll gap 
analysis (Chapters 2-4) are used to provide the roll gap heat input data. The oxide 
layer effect as well as various cooling strategies are evaluated.
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Finally, the significant results obtained in this thesis are summarized in the 
concluding chapter (Chapter 6).
In the analyses, simplifying assumptions are made on the basis that the solutions are 
applicable to practical rolling conditions. The ranges of parameter values are, 
therefore, determined by this fact. In addition, data are needed (such as the 
deformation and frictional heat energies, strip centre-line temperature, convective 
heat transfer coefficient, etc) for numerical illustrations. Therefore, a typical 
rolling schedule (which specifies the reduction pattern of the slab [or strip] from the 
rolling mill entry to exit) has been selected for hot and cold rolling respectively. 
These schedules have been studied by a rolling analysis (Yuen [1980]) based on the 
Orowan*s theory [1943], with the effect of work roll deformation included 
(Hitchcock [1933]), and the associated data and results are summarized in Appendix 
A. Frequent references will be made to these data during the model derivation and 
in the illustration of the numerical results.
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CHAPTER 2
ROLL GAP ANALYSIS WITH INCLUSION OF AN OXIDE LAYER
2.1 IN TR O DUCTION
In this chapter, the heat transfer between the rolls and strip during flat rolling is 
considered and the effect of an oxide layer will be examined in detail.
The strip is reduced in thickness as it passes between the work rolls of a rolling 
stand. Heat energy is generated in the strip as it is deformed in the roll gap region, 
and also along the roll/scale layer contact due to friction resulting from the 
differential speeds of the strip and rolls (see Figure 1.10). Hence the heat transfer 
process near the contact region in a rolling stand is equivalent to that of a moving 
three-layer composite strip compressed by two rotating cylinders, with energy 
generated within the strip and at the cylinder/strip interface, and with thermal 
energy transfer due to the cylinder/strip bulk temperature difference.
The first major contribution to the solution of this problem was due to Cerni [1961], 
who argued that, since the heat transfer by bulk movement in the strip far exceeded 
heat transfer by diffusion, the conduction effects in the direction of motion could be 
neglected. As a result, he treated the problem as one of steady-state 
one-dimensional heat diffusion involving a moving strip (at constant speed), with the 
following assumptions:
(i) no heat transfer at the strip centre-line owing to symmetry;
(ii) a uniform strip temperature at the roll gap entry;
(iii) uniform heat transfer at the roll/strip contact;
(iv) uniform heat generation within the strip inside the roll gap; and
(v) negligible curvature effects at the contact region.
The thermal diffusion equation with these assumptions was then solved by a finite 
Fourier cosine transformation and the temperature field was expressed in an infinite 
series form in terms of the (yet unknown) heat flux at the contact area. Cerni 
[1961] also formulated a separate model for the roll cooling problem (see Chapter 5 
for detail), again with an unknown, but uniform, heat flux in the roll gap region. 
These heat fluxes were then determined from the compatibility conditions at the
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roll gap contact: the net heat flux was set equal to the friction energy generated, 
and the roll and strip contact temperatures were set equal. Because of the 
simplification made in his model formulation (assumption of uniform heat fluxes at 
the contact area), only the average temperatures at the roll gap contact could be 
matched.
This same problem was later studied by Polukhin et al [1974a, 1974b], who included 
the oxide layer effect. Based on the same assumption that heat transfer was 
essentially one-dimensional (in the direction perpendicular to the roll gap contact 
region), and arguing that the diffusion time across the strip thickness (and to the roll 
centre) from the contact region was very much larger than the transit time for a 
strip (or roll) element in the roll gap, they considered a transient thermal model of 
contact between two semi-infinite bodies (roll and strip), separated by a scale layer 
(or lubricating film) with constant thermal contact resistance. (The horizontal 
distance across the roll gap was transformed into the time parameter, assuming a 
uniform horizontal strip speed, with the roil gap entry and exit set equivalent to the 
'initial instant' and 'contact time' respectively.) The deformation and frictional 
heat generations were both assumed to be uniformly distributed and boundary 
conditions similar to those used by Cerni [1961] were adopted. Since the problem 
was linear, they formulated it separately for each heating effect, namely, the initial 
roll/strip bulk temperature difference, deformation heating, and frictional heating. 
Each set of diffusion equations (one each for the roll and strip), with the appropriate 
boundary conditions, was solved using Laplace transforms, and the resultant roll and 
strip temperature fields were expressed in terms of complementary error functions, 
from which the heat exchange at the contact region can be deduced. It is important 
to note that, since the heat capacity of the scale layer was neglected by Polukhin et 
al [1974a, 1974b] (ie the scale layer was taken to have zero thickness but possess 
thermal resistance), serious discrepancies in the heat transfer and temperature 
calculations can arise from their formulation under certain rolling conditions (see 
Figures 2.7-2.10). This point will be addressed in detail later in the chapter.
A similar model was examined by Bruns [1974] at about the same time. Although 
the full oxide layer effect has been used in his formulation of the differential 
equations, the boundary conditions and the solution procedure, however, were rather 
obscure. In his analysis, the thermal exchange between the contact of two 
semi-infinite bodies (roll and strip), separated by a finite medium (oxide layer), was 
governed by three differential equations: one each for the roll, strip and scale
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layer. However, the temperature fields for the initial bulk temperature difference 
effect were deduced with the assumption that the scale layer heat capacity effect 
was negligible, thus yielding a strip temperature distribution similar to that obtained 
by Polukhin et al [1974a]. For the deformation heating effect, the strip centre-line 
temperature (the strip temperature in the infinite region for the semi-infinite body 
formulation) was taken as constant in the roll gap: this boundary condition was 
incompatible with the assumption that deformation energy was generated uniformly 
throughout the roll gap since the strip bulk temperature must increase because of 
deformation heating unless a fictitious 'heat sink' is present at the strip centre-line 
in order to maintain a constant temperature. For the frictional heating effect, the 
frictional energy was taken inexplicably to be generated at the strip/scale layer 
interface instead of at the roll/scale layer interface. Moreover, the equation 
systems for the deformation and frictional effects were not completely solved, only 
one term of the full (infinite) series solution being obtained in each case. Some 
results based upon this work were later published by Pawelski and Bruns [1976].
More recently, Bryant and Heselton [1982] modified the formulation of Cerni [1961] 
in order to apply it to hot rolling. They ignored the frictional heating effect and 
assumed that the heat transfer to the rolls due to deformation heating was 
negligible. (The latter assumption, as will be shown in subsequent discussion, is 
quite valid for hot rolling, but the former assumption can lead to gross discrepancies 
since the friction effect could account for some 20% of the total heat transferred to 
the rolls in certain rolling passes: see Table 2.1, roughing passes RS6 and RS7.) 
Bryant and Heselton [1982] employed a Green's function formulation for the roil 
cooling model, with the unknown heat input distribution over the roll gap discretised 
(cf a single heat source with uniform intensity assumed by Cerni [1961]); but for the 
strip model, instead of solving the heat diffusion equation by a finite integral 
transformation as employed by Cerni [1961], the strip was taken to be a 
semi-infinite slab and the strip temperature field expressed in terms of the unknown 
heat sources (considered in the roll cooling model) at the strip surface. The solution 
was obtained by the method of collocation which led to a set of simultaneous linear 
algebraic equations arising from application of temperature continuity at the 
contact region.
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The thermal diffusion problem in the roll gap was also solved by Finne et al [1963], 
who included a contact resistance for the oxide layer, and by Suzuki et al [1973] and 
Sekimoto et al [1976], who used a finite difference formulation to study roll 
temperatures in hot rolling mills. The friction and deformation heating effects were 
neglected by Suzuki et al [1975] while Sekimoto et al [1976] assumed half of the 
friction energy to have entered the roll (ie the thermal properties of the roll and 
strip were assumed to be equal). In all these calculations, a one-dimensional heat 
flow system was explicitly adopted. Recently Tseng [1982] applied a 
two-dimensional finite difference scheme to the roll gap model, with the inclusion 
of the curvature effect at the contact region. He used an upwind differencing 
scheme to overcome the numerical instability resulting from the high roll and strip 
velocities, and employed a generalized finite-difference scheme to set up a 
non-orthogonal mesh in the deformed strip region and the roll/strip contact area. 
Poplawski and Seccombe [1980] also used a finite difference approach to study the 
transient three-dimensional roll gap thermal behaviour with heat transfer in the 
axial direction of the roll included.
In this chapter, a detailed mathematical model is developed to describe the heat 
transfer near the contact region in a rolling stand, with the effects of the scale 
layer and its heat capacity included. The set of general differential equations 
describing the heat transfer is reformulated in terms of small non-dimensional 
parameters related to the rolling conditions, thus allowing the development of a 
perturbation solution.
2.2 DERIVATION OF THE M ATH EM ATICAL MODEL
Because of the large strip width in relation to its thickness, this study is confined to 
a two-dimensional analysis of the three-component system: the rolls, the scale layer 
and the strip. From symmetry, only the upper half of the system needs to be 
considered. The general heat diffusion equation is (eg Bateman [1964])
PjCj(dT?/dt°) -  div (k .VT?) = q°vi ( 2. 1)
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where subscript i=l,2,3 refers to the roll, strip and scale layer respectively. Here c. 
is the specific heat, p the density, k. the thermal conductivity, J ?  the temperature, 
t. the time, and the internal heat sources. Theoretical expressions for q°. may 
be obtained from any suitable roll gap model (see, for example, Yuen [1980]).
It is justifiable to assume that the heat transfer in the roll gap is a quasi-steady 
state process because variations which occur along the strip, or during processing of 
a coil, take place on a much longer time scale. For a co-ordinate system fixed in 
space as shown in Figure 2.1, the total time derivative is due entirely to advective 
terms, ie change of position:
(dT?/dt?) = v?. VT°. (2.2)v l r  -1 l v '
where v? is the material velocity.
When the material properties are assumed to be constant in the temperature range 
under consideration. Equation (2.1) becomes
O | I ̂  O pi 2 *y O Oy. .VTj = <xjV T. + q y/ (P f i ) (2.3)
where a.=k./(px.) is the thermal diffusivity.
The boundary conditions based on continuity of temperatures and conservation of 
heat fluxes at the roll/scale layer interface are
T° = T° (2.4)
-k  (3T°/3n) = -k j(3Tj/3n) + q® (2.5)
and those at the strip/scale layer interface are
T® = T® (2.6)
-k 2(3T® /3n) = -kj(3T®  /3n). (2.7)
(T) roll





Figure 2.1 Roll gap geometry assuming a circular arc of
..  contact. [Note: roll, strip and scale layer
are not to scale.]
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Here, (3/3n) denotes a differential along the outward-drawn normal to the 
interfaces, and q° is the rate of friction energy (which may vary along the roll gap) 
per unit area generated at the roll/scale layer interface due to slipping.
Equation (2.3), in a two-dimensional Cartesian form for the strip region (Figure 2.1), 
is
V2x(8 T2/3x0) + v2y(3T2/3y0) = *2[32T2/3(x0)2 + + < 2 /(p2C2) (2‘8)
and, in a polar co-ordinate system for the roll and scale layer (Figure 2.1), is:
v°O T.0/ar°) + (v?g/r °)(8T .°/ae)
o »T o O, , O / a 2t O 0.2,= a. {[3(r 3T~ /3r )/3r ]/r +(3 T T /30")/(r ) }+q v i/(P p (2.9)
where v°x and v° are the strip velocity components in the x° and y° directions
%>__ . . .orespectively, and v.f and v.^  are the radial and circumferential velocity components 
for body T  respectively. Here, the origin of the (x°,y°) co-ordinates is located, for 
convenience, at the roll gap entry along the strip axis (centre-line). The centre of 
the (assumed) circular arc of the deformed roll is taken as the origin of the (r°,9) 
co-ordinates as shown in Figure 2.1.
A non-dimensionalization of Equations (2.8) and (2.9) is now carried out in order to 





r = i ^  O* /i< V r >/ha
iiu.
> v°r/[o(r°-R°)(2Ah/r°s )Vl]
11©> v ° q / ( g > R ° )
T 1 =
T°/T°1 1R
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where o> is the angular roll speed, R° the original roll radius, r° the deformed roll
• o ^
radius, rg the distance from the deformed roll centre to the strip/scale layer
interface at the roll gap entry, Ah=(h -h. ) is half of the reduction in strip thickness,a d
hQ and h^ are half of the strip thicknesses at the roll gap entry and exit 
respectively, and T°R is a certain reference temperature of the roll which will be 
selected in Section 2.3 when the solution to this formulation is developed (a suitable 
choice of this reference temperature will reduce significantly the mathematical 
manipulations required in the solution phase).
Here, r° is non-dimensionalized by the entry (half) strip thickness, h_; o>R° is
Q
approximately the circumferential speed of the roll surface at the roil gap entry; 
and o>(r° -R°)(2Ah/r° ) ^  is approximately the radial speed of the roll surface just 
prior to the roll gap entry.
For the scale layer,
e° = 0/(2Ah/r° )Vj
x  = (r°-r° )/s°
v 3r = v®r/[v°a As°/(2r° A h )* ]
0 , 0
v30 “ v30/v2a
T 3 = T 3/ T3R
where v^a is the horizontal strip velocity prior to the roll gap entry, As =(sa“^  ) is 
the reduction in scale layer thickness in the radial direction, and sa and s^ are the 
scale layer thicknesses at the roll gap entry and exit respectively (in the radial 
direction), and T j R is a certain reference temperature of the scale layer (to be 
selected in Section 2.3).
Here, (2Ah/r°) ^  is approximately the total angle subtended, ©a; and 
v° As°(2r°Ah)-  ^  is approximately the scale layer thickness reduction divided by the 
contact time. (A general case of non-zero As° is assumed in the above but, if As° is
zero, v3r=v3r=0*)
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For the strip.
X = x°/(2r° Ah)Vl 
o




T2 = T°/T° 2/ 2R
where is a 
Section 2.3).
certain reference temperature
In the above, (2r°Ah)^2 is approximately the horizontal contact length (the length of 
contact between the strip and roll in the roll gap), £ (since Ah/r° « 1 :  see Table A .5 
in Appendix A); and v ^ ^ A h / r ^ ; 2 is approximately the vertical speed of the strip 
surface at the roll gap entry point.
Substitution of these non-dimensional variables gives:
- 2( l - r h a/r° )(r® / R ° -l) eAh(r® /r® ) v ^ O T j/ S r ) + v ^ O T j/ s e ® )
= [r® (2Ah/r® )‘A( l - r h a/r® )/(«R°h2 /04 )] {(32T 1/3r2)-[(h a/r® )/ (l-rh a/r® )](3 T l /3r) +
*/Kha/r® ) 2[(r° /A h y(l -  rhg/r® )2] [32 T ,  /3(9° )2 ]} +
q°1r® (2A h/r°),/t l  - r h a/r®)/(aR®p1c 1T®R) (2.10)
V2x(a T 2/3x)+2£AhV2y(3 T 2/ay)
= [(2r® Ah)VV(v®ah 2 /<x2)] (% (ch/cAh ) (3 2 T 2/3x 2 ) + (3 2 T 2 /3y 2 )} +
0 ^ 0  A. x1/*., O — o N
qv2(2rs Ah) /(v2ap2 C2 T 2RJ (2. 11)
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(1+Xsa /rr } cAs (rr /rs } v3r (8T 3/9X> + v30  O V 30^
= [r° (2Ah/rs° )‘A(1+Xs° /r° )/(v°a[s ° ]2/a3)] x
{(32T 3/3X2)+[(sa /r° )/(l+Xs° /r° )]@ T 3/3X) +
V,(sa /rr )2 [(rs /AhVO+>^Sg /r° )2] [32 T y a ie 0) 2]} +










A O/OAs /s . a
(2.12)
The relevance of the non-dimensionalization is now apparent since, in physical terms, 
the coefficient in front of the braces on the right hand side of each equation is 
approximately the ratio of contact time to the diffusion time, and the last term in 
each equation (involving the heat sources) is approximately the ratio of heat energy 
generated in the roll gap to the *stored* energy of the roll, strip or scale layer at the 
roll gap entry.
In rolling, the entry strip thickness, while normally much larger than the strip 
thickness reduction, is very much smaller than the deformed roll radius. Moreover, 
the scale layer, if present, is very thin compared to the strip thickness, and its 
reduction in thickness will also be very small.
Thus,
ch <<: cAh «  1
€ As «  1
and es -  sa^ a  <<:
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Typical values of these parameters may be found in Table A .5 of Appendix A. As a
general observation, the above inequalities are valid except in the early roughing
passes in hot rolling when e, is not less than eA. . From the geometry, 0 , 0 , o , o  , n Ah
rr /rs = 1~s a/ rs = l~c hc <? lt  follows that
(sa/ r r  >2 (r s /A h > = e he s 7 A h (U e  hc P 
(ha/ r r  >2 (r s /A h > = ch ^ A h
Thus the dominant terms in Equations (2. 10)—(2. 12) may be identified by rewriting the 
equations as
v 1q (9t / 9©0) = t(2r° A h ) /j/(Q R0hg /otj)] (32T 1/3 r2 )+q°j(2r° Ah) ^ / (u R ^ jC jT ° R ) +
° (eh ,cA h ’ ch/cA h ’ ehcs) (2-13)
v2x(9T2/8x) = t(2rs Ah)VV(v2aha2 /a2)] (3 V 8* 2)+%2(2rs°Ah) ̂ (v2°ap2c2T2R) +
°^eA h ‘ Ch/eAh^ (2-1^
v 30(3T3/3 e O) = {(2r° Ah)V,/[v®a(s° f/aj] (32T 3/ 3 \ 2)+q®3(2 r°  A h ) l/V(v°a P j Cj T ^ )  +
° (eA s ’ ch/eA h ’ ehcs’ cs (2-15)
The leading order solution for these equations will be derived below. (The next 
correction term is expected to come from which, as shown in Table A .5, is
generally larger than the other small parameters.)
It is often desirable to express the roll gap variables in terms of the time variable, t°, 
so that the contact time, t£ (which is the time interval that a given strip element 
spends in the roll gap), will then appear explicitly. For the non-dimensional variables 
employed, the relationships are:
v J e  = (r° /r® )(1 - rh a/ r°  ) [(2r° Ah)VV (o R ° h 2 / a 2)] (30°/3t)
= [(2r° Ah )V7(G>R°h2 / a 2)] (39°/3t) + 0 (eh, ches)
_ ZÌI -
v2x = [(2rs A h)VV(v°aha2 /a2)] (3x/3t)
v 50 = (rr /r<s *( 1 +Xs°/r°r ) t(2r g Ah)Vl/(v°2ah * /<x (30 °/3t)
= [(2r° Ah)VV(v2aha /<x2)] (30°/3t) + 0 (ch£s)
O 2
where t=t /(ha /c^) is the time parameter, non-dimensionalized by the diffusion time 
across half the strip thickness. Since the effects of temperature gradient and heat 
transfer are confined mainly to the interface regions, it is more appropriate to 
transform the (x,y) axes to the (Cm) axes with the origin set on the strip surface at the 
roll gap entry (Figure 2.1), using the transformation £=x and *n=y— 1. The relations 
between (r,0 °) [or (\ ,0 °)] and (£,ti) are as follows:
5 = *c -  [r°/(2r°s Ah)V,](l-rh  /r® ) sin[(2Ah/r°s )Vl0°] = x c~ 0° + 0(e ^ e hc c he j
for the roll;
xc -  [r°/(2r°s Ah)VlKl +\s°/r°r )sin[(2Ah/r° )V’©°] = x -  0° + Q([c h c Ah|a/2.c hc j
for the scale layer,
o
n = Vc- 1 -  (r .  /ha) d -r h a/rr ) cos[(2Ah/rs ) 0 ] = r + 0 (eAh,cs.eheAh. e ^ )
for the roll;
yc—1- ( £  /ha)(l+ \sa /r° )cos[(2Ah/r° )Vl0°]
cAh[(0 °)2- 1] + es(1- X) + 0 (chcAh ' eheP
for the scale layer,
o //a o a « \
where xc = xc/(2 r. Ah)
y = y /h 
7 c c a
and (x°. y ) ls the centre co-ordinate of the curvature of the deformed roll (Figure 2.1). 
v c c
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It follows that Equations (2.13 )-(2 .15), after the transformation, become
3Ti/3t — (oL./ot^)(0 T ,/0T| )+q ,h /(ot0p ,c , t P^Ì+Oìg. g g /g g g g g Ì (2. 161 1 (i) v 1 2/v 1 1 '  Hvl a v 2^11 1R; 1 h’ Ah’ h Ah' h Ah' h V  1 J
8 T2/3t = a 'T 2/aT,2+q > a2 /(a2P2c2T°R) + 0  <eAh-eh/cAh> (2.17)
3Tj/8t (a3/a 2X3 Tj/3n )+clv3ha/ (a2P3c 3T3R)+0(c^ s-ch/c Ah,€h€Ah'chcs’cŝ  2̂' 18^
The boundary conditions in the new co-ordinate system (t,*n) become [cf Equations 
(2-4)—(2.7)]:
(i) on a circular layer in the roll at a sufficient distance from the interfaces such
that heat flow across the layer during contact time may be neglected, say, at
r=*nlt where 1» t) , » g al  g , ie *0=11, +0 (c A. , g ,c. g ai_,g, g ):
1 1 Ah s 1 Ah s h Ah h s
rip/0n = 0 (2.19)
(ii) on the roll/scale layer interface, ‘n=cs+0 ( e^ h ,€heAh*€heŝ :
o /To
T l (t -cs> - T̂ 3R/ T l R ) T 3̂ t,eŝ
.0  /To
S T f î ' C j f c f i  = - ( S ^ 1 )(T 3R/TÏ r  )[8T 3(t »€s)/aill+haqF/(kl T lR  J
(2.20)
(2.21)
(iii) on the strip/scale layer interface, ri=0+O(c hc for continuity °f 
temperatures and heat fluxes:
T 2(t.O) = ( T j R/T2R ) T 3(t.O)
3 T2(t.0)/3n = 0<3/l<2X T3R/T2R )[3T3(t,0)/3n]
(2.22)
(2.23)
(iv) on the strip axis, *n=-l, from symmetry:
0 T2(t,-l)/0 n  = 0. (2.24)
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It can be seen that the leading order problem for the heat transfer in the roll gap 
reduces to Equations (2 .16)-(2.18) which, with the above set of boundary conditions, 
describes one-dimensional heat flow between two thick flat slabs separated by a slab 
of finite thickness. The perturbation formulation, developed here, clarifies the 
conditions under which this model may be employed and justifies the use of the 
simplified system introduced as the starting point of the previous analyses (Polukhin et 
al [1974a, 1974b], and Bruns [1974]).
2.3 DEVELOPM ENT OF PERTURBATION SOLUTION
In order to obtain an analytic solution, a certain temperature distribution at the roll
gap entry must be assumed. Since the strip and roll speeds (or more precisely, the
Peclet numbers, which will be defined later) are high, the conduction component is
small compared to the advective component, and it is justified to assume a uniform
temperature distribution for all three bodies at the roll gap entry, ie the strip and
scale layer have the same initial temperature, set to equal their reference 
o o
temperatures, ^ 2R =^ 3R* ^ence T 2(0 ,ti)=Tj (0 ,ti)=1; anc* roll temperature is
equal to its reference temperature, T°R , giving T j (0,ti)=1. The initial time, t=0, is 
assumed to be at the roll gap entry.
Since the deformation heat energy generated in the roll and scale layer regions is 
usually negligible in comparison with that generated in the strip, it is reasonable to 
take % i =% 3=0* an(* that w^ere ls the ra ê strip deformation energy
generated in the roll gap.
A first order solution of Equations (2.16)-(2.18) subject to boundary conditions of 
Equations (2.19)-(2.24) can be obtained, using Laplace transforms, with further 
assumptions that the rate of deformation heat energy, qp, and frictional energy, q£, 
which may be calculated using a rolling analysis model (see, for example, Yuen [1980]), 
are distributed uniformly, with intensities qpQ and qpQ respectively, throughout the 
roll gap; and that the transport time is small compared to the diffusion time (ie t « l )  
such that the approximation of semi-infinite slabs is valid.
For convenience, and since the problem is linear, the solution is divided into 
component form:
T i(t.*n) = l + T it(tfn) + T .d (t.n) + T if(t,n) (2.25)
where T.^, and T.^. are the temperature changes due to the roll/strip bulk 
temperature difference, deformation energy and frictional energy respectively. 
Although the temperature distribution in the scale layer may also be derived, it is not 
included here since it has no practical significance.
The solution may best be expressed in terms of the Fourier numbers, F^, which are 
measures of the ’time required to heat or cool the media compared to the elapsed 
time', for the roll, strip and scale layer defined as follows:
fr 1 (t.-n) = a 1t°/[ha(Ti-sa)]J = (a 1/a2)t/(T)-sa)5
F2(t,-n) = a2t°/(han)a = t/T)2
F 3(t) = a 3t°/(s° )2 = (a5/a2)t/s2
where s =c =s° /h . a s a a
It should be noted that in the above, the Fourier numbers for the roll and strip, F^ and 
F^, are functions of both t and *n. They give an indication on the extent of heating or 
cooling of the roll/strip element of interest after the elapsed time. On the other hand, 
F y  the Fourier number for the scale layer, is a function only of t and is a measure of 
the time elapsed in comparison with the diffusion time across the scale layer.
It can be shown, after some lengthy mathematical manipulations, that the solutions for 
the roll and strip temperature distributions are:
T lt (t.n) = (T°/T°RXY1+i r 1{ r “ 0[ (f1f2)ne rfc (% F;Vl+n F ;V,)] +
f 2 l “ 0[(f 1f2)nerfc(1/1F i ‘A + {n+l}Fj*A)]} (2.26)
T ld (^ ,T*) = ®^qD o ^ a ^ 2^ lR ^  ^2^1  + ̂  x
C = 0 {(f l f2)n ^ e r M ^ F j 7' + V,(2n+1)F3‘A]} (2.27)
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« X ^ o ^ R  »  V y 1 + 1)_1 C o « f  l f 2>n [ i e r f c C A F - ' ^ n r ^  ) -
^2 *e r fc (V iF j  ^ + { n + l } F j ^  )]} (2 .2 8 )
T 2 t ( t .n )  = ~ 2 (T q/ T 2 r  ) y j ( Y i  + l )  (y 2 + 1) * x
C o « ' , ' /  e r f c [ 1A F 2 1A+1/ . ( 2 n + l ) F ^ / ']} ( 2 .2 9 )
T 2d^t,T^  = t [q D o h a / ( k 2 T 2 R )J En = 0t ( f  V e r i o l - A F ^ ' W ’ ^ }  + 
f  1 i ^ r f c f A F ^ + C n + l F j 7 '} ) ] }  ( 2 . 3 0 )
T 2 f(^ ,Tl) = Y ^ i  + i r V 1)" 1 X
C o { ( f , f 2 )n + * A (2n + l)F ~ 1/'  ]) (2 .3 1 )
w h e r e  y . = [ ( P j C j k p / iP j C j k j ) ] '75
= [(P 2 c 2 k 2 ) / ( p 5c 3k 3)]Vl
f l = ( Y p l V i Y j + l )
f 2 = (y 2 - i ) / ( y 2 + D
a n d  T °  0 -  J °  _ J °2 R  1R '
Here, imerfc(w) is the complementary error function defined as 
imerfc(w) = im~*erfc(u)du m = 0 , 1,2, ...,
where i°erfc(w)=erfc(w)= 1 -erf(w).
On integration of Equations (2.29)—(2.31) with respect to r\, the average strip 
temperature across its section, may be obtained:
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f 2(t> " 1 + ^2t(t) + ^2d(t) + ^2f(t) (2.32)
where
f 2t(t) = 4tV*(T°/T°R )[ha/h(t)] Y l (Yl + l )_1(Y2+ l) ' 1 x
l f2)n[ierfc(VllF2}1A + ,/*{2n+l}F~V i) -ierfc(V1{2n+l)Fj‘/l)]} (2.33)
^2d(t) = tft’Doha/(k2T 2R )1U ' 8(Y2+1)" lt/ ltha/h(t)]x
if2)ni‘3erfc(nF^ A ) - i 3erfc(1A(F2} ' 1/'+nFj‘A )+f ji'erfcan+U F“71 ) -
f t ^erfciVitF®}” A+{n+ 1}F~ A )}]} (2.54)
^2f(t) = ®^[hgqFo^(k2 "̂2R )K^a^(t)3Y2(Yj + 0  (Y2+l) x
Zn=0{(f tf2)nEi*erfc(V*{2n+ i 1F 3V* ) - i 2erfc(% {F°}'1/,+V!{2n+l } F '%  )]} (2.35)
Here is the Fourier number for diffusion across half
the strip thickness.
Although the average roll temperature may be obtained by a similar approach, the 
details will not be included here.
The heat flow rate to a roll, Q°, may be obtained by integrating the heat conduction 
along the roll/scale layer interface:
l b
Q , = [Q°tb/(k1T°R S./ha)] = - ; o [aTjit.c^/Bnldt = Q u +Qld+Qlf (2.36)
where
Q lt  = ‘A (To/ T l R ){V a l )V,(Yl + 1)" l { C o [(f l f2)nil (nlF31̂ V‘ )] * 
f2Zn=0[(f 1 f2)nil ({n+ 1HF3} ^  )]} (2.37)
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Q ld = ^ qDohI /(kl T<lR )] ï 1('Y1 + i r 1( ï 2+ l ) '15:“  0i(f 1f2)ni5[1A(2n+1)(F j ) ' 1/i ]} (2.38)
Q lf = t^ qFo/(kl T ° R ^ l ^ l  + l )_1C o {(^ ^ )n[I2(n{F3}" ,/i) - f2I2(ln+1HF3rV 2 )]} (2' 39)
O 2
Here, 8, and tj^=t^(ha/ct^) are the contact length and contact time respectively, and 
^ )=[(<*j/c^ys^ ] is the Fourier number for the scale layer when t=l, ie when the 
elapsed time equals the diffusion time across the scale layer. If a detailed roll gap
model is not available, these parameters may be approximated by 8,=(2r°Ah)^* and
o o *
t =^ v2a* ^tegrals, 1 ,̂ and 1̂ , which may be integrated by parts, are defined,
with the results of integration given as follows:
Ij(u ) = J-q t ^  i ^ rfc iu t ^  )dt = 2[tb* i xerfc(utb ^  ) - 2u erfc(utb ^  )]
fcb ‘ 
y u )  = -Tq er^c (ut~ ^  )dt = (tb+2u2 )erfc(utb ^  )-u tb ^  i_1erfc(utb ^  )
t.
° Va -Va
I5(u) = J  t 7 ierfc(ut )dt
= (2/5){tb/a ierfc(utb /a ) -V*u[tb+2u2erfc(utb /a ) -u t^1 i~1erfc(utb /l )]} 
where u is a term independent of t.
When the scale layer is absent, the above solutions can be further simplified and are
found to agree with previous results under the same conditions (Polukhin et al[1974a, 
1974b] with the heat transfer coefficient from the strip to the roll set to infinity):
T lt (t.n) = (T°/T°R )Y (Y + lf1 erfc(%F“‘A ) (2.40)
T ld(t.n) = 4t(q°oh^/(k2T Î R )] y (Y+D“ 1 i*erfcC%Fj%  ) (2.41)
T lf (t.ri) = 2t /*[haqFo/(k2T ÎR  ^  ^ +1)_1 »erfc(l/.F, A ) (2.42)
T 2t(t.n) = -  (T°/T2R X Y + ir 1 erfc(‘/iF2*A ) (2.43)
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T 2c](t -Tl) = t[qDoha/(k2T 2R )I1 -4 (y +1) 1 i2erfc(7,F2V i)] (2.44)
= 2t/'[haqFo/(k2T 2R iM Y + U -1 ierfc (V.F“V’ ) (2.45)
= ^  ^ o ^ 2R ^^g/^W Ky+l) ^ierfcfV^F^) ^  ] -ierfc(O)} (2.46)
¿2d « = ^ D o ^ a ^ 2^ 2R Ĉ a^ (t )](Y + l) ^^erfc^/ilF^} ^  ) - i 3erfc(0)]} (2.47)
C2f(t) = 4t[haqFo/(k2T 2R ) I ha/h(t)]T (T + l) '1ii2erfc(0) - i ;!erfc[1A(F2)_1/i ]} (2.48)
Q it = 2ir -V,^ (T ° / T ° R ) (k ^k jK Y + l)“ 1 (2.49)
Q id = (V 3 ) t */2  [ q ^ A k j T ^  »(Y + l)’ 1 (2.50)
Jp = V ^ f o ^ i ^ r  « ^ i r 1 (2.51)
where y
= W
2.4 N UM ER ICAL RESULTS
Unfortunately, a direct comparison with previous numerical results, and in particular, 
with those of Pawelski and Bruns [1976], is made difficult by uncertainty of the data 
values employed therein. (It should be pointed out that the formulation in Pawelski 
and Bruns [1976] clearly differs from the present formulation in that the frictional 
energy is inexplicably taken as generated at the strip/scale layer interface, and that 
the strip centre-line temperature is assumed to remain unchanged even when 
deformation energy is generated in the roll gap.) Typical thermal values for hot and 
cold rolling, which are given in Table A .3 of Appendix A, have been used for all the 
calculations given in this section.
The numerical results will be presented in two separate parts: parametric study and 
application to standard rolling conditions. In the parametric study, the terms in the 
solution are re-arranged to eliminate redundant variables so that the most compact 
form of information may be presented. The figures given therein are extremely useful
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for rapid calculation of strip temperature and heat transfer, without the necessity of 
having to calculate the roll gap parameters accurately. A comparison of the results 
obtained from the present theory with those of previous workers will also be discussed. 
The implication of the theory’s predictions when applied to standard rolling conditions 
will be examined in the second part.
Rational approximation and recurrence relations of the error functions, given in 
Abramowitz and Stegun [1972], were used in the numerical calculations and it was found 
that reasonable accuracy could be achieved with use of only the first few terms of the 
infinite series solution.
2.4.1 Parametric study and comparison with previous results
2.4.1.1 Average strip temperature
The average strip temperature in the roll gap at any instance is shown in Figure 2.2, 
which is a plot of Equations (2.33)-(2.35), with the temperature change components, 
C^t* Ĉ d* anc* norma^ zec  ̂ T°. °!0 Oh2(t)/k2 and h(t)qpQ/k2 respectively, and
O 2time, t , with the diffusion time, h (tyc^. The second and third normalizing 
parameters for the temperature components represent, respectively, an insulated strip 
temperature change due to the deformation energy created during the strip diffusion 
time, and the steady-state temperature difference between the strip centre-line and 
strip surface due to heat flux caused by all the frictional energy passing across the half 
strip. It can be observed from Figure 2.2 that the scale layer has a pronounced 
influence on the temperature difference, T°, and frictional heating, qpQ, effects but is 
insignificant for the deformation heating, qj  ̂ . effect. In the latter case the 
normalized average strip temperature is found to approximate a linear relation with the 
normalized time, signifying that the heat loss to the rolls is negligible as compared to 
the energy generated. It should further be noted that the curves shown in Figure 2.2 
are independent of the actual strip thickness. However, for the theory to be valid, the 
normalized time should be sufficiently small (certainly less than unity) for the ’thick 
slab* assumption to be justified.
Alternatively, the average strip temperature components may be plotted against time 
in terms of F 7 /a(t) [F,(t)=a»t°/(s°)2 being the Fourier number for the scale layer] for 

























t-.o , o 2
F 2= “ 2t  A
Figure 2 . 2  Variation of the average strip temperature, , 
with the Fourier number for half of the strip^ 
thickness, F^- [ s = dimensionless oxide layer
thickness; subscApts t, d and f refer to the 
roll/strip bulk temperature difference, deformation 
heating and frictional heating effects respectively.D
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number for diffusion across half of the strip thickness], as shown in Figure 2.3. In 
practice, (F°) ^  is normally very large while F ~^2 is small. It can be seen from the
• ^ '  _i/
figure that the temperature components approach two limits as F ,  2 becomes small
• j/ .  ^
and large respectively. When F^ is large, the temperature component due to the 
deformation energy effects tends to a finite but non-zero value, which approaches 
unity as (F°) ^  becomes large, while the other two temperature components tend to 
zero, due to the insulating effect of the scale layer which prevents any heat loss from 
the strip and also prevents diffusion of the frictional heat into the strip. It may be 
concluded from the figure that these limits have been reached when F,^*<0.01 and
f:v->5. 5
2.4. 1.2 Heat flux to the rolls
Equations (2.37)-(2.39) may be plotted by re-arranging terms such that the rate of 
heat transfer to the rolls can be illustrated in a single diagram. The heat flux 
components, and Q ^ ,  are normalized with k j T° Jl(a^t°)~ 2̂,
(k l/k2)qQ0 il(a2t^ ) /a, and (kj/k^q^fl, respectively, and are plotted against F~ 2. The 
three curves shown in Figure 2A  give the normalized heat flux components to one roll; 
each curve approaches an upper and a lower limit, and all are dependent on the 
thermal properties of the strip, scale layer and the roll. [These limits, approached
_i/
when F j  tends to zero and infinity, are equivalent physically to the case of thermal 
exchange between two semi-infinite slabs, with the appropriate thermal data 
adopted.] The heat flux due to T° and qpQ reduces as F j /a increases due to the 
insulating effect of the scale layer. Where the scale layer is sufficiently thick (or, 
more precisely, the diffusion time across the scale layer is large as compared to the 
elapsed time), no deformation energy will reach the roll, whereas the heat flux due to 
T° will arise solely from the heat capacity stored in the scale layer. (Consequently
O Q
Q° tends to a finite but non-zero limit while Q . .  tends to zero.) The heat flux due to 
It  _i/
q° is found to increase as F ,  increases, again due to the insulating effect of the 
scale layer which, in this case, reduces heat transfer to the strip. Conversion of 
Pawelski and Bruns results [1976] (only available for Q°t), using the hot rolling thermal 
data given previously, gives excellent agreement for the upper limit of the heat flux 

























Fiqure 2.3 Variation of the average strip temperature,
“ " with the Fourier number for the oxide layer,
F ~ . [F° = Fourier number for half of the strip
thickness; subscripts t, d and f refer to the 
roll/strip bulk temperature difference, deformation 
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Fiaure 2.4 Variation of the heat flux to a roll, Q-, , with 
the Fourier number for the oxide layer, F^. 
[Subscripts t, d and f refer to the roll/strip bulk 
temperature difference, deformation heating and 
frictional heating effects respectively.]
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approximately 40% lower than those computed herein may simply be due to the 
difference in the thermal data values used for the scale layer. It is obvious from 
Figure 2.4 that the heat transfer rate for all three components has reached its upper 
and lower limits in regions outside the range 0.01<F“1/2<3.
2.4.1.3 Strip and roll temperature distribution
The roll and strip temperatures at, respectively, the roll/scale layer and strip/scale 
layer interface may be plotted against F^ 2 according to Equations (2.26)-(2.31) [with 
ti=G and *n=sa respectively] as shown in Figure 2.5. In this figure, T°t and T°t have 
been normalized with T°; and normalized with q ^ t 0/ ^ ^ ) :  anc* ^ tf  anc* ^2f 
normalized with 9p0(a2k°) The second normalizing parameter for the
temperature components represents an insulated strip temperature change due to the 
deformation energy generated during the elapsed time, and the third normalizing 
parameter happens to be the geometric mean of two fictitious temperatures: the 
uniform temperature which would be gained from frictional energy by the strip should 
it be completely insulated and the scale layer not present, qp0t°/(P2c2^a)* anc* the 
steady-state temperature difference between the strip surface and the centre-line 
under the same conditions, q£ h /l^.
It can be seen from Figure 2.5 that the temperature components again tend to a finite 
limit as F ” /2 becomes very small or very large. The fact that, for small F ? \ the . 
normalized T?. and T° do not coincide is because of the different thermal data values1L fav
used in the computation for the roll and strip (see Table A .3 in Appendix A). The 
temperature components, T°^, T^ . and tend to zero as F^ becomes large due to 
the insulating effect of the scale layer: deformation energy and the strip’s own 
thermal energy are hindered from being transferred to the roll, and the frictional 
energy generated at the roll/scale layer interface is unable to diffuse to the strip. 
Again, the temperature components have reached their limiting values when F ^^*<0.01
and F ” ^>3.
The roll and strip temperatures are plotted against F or (a^/a^) F^ 2 (for the strip 
and roll respectively) according to Equations (2.26)-(2.31) in Figure 2.6 for two values 
p-1 2̂: F ”1/a=0 (when the scale layer is absent) and F^ 2=36 (when the diffusion time
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Ficrure 2.5 Calculated roll and strip temperatures (T^ and T ?
----- respectively) at the roll/oxide layer and the strip/
oxide layer interfaces. [F^ = Fourier number for 
the oxide layer; subscripts t, d and f refer to 
the roll/strip bulk temperature difference, 
deformation heating and frictional heating effects 
respectively.]
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0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0
(a2/a1) F ^  or F ^ 2
Fiaure 2.6 Variation of the roll and strip temperatures (T.,
------------ and respectively) with the roll and strip Fourier
numbers (F.. and F~) in the roll gap. [F^ = Fourier 
number for the oxide layer; subscripts t, d and f 
refer to the roll/strip bulk temperature difference, 
deformation heating and frictional heating effects 
respectively. I]
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across the scale layer is large compared to the elapsed time). The temperature 
components have been normalized with the same parameters as those plotted in Figure
2.5. It can be seen that the strip temperature component due to the deformation 
energy effect tends to unity while the rest of the temperature components tend to 
zero as [or ( a ^ / a ^  *Fj becomes large, which signifies that the diffusion effect 
of the thermal exchange has not yet reached the strip/roll element being studied. The 
’penetration depth* for the thermal diffusion can hence be estimated from Figure 2.6, 
the approximated average value being F2 â [or (a j/ c u ^ F j *̂] ~ 3.
The temperature gradients along and perpendicular to the contact regions, for given 
rolling parameters, may be read from Figures 2.5 and 2.6 respectively. This is very 
useful in the prediction of thermally induced stresses in the roll.
2.4.1.4 Effect of heat capacity of the scale layer
Most previous workers have neglected the heat capacity of the scale layer in their 
calculations because the scale layer has negligible thickness. The validity of this 
approximation can be studied with the current analysis. The present solution is 
compared, in particular, with that of Polukhin et al [1974a, 1974b], who obtained a 
solution analytically on the assumption that the heat transfer coefficient equals k,/s°, 
ie the scale layer has only thermal resistance and no thermal inertia. From their 
formulae (with the minor typographical errors corrected), the heat flux to the roll and 
the strip temperature components at the strip/scale layer interface due to T° and q° Q 
are compared in Figures 2.7-2.10 respectively (expressions for friction energy are not 
available in the quoted references). When the scale layer is absent, the two solutions 
are, of course, identical. However, the results diverge as the scale layer thickness 
increases: Q°t tending to the zero limit in Polukhin's solution but to a finite non-zero 
limit in the present solution due to the heat stored in the scale layer. Similar 
differences are observed in the other comparisons. These differences are of 
significance because of the short contact time involved in rolling; the heat capacity 
thus, even in thin scale layers, can be quite pronounced. Since, under normal rolling 
conditions, the contact time and scale layer are in the range 0.0003 to 0.1 s and 0.005 
to 0.5 mm respectively, it is evidently crucial to include the heat capacity of the scale
layer.
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Fiaure 2.7 Comparison of heat flux to a roll due to the *
' roll/strip bulk temperature difference effect, Q°
with the Polukhin et al solution. [t° = contact111 
time; sD = oxide layer thickness; T° = r o l l / s t r i p  
bulk temperature difference; Z = contact length.]
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t° (s)
Fiaure 2.8 Comparison of heat flux to a roll due to the
— ‘ deformation heating effect, g ^ ,  with the
Polukhin et al solution. [t^ = Qcontact time;
= oxide layer thickness; qDo = deformation 
energy intensity; £= contact length.]
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Fiaure 2. 9 Comparison of temperature change at the strip/oxide ---------  layer interface due to the roll/strip bulk
temperature difference effect, , with the Polukhin
et al solution. [tP = contact time; s° = oxide
------------ c> alayer thickness? = roll/strip bulk temperature
difference.]
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Figure 2.10 Comparison of temperature change at the strip/oxide layer interface due to the deformation heating
effect, T 2d' the Polukhin et al solution.
rt? = contact time; s° = oxide layer thickness; b a J
q°o = deformation energy intensity.]
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2.4.2 Results in Normal Rolling Conditions
2.4.2« 1 Average strip temperature and temperature at the strip/scale layer interface
A plot of the average strip exit temperature for varying scale layer thicknesses and 
strip thicknesses, with only the effect of an initial strip/roll temperature difference (it 
will be shown below that, in hot rolling, this heat transfer component dominates), is 
shown in Figures 2.11 and 2.12. With the assumed initial strip and roll temperatures 
and a strip thickness of 10 mm, the average strip temperature at the stand exit will 
remain practically unchanged for a scale layer thickness of 0.5 mm or over. If the 
scale layer is absent, a significant reduction of the strip temperature is anticipated 
when the strip is less than 10 mm thick.
The temperature at the strip/scale layer interface has been plotted against the 
contact time in Figure 2.13 for the same rolling conditions as those of Figures 2.11 and 
2.12. It may be observed that this temperature is independent of the contact time 
when the scale layer is absent (in agreement with well-known results derived from 
thermal analysis of two thick slabs in contact), and reduces from its initial 
temperature to the ultimate contact temperature at different rates for varying scale 
layer thickness. Under normal rolling conditions, no appreciable temperature drop will 
be experienced when the scale layer thickness exceeds 0.1 mm. The Pawelski and 
Bruns [1976] results, which are found to be higher than the present results, are shown 
by dotted lines in the same figure.
2.4.2.2 Results in standard rolling schedules
The analysis described earlier has been incorporated in a general rolling analysis model 
(Yuen [1980]), which determines the rolling mill variables with precision. Some of the 
results, which have been obtained by the application of the present solution, are 
described below.
Standard rolling schedules for both hot and cold rolling, as given in Tables A .l and A .2 
in Appendix A, have been studied (with the thermal data values given in Table A .3). 
The heat flux components to the rolls are shown in Table 2.1 and the temperature 
distributions across the strip thickness at the roll gap exit are shown in Figures 2.14 
and 2.15« These results are presented to illustrate the significance of each heat
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Fiaure 2.11 Variation of the mean strip exit temperature,
— — ' with the contact time, tb , for various oxide
layer thicknesses, sg.[RollingQconditions: 
entry strip temperature = 1100 C; roll core 
temperature =. 100°C; entry strip thickness = 10mm; 
deformation and frictional heating effects ignored.]
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Fiaure 2.12 Variation of the mean strip exit temperature, ,
— 2 with the contact time, tfa, for various entry
strip thicknesses, 2ha . [Rolling conditions: 
entry strip tempegature = 1100 C; roll core 
temperature = 1 0 0  C; oxide layer thickness = 0; 
deformation and frictional heating effects ignored.]
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Fiaure 2.13 Variation of the temperature at the strip/oxide 
—  “  “ layer interface, T^, , w ith the contactotime, t^,
for various oxide layer thicknesses, s .
[Rolling conditions: entry strip tempe?ature = 
1100°C; roll core temperature = 100°C; deformation 
and frictional heating effects ignored.]
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Jable 2.1 Heat flux to a roll due to the bulk temperature difference (Q ^ )»
strip deformation heating (Q ^ ) .  and frictional heating (Q°^) effects.








L Q if (Q°) total
kW/mm % kW/mm % kW/mm % kW/mm
Hot Rollina
RSI 5.777 98.3 0.003 0.1 0.096 1.6 5.876
RS2 6.408 95.4 0.007 0.1 0.299 4.5 6.714
RS3 6.359 93.8 0.009 0.1 0.410 6.1 6.778
RS4 6.332 91.0 0.013 0.2 0.613 8.8 6.958
RS5 6.182 86.1 0.020 0.3 0.975 13.6 7.177
RS6 5.938 77.8 0.036 0.5 1.659 21.7 7.633
RS7 5.197 79.6 0.036 0.5 1.299 19.9 6.532
FS1 1.860 85.2 0.022 1.0 0.301 13.8 2.183
FS2 2.024 85.0 0.026 1.1 0.332 13.9 2.382
FS3 2.143 86.0 0.029 1.2 0.318 12.8 2.490
FS4 2.114 88.7 0.023 1.0 0.246 10.3 2.383
FS5 1.917 93.4 0.012 0.6 0.123 6.0 2.052
Cold Rolling
SI -0.129* 44.5 0.066 22.8 0.095 32.7 0.032
S2 -0.042 15.1 0.100 36.0 0.136 48.9 0.194
S3 0.098 30.3 0.107 33.1 0.118 36.6 0.323
S4 0.218 48.9 0.115 25.8 0.113 25.3 0.446
S3 0.272 82.7 0.015 4.6 0.042 12.7 0.329
Note: For hot rolling,
RSn = Roughing Pass No. n, 
FSn = Finishing Stand No. n.
For cold rolling,
Sn = Rolling Stand No. n.
w Whenever the heat transfer is negative, the absolute value is used in computing the 
percentage.
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. o _«Temperature ( C)
Figure 2.14 Temperature distribution across the strip thickness 
at the roll gap exit for the hot rolling schedule 
of Table A . 1 (Appendix A). [RS = roughing pass;









Figure 2.15 Temperature distribution across the strip thickness 
at the roll gap exit for the cold rolling schedule 
of Table A.2 (Appendix A). [RS = rolling stand.]
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transfer component on the heat gained by the roll (which, in turn, will affect the 
thermal crown of the roll), and the thermal gradient on the strip surface at each 
rolling stand.
For the hot rolling schedule being studied, Figure 2.16 shows the strip temperature 
drop across each rolling stand for various scale layer thicknesses, under the assumption 
that the entry strip temperature at each stand remains constant. (Although strictly 
speaking, the strip entry temperature at a given stand depends on the temperature 
variations in all previous rolling stands, this secondary effect is insignificant in this 
context and will not be accounted for here.) It can be seen from Figure 2.16 that the 
variations in temperature drop across the stands can be substantial as the scale layer 
thickness changes, especially towards the finishing stands when the strip becomes 
thinner and thus has little thermal capacity to stabilize any variation in heat loss or 
gain. It is observed that a temperature increase across a stand can also be achieved 
(signified by a negative AT° value) when the scale layer becomes thick since the 
heating effect of the deformation energy outweighs the heat loss to the rolls. The 
strip temperature at the finishing stands is extremely sensitive to any scale layer 
variation: up to 50°C difference may be experienced if a thick scale layer has been 
removed, say, by a descaling spray. Precaution should, therefore, be taken to allow 




Figure 2.16 Strip temperature drop, At , across a rolling 
stand for the hot rolling schedule of Table A.l 
(gppendix A) for various oxide layer thicknesses, 
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CHAPTER 3
ROLL GAP ANALYSIS -  A TWO-DIMENSIONAL FORMULATION
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In the last chapter it has been shown that the roll and strip temperature fields in the 
roll gap may be deduced from a transient one-dimensional heat transfer model of two 
semi-infinite solids in contact (with, where applicable, an oxide layer of finite 
thickness between them), together with the appropriate initial conditions and heat 
energy generation terms, ie the roll curvature effect is secondary and the heat 
diffusion in the direction of roll and strip movement is negligible compared to that in 
the orthogonal direction. The analysis to be carried out in this chapter is directed at 
checking the validity of the simple solutions obtained in Chapter 2. No attempt has 
been reported in the literature to this effect and the derivation below is entirely 
novel, in so far as rolling is concerned as well as any related subject where this type of 
analysis could have been performed. The following study involves a two-dimensional 
analysis of the heat transfer between two moving media which are only in contact over 
a fixed finite region. With this formulation, the validity of the simple analysis can be 
checked and the higher order correction terms of the thermal effects derived. In 
addition, the thermal behaviour outside (ahead of and beyond) the roll gap region, 
where the simple analysis does not provide any information, may be examined.
Two-dimensional heat diffusion has long been a subject of interest and various 
standard techniques have been developed to solve problems relating to it [eg the 
classical finite-difference method; the heat balance integral method (Goodman 
[1964]); and recently, the boundary element method (Wrobel and Brebbia [1981]); 
integral transform techniques (Mikhailov and Ozisik [1980]); and the now popular finite 
element formulation (Bruch and Zyvoloski [1974])]. In particular, steady-state and 
transient heat transfer problems between two media in contact over a finite region 
have recently been studied by Schneider et al [1977] and Sadhal [1980, 1981]. 
Schneider et al [1977] used a finite difference scheme to examine the transient 
thermal response of two semi-infinite bodies which were initially at uniform but 
different temperatures and placed in perfect contact over a small circular area. This 
same problem was later examined by Sadhal [1980], who obtained an analytical solution 
of the temperature fields for large Fourier numbers (ie for a combination of long time, 
large thermal diffusivities and small contact area) using a Laplace transform in time,
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a Legendre transform for one of the space co-ordinates, and a standard perturbation 
approach. Sadhal [1981] also applied the same technique to the investigation of heat 
flow between solids in contact at regular intervals in order to examine the effect of 
imperfect contact between bodies.
In the foregoing, the contact area, through which thermal exchange between the two 
media occurred, was taken to be stationary relative to the media. A comprehensive 
study of thermal exchange between contacting bodies which were moving relative to 
the contact region was first published by Jaeger [1942]. He used Green’s functions for 
the transient and steady-state temperature fields in a stationary semi-infinite medium 
with finite heat sources moving at a constant speed on the medium surface. While the 
formulation was sufficiently general to permit a non-uniform heat intensity 
distribution to be specified over the contact region for each medium, the proportion of 
the heat source flowing into each of the contacting media has not been investigated. 
It is important to note, however, that the heat flux distribution to each medium at the 
contact region can be far from uniform due to a non-uniform heat source distribution 
and/or differences in the thermal properties and speeds of the media.
The foregoing thermal contact problem has been solved in an approximate manner, 
with the assumption of a uniform heat distribution to each medium, by equating the 
maximum temperatures [Blok [1937]) or the average temperatures (Jaeger [1942]) of 
the media over the contact region. The results of the latter work have largely been 
accepted as a basis of thermal analysis of the grinding process (eg Outwater and Shaw 
[1952], Des Ruisseaux and Zerkle [1970], and Malkin [1984]).
The formulation of Jaeger [1942] was later extended by Allen [1962], Cameron et al 
[1965] and Symm [1967] and an improved numerical solution to this problem was 
obtained by collocation. However, certain inherent problems existed in the 
discretization procedure of the latter two studies and some of their results were found 
to be inconsistent: this will be elaborated in the next chapter when a numerical 
solution of the roll gap analysis is developed.
In the work discussed above, heat energy was taken as being generated at the contact 
surface and the media were assumed to have the same bulk temperature; the case of 
media with different bulk temperatures or heat generation inside one of them has not
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been fully studied previously (although Barber [1970] estimated the extra amount of 
heat transfer across the contact region due to these two effects).
Under normal rolling conditions, the heat conduction between the rolls and strip is 
much more significant than the convection and radiation heat losses from the rolls and 
strip to the surroundings (air cooling) just ahead of and beyond the roll gap region, and 
the rolling speed is normally high. It is thus possible to consider the roll gap as a 
thermal problem in which two semi-infinite bodies, moving in the same direction, are 
insulated from each other except over a finite region (the roll gap) where there is 
perfect contact. (This is still a localized analysis applicable only to the vicinity of the 
roll gap because cooling due to sprays, etc, is globally important; the effect of the 
cooling sprays is studied in Chapter 5.) In order not to obscure the fundamental results 
with secondary details, the scale layer effect (which has been analyzed in detail in the 
last chapter) will not be included in this model. (A formulation with an oxide layer can 
be derived in a similar way although a solution may then have to be obtained by a 
numerical method due to the additional complexity.) Three heating effects will be 
considered in turn: the bulk temperature difference of the media, heat generation in 
one of the media under the region of contact (namely, deformation energy in the strip 
within the roll gap), and frictional heating at the contact region. The formulation 
utilizes the Green’s function for moving heat sources given by Jaeger [1942], and an 
asymptotic solution is obtained for large values of the Peclet number.
In the formulation below, the two media (roll and strip) are allowed to move at 
different speeds in order to estimate the effect of slipping (see Section 1.3.1) at the 
roll gap.
3.2 DERIVATION OF THE MODEL
Consider two semi-infinite media with plane boundaries, moving in the same direction 
and in contact over a finite region, as indicated in Figure 3.1. Let the x°-axis be 
aligned with the line of contact and the origin of the Cartesian co-ordinate system 
(x°,y°) be located at the position of first contact. The media 1 (roll) and 2 (strip) 
move in the x° direction at speeds v°x and v°x respectively, and in the region of 
contact (0<x°<fc, where 8, is the contact length) thermal exchange occurs. The problem 
is considered to be two-dimensional since it is assumed, as consistent with the
0 CN
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Figure 3.1 The two-dimensional thermal roll gap model.
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formulation of Chapter 2, that there is no thermal variation normal to the direction of
motion. The general differential equation governing heat diffusion in the media is
vix(8Tr  /a>0 = /a( x T  + a 'T j '  /3(y T ]  + % / P f i
O x 2 , 2 t O 0 x2 - (3.1)
subject to the boundary conditions:
T°(-oo.y°) = T jR i= 1.2 ( Î .2)
3T?(x°,0)/3y° = 0 -oo<x°<0; K x V ;  i=l,2 (3.3)
T°(x°,0) = T ^ . O )  0<x°<9. (3.4)
-k 13T°(xO.0)/ay° = -k 23T 2(x°.0)/ay° + q°(x 0<x °<S. (3.5)
where subscript i=l,2 refers to media 1 (roll) and 2 (strip) respectively. Here T° is the 
temperature, a the thermal diffusivity, the heat source term, p the density, c the 
specific heat, the (uniform) temperature prior to the roll gap entry, k the thermal 
conductivity, and q£ is the (frictional) heat flux generated at the contact region.
In the above. Equation (3.3) describes the insulated interface condition along y°=0 
except at the region of contact (0<x°<4), and Equations (3.4) and (3.5) describe the 
perfect contact condition and conservation of heat fluxes. In the case of rolling, the 
internal heat source term, q^., only comes from the plastic deformation heat flux, q^, 
of the strip within the roll gap, therefore,
V I 0
r 0 -oo<x°<0; 9r<x°<°°
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The steady-state temperature change, (T ° -T ° ), at a point (x°,y°) in an infinite
medium which is moving in the x° direction at a speed, v°, due to a line heat source,xo . . . .  A
q , at the origin is given by the Green's function (Jaeger [1942] and Carslaw and
Jaeger [1959]):
t ° -t r  = [*/,q°/(irk)] exp(‘/,v° x°/<x) Ko{‘Av°[(x°)2 + (y 0) 2]7’/«} (3.8)
where K (u) is the modified Bessel function of the second kind. For a semi-infinite o
medium (say, in the positive y° region), which is insulated along y°=0 , the temperature
change due to q° at the origin is, from symmetry, twice that given by Equation (3.8).
When the heat source, q°(x°), extends from x°=0 to x°=8. as shown in Figure 3.2(a), the
temperature change, (T ° -T ° ), at (x°,y°) is then given byK
T(x.y) = [T°(x0,y0)-T ° y T ° R (3.9)
= n*1 J q q(x,)eP(x_x')Ko{P[(x-x,)2+y2]Vj}dx' (3.10)
where P = *Av°a/aX (3.11)
x = x°/5t (3.12)
y = y°/St (3.13)
and q(x) = lq0(x°)/(kT°). (3.14)
Here P is the Peclet number based on half of the contact length; (x,y) the Cartesian 
co-ordinate pair, non-dimensionalized with the contact length, 8,; q(x) the heat source, 
non-dimensionalized with (kT°/Jl); and temperature change, T(x,y), is 
non-dimensionalized with the initial temperature of the medium, T ° .
In their studies of sliding bodies in contact, most previous workers (Blok [1957], Jaeger 
[1942], Takazawa [1966], and Maris [1977]) have derived the temperature field from 
Equation (3.10), with an assumed heat flux distribution to each medium, q(x), instead 
of estimating the proper partitioning of the heat source to each medium. This
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Y
(a) Model for a semi-infinite moving medium with finite heat 
source at the surface.
Y
(b) Model for two semi-infinite moving media with thermal 
exchange over a finite region.
(c) Model for a semi-infinite moving medium with an internal 
heat source over a finite region.
Figure 3.2 Some thermal models considered in Chapter 3.
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simplification may not be adopted in the present study since the heat flux distribution 
to the media can vary significantly, especially when the bulk temperature difference 
and deformation heating effects are taken into consideration. In the derivation below, 
the problem is formulated such that the heat flux distribution to the media can be 
determined before the temperature fields are evaluated.
When Equation (3.10), with the heat flux distribution, q(x), written in terms of the 
thermal gradient perpendicular to the area of contact, 3T(x,0)/3y, is applied to the two 
moving semi-infinite media under consideration [Figure 3.2(b)], the 
(non-dimensionalized) temperature change, T.(x,y), for the media becomes
T.(x,y) = Tir_1X^[3Tj(x',0)/3y] exp[P.(x-x*)] K ^P -K x-x ’f + y ^ l d x 1 (3.15)
where the upper and lower signs refer to media 1 and 2 respectively. [This difference 
in signs is a result of the difference in direction of the outward normal at the surface 
(y=0) of the two media.]
Following the same approach, the theoretical steady-state temperature distribution, 
T p ix ^ , for medium 2, when completely insulated along the x°axis [Figure 3.2(c)] with 
rate of heat generation (per unit volume), q p (x%  in the region 0<x°<H and y<0, may be 
obtained by integrating the moving heat source (Carslaw and Jaeger [1959]), giving
T o M  = T D(x0)/T2R (3.16)
r  J'oclD(x’) exp[2P2(x -x ’)] dx' x<0
= < •̂oqD^x’ d̂x' + •*xqD(x ) e*Pt2P2(x-><‘)ldx' 0<x<l (3.17)
■To % < * '* * ' x> 1
where qD(x) = &q° ( x V ( P f  2v°2>T ̂  (3.18)
The total temperature change in medium 1 is given by T^(x,y) of Equation (3.15), and 
that in medium 2 by [T  (x,y)+T (x)] of Equations (3.15) and (3.17).
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The boundary conditions given by Equations (3,2)—(3.5), in their non-dimensionalized 
form, are:
T j(-°°.y) = T 2(-oo,y) = 0 (3.19)
STjix.Oyay = 3T2(x,0)/3y = 0 x<0 ; x>l (3.20)
1+T j(x.O) = [1+T2(x .0)+Td (x)] T r 0<x<l (3-21)
-STjCx.Oyay + krT r[aT2(x,0)/ay] = qp(x) 0<x<l (3.22)
where k = k0/k.r z 1 (3.23)
T -  t ° /T° 'r  " 2R' 1R (3-24)
and qp(x) = iq£ (x°)/(k j T ^ ) . (3.25)
It should be noted that Equation (3.19) is satisfied by Equation (3.15) implicitly as a 
result of a proper choice of the non-dimensionalization of the temperature.
3.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SOLUTION OF ASYM PTOTIC EXPANSION
Under normal rolling conditions, the Peclet numbers, P^ and P2, are large (typically 
4000 to 60000, as indicated in Table A .5 of Appendix A), thus enabling an asymptotic 
solution to be derived in terms of these parameters. The three heating effects are 
considered separately below.
3.3.1 Roll/strip bulk temperature difference
In this case, qp=qp=0 and the temperature resultant from the roll/strip bulk 
temperature difference effect is denoted by the subscript *t\ From Equations (3.15) 
and (3.20)-(3.22), a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind in the unknown 
function ft(x) may be derived:
+ I2[ft(x)]/kr = *rr(l-Tr ) 0 <x<l (3.26)
(3.27)
and ft(x) = 3 T lt (x,0)/ay. (3.29)
The unknown function, f^(x), is a measure of the heat flux extracted from (or supplied 
to) medium 1 at the contact region and it is derived in the following section.
3.3.1.1 Derivation of heat flux at the contact
where I.ff.(x)] = J^f,.(*’) exp[P.(x-x')]K (P.|x-x'|)dx'
* t  O L 1 0  1
= .f ^(x -u)exp(P.u)Ko(P.u)du + J*"x ft(x+u)exp(-P.u)Ko(P.u)du (3.28)
The kernel of the integral I.[f^(x)] consists of the modified Bessel function which, 
although singular at x'=x, rapidly decreases towards zero when xVx due to the large 
Peclet number, P.. In the following, a solution which is valid for regions remote from 
the roll gap entry and exit [more precisely, for P.x and P . ( l - x ) » l ]  is derived, and then 
corrections in these very small regions examined.
Since P. is large, consider the region e j « x « ( l - e 2). where 0<Cj,e2« l  
P .c ^ » !  (i= l,2). The integral I.[f^(x)] may be divided up as follows:
but P.c, andl 1
Ij[ft(x)] = I.j(f t(x)] + Ii2[ft(x)] + I.3[ft(x)] + y f t(x)] (3.30)
where Iu [ft(x)l = J q1 f^x-uJexpiPj^K^P.uJdu (3.31)
W = 4  ft(x-u)exp(P.u)Ko(P.u)du (3.32)
Ii3[ft(x)] = j “ ft(x+u)exp(-P.u)Ko(P.u)du (3.33)
and Iw [ft(x)] = J ^ xft(x+u)exp(-Piu)Ko(Piu)du. (3.34)
In physical terms, L ^ f^ x )] and L ^ f^ x )] represent the contributions to L[ft(x)] from the 
vicinity of the contact position under study. I^tf^ix)] represents the contribution from 
'forward' diffusion as assisted by the medium movement, and I.^[f^.(x)3 from 'backward' 
diffusion which is in a reverse direction to the medium movement.
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By definition of Equation (3.30), the sum of I ̂ [ffc(x)] and yfjX x)] should contain no 
Cj -dependent terms. Similarly the sum of I5[ft(x)] and I^ f^x )] should be free from 
c^-dependent terms. Provided that f^(x) is continuous and differentiable in the region 
0<x<l, ft(x-u) and f^(x+u) of Equations (3.31) and (3.33) may be expanded about x (since 
€j and €2« 1) to give
In [ft(x)] = j ' 1[f't(x)-uft,(x)+y,u2ft"(x)+...]exp(P.u)Ko(P.u)du (3.35)
W * ) ]  = Jo2[ft(x)+uft'(x)+V,u2ftH(x)+- ]eXp(- Piu)Ko(Piu)du (5-36)
where f̂ .*(x) = 3f^(x)/3x and fj.M(x) = 32f^(x)/3x2, etc.
The integrals in Equations (3.35) and (3.36) are standard integrals (Abramowitz and 
Stegun [1972]). It is shown in Appendix B, for large values of the parameters, P.c^ and 
P ^ ,  that the sum of I.j[f^(x)] and Lj[f^(x)] consists of e^- and C2~dependent terms 
only. In addition, the Bessel functions in Equations (3.32) and (3.34) may be expanded 
for large values of P.e^and P ^  (Abramowitz and Stegun [1972]) to give
Ii2[ft(x)l = (V r t / p .f 1 ¡*C1 i f y,ft(x -u )[l-(8Piu )'1+...] du (3.37)
Il4[ft(x)] = (V.n/P.)Vl J * ;x u 'l/lexp(-2P.u) ft(x+uXl+(8P.u)_ i+...] du. (3.38)
These results reduce Equation (3.26) to
112[ft(x)] + l i4lft{x)] + fl22[V x)W 24[ft(x)]}/kr = TT(1_Tr) + cr e2"terms (3-39)
where 1.2 and 1.̂  are given by Equations (3.37) and (3.38) respectively.
Let
ft00 = fto(x) + ft l (x) + ft2(x) + •••• (3.40)
where f^.(x) = o [ffc ._j(x)] i = 1.2,3, ... (3.41)
Here "o" refers to a smaller order with respect to the Peclet numbers, P  ̂ and P2. On 
substitution of Equations (3.37), (3.38) and (3.40) in (3.39), the leading order term, 
fto(x), can be shown to be given by:
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X -Va
J ei u ftQ(x-u)du = Tr3to + cpterms (3.42)
where ho = ( 2 P i / i r )Vl [Kr P r V (l+ K rP r 2)] ( 1 - T r ) (3.43)
and P -  P /P
r k 2/k 1* (3.44)
Provided that the integral in Equation (3.42) is integrable at the origin, 
written as the difference between an integral of the integrand from 0 to 
from 0 to Cj. Now, since
it may be 
x and one
'o 1 u_V,ft0(x-u)du = 2e‘f f t0(x) -  2e’ /2ft0 '(x)/3 + e;/2fto"(x)/5 + (3.45)
consists only of Cj-dependent terms which must cancel out with the -terms in 
Equation (3.42), the following is obtained:
Xo U /lft0(x -u)du = to* (3.46)
Thus,
fto(x) = ptox V'- (3.47)
This result may be verified by direct substitution but is readily found, for example, by 
Laplace transforms. Equation (3.47), which comprises a square-root type singularity 
at the roll gap entry, is the leading order solution for the rate of heat transferred 
to/from medium 1 (roll) in the contact region due to the bulk temperature difference 
effect, and may be shown to agree with the expression obtained by differentiating 
Equation (2.40) with respect to *n at n = 0 after the necessary transformations have 
been made.
The integral equation for the next order term, f^ (x ), f°r the region under 
consideration [P.x and P . ( l - x ) » l ]  may be obtained by substituting Equation (3.47) into 
Equation (3.39):
I 12[ft l (x)1 + I 14[ft l (x)1 + « 22[ft l (x)1+I24[ft l (x)]}/kr + °£ft2(x)1
= ir(l-Tr) -  I12[fto(x)] " 11 tô x^ ” ^2 2 ^ to x̂^+I2 4 ^ + c i.e2-terms. (3-48)
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Now consists of known integrals of the form J ^ u  ^uCx-u)]-  2̂du,
n=0,l,2,..., which can be integrated readily (Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [1980]), and it 
can subsequently be shown that Tr(^“^ r)~ ^ 2^to^x^ _ 2̂2^to^x^ ^ r  comPr*ses only 
Cj-dependent terms. Consequently, the Cj -independent terms on the right-hand side 
of Equation (3.48) come solely from ^ C ^ qC*)]» ie the correction term for the
heat transfer, f^ ̂  (x), in the region under study arises from the 'backward' diffusion 
component and is extremely small. This will be considered further when the validity 
of the solution of Equation (3.47) at regions near the roll gap entry and exit is 
examined.
On substitution of the leading order solution of Equation (3.47) into Equation (3.26), an 
integral equation for the next order term, which is valid over the complete contact 
region, may be derived:
+ I2[fu (x)ykr = TT(1-Tr) -  I 1[ftoCx>3 -  I2[fto(x)]/,V  (3'*9)
The integrals I.[f|.0(x)], i=l,2, may be performed by writing them in the following form:
¥ ftO(*>l = ^0 etO(* -U>"Ae><P(PiU>Ko(PiU> dU + Jo 0 tO(X+U)_ /iexp( -p iU>K 0(p ¡U>du
■  J~-x 0to(x+u)~ /l|8XP (-piu)Ko(Piu)clu (5.5°)
and it is shown in Section C. 1 of Appendix C that the sum of the first two integrals on 
the right-hand side of Equation (3.50) equals Ptoir (V jir/ P .)H e n c e  Equation (3.49) is 
reduced to
+ 1Jj°_x(x+u)-/ *exp(-P2u)K0(p2u)du]- (3.51)
Equation (3.51) demonstrates that the right-hand terms, and hence f^j(x), are 
generally very small [since e x p (-P .u )« l] except at regions very close to the exit, 
where f^ (x ) could become significant. However, it can be shown, near the exit zone, 
that the right-hand terms of Equation (3.51) are smaller than the corresponding
_i/
leading terms (Equation 3.26) by a factor of P- \
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In view of the insignificance of the second order term in comparison to the leading 
term, it is unnecessary to devote substantial effort to solving for f^ (x ). However, for 
the case Pj=P2=P, f^ (x ) may readily be deduced, using the same procedure as that 
used to derive f ^ x ) ,  to obtain
ft l (x) = 3tQ{[2TrP( 1 - x ) f  VV 2P( 1 " x)-erfc[2P( 1 -x )]% }. (3.52)
It is obvious that f^ (x ), given by Equation (3.52), is much smaller than f ^ x ) ,  of 
Equation (3.47), except at regions very close to the roll gap exit [P (l -x )~ 0 (l)]  where 
ft l (x) becomes significant. At x=l, f^ (x )  is singular, but the singularity is weaker 
than that of f^Q(x) Qt the roll gap entry, and its contribution to the temperature 
variation is small (as will be confirmed in the next section).
3.3.1.2 Temperature along y=Q
The temperature distribution in both media may be computed from Equation (3.15), 
with [3T.(x,0)/3y] given by f^(x) (derived in the previous section) and by Equation (3.22) 
for i=l,2 respectively. In particular, the temperature along y=Q, which is of 
fundamental interest, is derived below. From Equation (3.15),
T .t(x,0) = T i r '^ ^ a T .^ x ’.Oyay] expCP.ix-x’H K ^P .Ix -x ’Ddx'. (3.53)
Tit(x.O) will be evaluated for the three different regions in turn: ahead of, within and 
beyond the roll gap.
(a) Ahead of the roll gap (x<0)
Consider firstly the effect of the leading order term, ffcQ(x) of Equation (3.47), the 
non-dimensionalized temperature, T .t(x,0), from Equation (3.53) becomes
T .t(x.O) = T(3ito/Tr)X^(x')‘ I/iexp[-P.i(x1-x )]K o[P.(x,-x )] dx* (3.54)
= T iP i^ lx l^ / n n ^ u -D '^ e x p i-P .Ix lu iK ^ P jlx lu ) du
~J(l+|x|)/|x| ^exp(-Pj|x|u)K0(PJx|u)du] (3.55)
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where Plto = Pto (3.56)
and
P2to = < W r > - (3.57)
The first integral of Equation (3.55) may be evaluated analytically (Section C.3 of 
Appendix C), giving
i'“ ( u - i r /,exp(-P.|x|u)K0(p i|x|u)du = ir[Vnr/(P x | )] Aerf c(2P ¡I x | ) A (3.58)
and the second integral is very much smaller than the first integral when |x|«l (since 
the lower limit of the second integral will then tend to the upper limit). Although it 
becomes comparable with the first integral when | x | »l, the resulting temperature 
computed from the integrals is of the order [(P.|x|) âerfc(2P.|x|)^], which is too small 
to be of any practical significance. Thus, to the leading order,
T it(x.O) = T l W '^ P i ^ e r f c ^ P j l x l ) 7, x<0. (3.59)
On examining the order of magnitude of the integral of the second order term, 
ft l (x) of Equation (3.52), for the case P ^ P ^ P ,  its effect is found to be negligible 
compared to the term given by Equation (3.59) in the region x<0.
(b) Within the roll gap (0<x<l)
With the same approach, it can be established that
T it(x.O) = TPito{(V»-ir/P.) /a -  ir_1J'“_x (x+u)- ^expt-PjiOKJPjUjdu +
("P , to)"1# !  1 M exptP^x-x’H K JP jlx -x 1 |)dx*} 0<x<l (3.60)
and it can readily be shown that the contribution from the integrals in the above 
equation is of little significance. Again, the leading order solution in Equation (3.60) 
coincides with the results derived in the previous chapter [Equations (2.40) and (2.43) 
with T) = 0 and the necessary transformations made].
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(c) Beyond the roll gap (x>0)
On substitution of f^Q(x) into Equation (3.53) and evaluation of the resulting integral,
T it(x,0) = + sin_1[(2-x)/x]/Tr} x>l. (5.61)
The contribution from the second order term, f^^(x), is again found to be small.
It will be shown in the next chapter that the temperature predictions given above 
agree very well with the numerical results and that the values of and under 
normal rolling conditions are well within the range in which the asymptotic solution is 
valid.
3.3.2 Frictional heating
In this case, q ^ O , T =1, anc* subscript 'f* is used to indicate the frictional effect.
If the same procedure is followed, an integral equation, similar to Equation (3.26) but 
with a different right-hand expression, may be derived:
Ijlty x )] + I2[ff(x)]/kr = -k “ 1J^qF(x)exp[P2(x-x*)]Ko(P2|x-x*|)dx* 0<x<l (3.62)
where ff(x) = 3T lf (x,0)/9y (3.63)
and L[ff(x)] is given by Equation (3.27).
Under the same assumption made in Chapter 2 that the frictional heating source is 
uniform along the roll gap, ie qF(x)=qFQ; 0<x<l, the right-hand side of Equation (3.62) 
may be integrated and the integral equation reduced to
= -(q Fo/kr){x exp(P2x)[Ko(P2x) + K j(P2x)] +
(1 -x)exp[-P2( 1 - x)][Kq(P2{ 1 -x })-K  1(P2{1 -x })]} 0<x< 1. (3.64)
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A solution may be derived following the same procedure as discussed in the previous 
section, the details of which will be omitted below. Again, with
ff(x) = ffQ(x) + ff l (x) + ff2(x) + ... (3.65)
where ffi(x) = o [ff i _j(x)] i = 1,2,3f ••• (3.66)
it can be shown, for regions away from the roil gap entry and exit [P.x and P . ( l -x ) » l ] ,  
that the leading order term, f ^ x ) ,  may be determined from the following integral 
equation
This leading order term is found to agree with the expression obtained by 
differentiating Equation (2.42) with respect to ti at tv=0 after the necessary 
transformations have been made. The result of Equation (3.69) indicates that, with a 
uniform frictional heat source distribution, the heat flux distribution to the two media 
will essentially be uniform.
The integral equation for the next order term, f^ (x ) [for the entire roll gap region], 
may be obtained by substituting the leading order solution into Equation (3.64):
J£u~,/*ffd(x_u) du = 2Bfox /l (3.67)
where 3 , = -q _  /(1+k P^1). fo Fo v r r (3.68)
The solution of Equation (3.67) is
(3.69)
I ,[f f l (x)l + I2[ff l (x)]/kr
-3 f0 lx exp(P j  x)[Kq(P j  x)+K j  (P j  x)] +
( 1 -x)exp[-P , ( 1 -x)KKo(P j {1 -x })-K  j (P j {1 -x})]} +
PfoPp'tx exp(P2x)[Ko(P2x)+K1(P2x)] +
( 1 -x)exp[-P2( 1 - x) I K o(P2{ 1 -x })-K  j (P2{ 1 -x})]}. (3.70)
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It is obvious from the above equation that f^(x)=0 when Pj=P£. ^  can father be 
shown that the right-hand side of this equation is of smaller order than that of 
Equation (3.67), except in regions very close to the entry zone when P2» P j .  
Consequently, this insignificant higher order term of the heat transfer, f^j(x), will not 
be further dealt with here. (This observation will be confirmed by the numerical 
solution of the roll gap analysis presented in the next chapter.)
The non-dimensionalized temperature variation along the interface (y=0) can be 
derived similarly based on the leading order term, f ̂ (x ), to give
T .f(x,0) = Pifo^ exp[Pi(x-x')]Ko(pi|x-x*|)dx- i = 1,2 (3.71)








- e f o P r / V f f -
(3.73)
After the right-hand side of Equation (3.71) has been evaluated, the following results 
are obtained:
r
T if(x,0) = (
3ifo{,x|exp(—P-|x|)[K 1(Pi|x|)—Ko(P.|x|)]
-(l+IxOexpi-P.il+IxinKjiP.lUIxID-K^P.U+lxl})]} x<0 
(3.fo{x exp(P . x)[Kq(P^x)+K j (P^x)]+( 1 -x)exp[-P. (1 - x)][Kq(P.{1 -x})-K  ̂(P^{ 1 -x})]}
0<x<l
3if0lx exp(P.x)[Ko(P.x)+K{(P.x)]-(x - 1 )exp[P.(x- 1 )][Ko(P.{x- 1 })+K{(P.{x - 1})]}
x>1. (3.74)
From Equation (3.74), it can be deduced that the non-dimensionalized contact
temperatures at the roil gap entry, T .f(0,0), and at the exit, T .f(l,0), are, respectively,
y 2 i t  i t
|3.̂ q/P  ̂ and 23^0(V*tt/P.) . These are compared with the corresponding values of 0 and 
obtained from the one-dimensional analysis of the previous chapter
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[Equations (2.42) and (2 .45) with ti=0 , t=t^ and the necessary transformations]. (It
should be noted that the simple analysis has been formulated for the case of v? = v°
lx 2x
only.) Thus the simple solutions of Chapter 2 are valid at these positions (since P>>1).
For regions remote from the roll gap entry and exit, ie P.|x| and P .| l-x | » l, Equation 
(3.74) may further be reduced:
T .f(x,0) «
^  *A(ß.fo/P.)[Tr/(2P.|x|)]V,exp(-2P.|x|) 
- ßifo(2nx/Pi)1A
.  p j ^ i r / P p V ' - t x - l ) 7*!
P .x « -11
P .x » l ;  P . ( l -x ) » l  
P . ( x - l ) » l .  (3.75)
It can easily be shown that the second part of Equation (3.75) agrees with the results 
obtained in the previous chapter [Equations (2.42) and (2.45)].
The heat flux and temperature fields derived in this section will further be checked 
with the numerical results of the next chapter.
3.3.3 Deformation heating
In this section, the effect of deformation heating in the roll gap is studied. Thus, 
qp=0, T f=l and subscript *d' is used to indicate the deformation energy effect. The 
total temperature change due to deformation heating is given by T ^ (x ,y ) for medium 
1, and by ^ ^ (x .y J + T ^ x ) ]  for medium 2.
With the same procedure as employed earlier, the following integral equation is 
obtained:
I ! [f dW ] + I2[f d(x)]/kr = - itT d (x) (3.76)
= -ir{J^qD(x')dx' + J^ix'JexptfP^x-x'Hdx1} 0<x<l (3.77)
where f^x) = 3T1(j(x,0)/3y (3.78)
and I.[fd(x)] is given by Equation (3.27).
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With the same assumption as that made in Chapter 2 of the deformation energy being 
uniformly distributed in the roll gap, ie q^(x)=q^Q; 0<x<l, Equation (3.77) can be 
reduced to
I,[fd(x)] + I2[fd(x)]/kr = -n q Do{x ♦ [l-exp(-2P 2{l-x })y (2 P 2)} 0<x<l (3.79)
from which the integral equation for the leading order term, 
and P .(l-x ) » 1 ,  is given by
in the region where P.(x)
Xou Vifdo(x' u)du = ‘̂ 3 do{x+[1 -exp(-2 p2U -x})]/(2p2)} (3.80)
where Bdo = -2(2P2/n)1AqDokr/ (U l<rP;/') (3.81)
fd(x) = fdo(x) + fd l(x) + .... (3.82)
and fdi( x ) -  o [fd i_ l (x)] i =1,2,3,. . . (3.83)
Equation (3.80) may be solved, for example, by Laplace transforms to give 
fd0(x) = edo{xVl + [l -e x p (-2P2)]/(4P2xVi) -  y,(Vlir/P2)1/iexp[-2P2(l-x)]erf(2P2x)1/l}.
(3.84)
The first term (3^ x^*) on the right-hand side dominates and may be shown to agree 
with the expression obtained by differentiating Equation (2.41) with respect to *n at n=0 
after the necessary transformations have been made. The rest of the terms 
representing the next order correction to the heat transfer due to deformation heating 
are of the order P~x. However, the complete form of the next order correction term 
must include those arising from the reduction of I-Cf^x)] in Equation (3.79) to the form 
of Equation (3.80). This may be obtained by solving the resulting integral equation for 
f 00 after Equation (3.84) is substituted into Equation (3.79). From the identity 
(derived in Section C.2 of Appendix C):
r1( l -u )VlePuK (Pu)du + /°°(l+u)1/V PuK (Pu)du = (*/in/P)3/;2(l+4P)/4 
o o o o
(3.85)
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it can be shown that 
11[fd1Cx):l + I2[fd l(x)1/kr
= [,rqDo/(4P2)]l( 1 +krPr /2)/( 1 +krFV/l)+2exp(-2P 2)[exp(2p2x) - 1 ]} '
edox3/2(3 l l +J21/kr) - edo[ 1- exp(- 2P2)](;,12+:,22/kr)/(2P2) “
V,edo(1/,Tr/P2) /l(:l 15+;l23/kr) (3.36)
where = ; “ _x(x+u) exp(-P.u)Ko(P.u)du (3.87)
oo —l/z
J i2 = ^ l - x(x+u) exp(-P.u)Ko(P.u)du (3.88)
and = J*exp[-2P2( l -x ,)]erf(2P2x*)V,exp[P.(x-x,)]Ko(Pi|x-x’|)dx\ (3.89)
It is clear that 3.j, 3.^ and 3.^ are very small except in regions very close to the roll 
gap exit and a general solution of Equation (3.86) will not be sought here. 
Nevertheless, the dominant term of f^j(x) can readily be deduced based upon the 
results of Section 3.3.1.1:
fd l(x) = ed lx_,/I (3.90)
where Pdl = Pdod+l<rPa/2)/[8P2(l+krP ^)]. (3.91)
The temperature variation along the interface may be obtained in a similar way. From 
the identity (derived in Section C.4 of Appendix C):
j “ (u - l )Vlexp(-P j|x|u)K Q(P .|x|u)du = ‘/1[ tt/(2P .|x|)]3/a(V,-2P .|x|)erfc(2P .|x|)%
+ [n/(4P.|x|)]exp(-2P.|x|) (3.92)
and the identity given by Equation (3.58), the leading terms, after some lengthy 
manipulations, are obtained:
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Tn lp ,dotV' '1ATT/Pi)3/2(1/- 2Pilxl)erfc(2Pilx|)‘/% [Tr/(4P.)]|x|1/iexp(-2Pilxl)%
+ 3d2n(,/m/P.)y erfc(2Pi|x|),A}
T id(x.O)= <| -1,
T1T ip ido[(Vi1T/Pi)3/2( 1+4Pix)/4+Pd2lr(yiTT/Pi)1A]
ttt le ido{x(y,n/Pi) Acir/4+yiSin l ({2-x }/ x )-(x -l)VVx]
x <0
0<x<l
+ Pd2(l/1TT/Pi)y’[1ATT+sin 1({2-x}/x)]} X>1 (3.93)
where Pldo = Pdo (3.94)
B2do = > V kr (3.95)
and Pd2 = l/(4P2) - (  1 +krP^/a)/[8P2( 1 +krPy')]. (3.96)
The contact temperatures at the roll gap entry and exit are, according to Equation
(3.93), found to be
^—
i
Ql o « o
II Teido(y' Tr/Pi)‘A [1/(8Pi) + Bd2] (3.97)
and T .^ l.G ) = ¥Pido(,/in/Pi)A [ (1+4Pi)/(8Pi) + ed2]- (3.98)
These should be compared with T.^(0,0)=0 and T.^(1,0)=t Vi3-^ (Vair/P.)^1 obtained in 
Chapter 2 [Equation (2.41) and the second term of Equation (2.44) with ti=0, t=t^ and 
the necessary transformations]. (Again, the simple analysis in Chapter 2 has been 
formulated for the case of v^x=v2x Thus the s*mPle solutions derived earlier are
seen to be correct to 0 (P -1 ) in these regions.
For regions remote from the roll gap entry and exit (P̂ |x| and P .| l -x | » l ),  Equation 
(3.93) may further be reduced:
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Teido{1/,+(Pi/P2) [1" ,/l(1+^ Pr /i)/(1+krPr 1)]lexp(- 2Pi|x|)/(8Pi!|x|,/2)
T id(x.°)= <
P .x « -11
P .x » l ;  P . ( l -x ) » l
t TTr" 1Pido(1Atr/pi)V,{lAx[,ATi+sin‘ 1({2-x }/ x )]-(x -l)1A} P . ( x - l ) » l  (3.99)
The second part of Equation (3.99) agrees with the results obtained in the previous 
chapter [Equation (2.41) and the second term of Equation (2.44)].
The expression for Tp (x ) may readily be deduced from Equation (3.17) when cIq (x)=cIq 0:
- ‘AqDoexp(2P2x)[ 1 -exp(-2P2)]/P2 x <0
< qDo{x+y,[l-exp(-2P2{l-x })]/P 2) 0<x<l
qDo X>1. (3.100)
The leading term (c|q 0x) of the second part of Equation (3.100) is clearly in agreement 
with the first term of Equation (2.44).
It will be shown that the heat flux and temperature fields derived in this section agree 
well with those from the numerical solution in Chapter 4.
3.4 Numerical Results and Discussion
In Section 3.3, expressions for the heat flux and temperature variation at the roll/strip 
contact were derived. The heat losses to the roll due to the three heating components 
were shown to be given by the results of the simple one-dimensional analysis of 
Chapter 2, with small correction terms near the roll gap entry and exit regions; but 
the contribution of these correction terms to the media temperatures was negligible. 
In this section, some numerical results from the solutions of Section 3.3 are discussed.
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5.4.1 Heat flux along the contact
The total heat flux, q°-j-(x°), into medium 1 (roll) along the contact is
aq°T (x°)/(k1T°R) (3.101)
- [f t(x) + fd(x) + ff(x)] (3.102)
where f^(x), f ̂ (x) and f^(x) have already been derived in the previous section.
Figure 3.3 shows the distribution of the heat transfer components, - f  (x), - f  (x) and
_ / N _ 5 H ^  # Q *
- 'f (x ). for Pj=P2=10 , as a fraction of their integrated values, Q^., and Qj^, 
across the roll gap. It can easily be shown that
*
Q u  = -• # t (x)dx » - 2 9 to (3.103)
*
Q ld = - # d(x)dx ~ -2 e do/3 (3.104)
K
and Q jj. = - # f M d x  - - * W (3.103)
* o Here Q ̂  is related to the actual heat transfer, Q ̂ , by
K
Q i = (3.106)
and Equations (3.103)—(3.105) may be shown to agree with Equations (2.49)-(2.51) after 
the necessary transformations have been made.
It should be noted that both ffc(x) and f^ x ) contain weak singularities at x=0 and x=l. 
However, except for the singularity of f^(x) at x=0, the effects of the others are small 
and not observable in Figure 3.3. In addition, the curves shown in this figure are 
independent of the value of the Peclet number (consequently the rolling speed) as long 
as it is sufficiently large. As the Peclet number becomes smaller, the singularities at 
the roll gap entry and exit become more pronounced and their effects begin to 
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3.3 Heat flux to medium 1, f, in the contact region. 
-̂P 1 ,P2 = Pec -̂e't: numbers for media 1 and 2 respectively; x = position along the contact; 
subscripts t, d and f refer to the roll/strip 
bulk temperature difference, deformation heating 
and frictional heating effects respectively.il
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* H
rejnembered that the magnitudes of f^(x), f^(x) and f^(x) increase with Q ^ , and 
respectively. It follows that the heat transfer to the roll is linearly and inversely 
proportional to the square root of the rolling speed for, respectively, the bulk 
temperature and deformation heating effects, but remains unchanged for the frictional 
heating effect, provided that the heat energies generated remain constant. When the 
variation of the heat sources with rolling speed is taken into consideration (the 
deformation and frictional energy generation is approximately proportional to the 
rolling speed, eg Yuen [1980]), it can be deduced that ffc(x) and f^(x) vary according to 
the square root, while f^(x) varies according to the first power, of the rolling speed. 
[Strictly speaking, f^(x) depends also on the roll core temperature, which in turn is 
influenced by the amount of heat transferred to the roll. Determination of the roll 
core temperature will be discussed in the roll cooling analysis presented in Chapter 5.]
3.4.2 Temperature distribution at y=0
The temperature variation of medium 1 along the region of contact (y=0) is shown in 
Figure 3.4, with each temperature component for the heating effects normalized 
against its peak temperature (at x=l). It is observed that the normalized temperatures 
are generally independent of the Peclet number, P, as long as it is sufficiently large. 
However, in the region ahead of the roll gap, the temperature gradient for the bulk 
temperature difference effect increases as P increases as illustrated in Figure 3.4. 
The thermal gradient in this region for the other two heating effects is found to be 
negligible.
The roll gap temperature variation is found to agree with the results of Chapter 2: it is 
constant for the bulk temperature difference effect; varies linearly with x for the 
deformation heating effect; and is proportional to x for the frictional heating 
effect. On the other hand, the temperature beyond the roll gap is found to vary in a 
similar manner for all three heating effects, with that due to deformation heating 
dropping at the fastest rate and that due to the bulk temperature difference at the 
slowest rate. This may be explained by the argument that the mean normalized 
temperature in the roll gap is lowest for the deformation heating effect and highest 
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Figure 3.4 Temperature variation for medium 1, , along the
contact region (y=0). [p = Peclet number; 
x = position along the contact; subscripts t, d 
and f refer to the roll/strip bulk temperature 
difference, deformation heating and frictional 
heating effects respectively.]
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gap arises from the inward heat diffusion which is driven by the peak temperature 
attained at the surface, and the reduction rate of this temperature is dependent upon 
the 'penetration depth' achieved in the roll gap.
3.4.3 Peak temperature
The peak temperature, which is of primary concern in determining the extent of 
thermal fatigue, can be deduced from Equations (3.59)-(3.61), (3.75) and (3.99). In 
particular, the peak temperature of medium 1 is located at y=0 at the roll gap exit for 
all three heating components, and the temperature components are given by
t,max “ TU(1,0) = [XrPrVd+KrP > T ° R-T°R)/T°R (3.107)
d.max “ Tld(1.0) = [XrP > +XrP > q ° o)/(p2c2v°x) (3.108)
f.max ” Tlf(1.0) = [(2/n)VV( 1 +krP^)](iq° Q)/(k j P*̂ 2). (3.109)
It is obvious from the above expressions that the peak temperature components for the 
heating effects depend on the thermal properties of the media according to the 
ratio krP^2 (Vg /v° ) \  The peak temperature component due to
the bulk temperature difference effect is independent of the rolling speed [except that 
it would be influenced indirectly by the change (with rolling speed) in the roll core 
temperature, T° ^ , which will be discussed in Chapter 5]. When the linear dependence 
of the heat source terms, q°Q and q°o, with the rolling speed is taken into 
consideration, the peak temperature components for the deformation and frictional 
heating effects will be independent and vary as the square root of the rolling speed 
respectively.
The effect of the parameter krP^2 under various rolling conditions is shown in Table 
3.1, in which the roll peak temperature components are tabulated for hot and cold 
steel rolling and aluminium strip rolling, based upon the thermal data of Table A .3 in 
Appendix A. In addition, the peak temperature components for the standard rolling 
schedules of Tables A .l and A .2 (given in Appendix A) are evaluated and tabulated in 
Table 3.2. It is obvious that these results correlate well with the heat transfer results 
of Table 2.1, and that the bulk temperature difference effect dominates in hot rolling 
while all three heating effects are generally equally significant in cold rolling.
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Table 3.1 Variation of peak roll temperature components (T , , T , , J  £ )
, . . ,. _ ,. , t,max d.max f.max '








Y m a x ^ Y 1̂ ^ ! 0.46 0.50 0.57
^d.m ax^Do anc* 0.46 0.50 0.57
T f.m a x ^ F o P: Vl) and GfP l ‘ 0.43 0.40 0.34
T -1 = non-dimensionaiized bulk temperature difference between the roll and strip
q ^ o = non-dimensionalized average rate of deformation energy generated within
the strip in the roll gap
'Fo
non-dimensionaiized average rate of frictional energy generated at the 
roll/strip interface
P j = Peclet number for the roll
Note: ’Cold* steel rolls have been assumed; thermal data given in Table A .3 have 
been used in all calculations.
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IabLe 5.2 Calculated peak roll temperature components (T? , 1°. ,
q c i m a x * u f m a x
T f x) for rolling schedules of Tables A .l and A.2 (Appendix A).
T?t,max thd,max T°f,max (T°) total
Rolling Pass °C % a*U0 0 n a* °c
Hot Rolling
RSI 530 98 0 0 11 2 541
RS2 528 94 1 0 31 6 560
RS3 526 92 1 0 43 8 570
RS4 523 89 2 0 64 11 589
RS5 520 83 2 0 102 17 624
RS6 513 74 4 1 172 25 689
RS7 510 76 5 1 154 23 669
FS1 445 83 7 1 86 16 538
FS2 429 82 8 2 86 16 523
FS3 412 83 8 2 76 15 496
FS4 395 86 6 1 59 13 460
FS5 380 91 4 1 32 8 416
Cold Rolling
SI -20.0* 36 15.9 29 19.0 35 14.9
S2 -6.0 11 22.1 42 25.3 47 41.4
S3 13.5 23 23.1 40 21.2 37 57.8
S4 28.5 40 24.1 33 19.5 27 72.1
S5 47.0 74 5.3 8 11.1 18 63.4
T? = peak roll temperature due to the roll/strip bulk temperaturet,max
difference effect
T° = peak roll temperature due to the deformation heating effectOf max
T? = peak roll temperature due to the frictional heating effect
t f max
For hot rolling.
RSn = Roughing Pass No. n, 
FSn = Finishing Stand No. n.
For cold rolling,
Sn = Rolling Stand No. n.
*Note: Whenever the temperature change is negative, the absolute value 
has been used in computing the percentage.
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Circumferential thermal gradient on the roll surface
Figure 3.4 shows that the thermal gradient on the roll surface is highest ahead of the 
roll gap for the bulk temperature difference effect and within the roll gap for the 
other two heating effects. The average thermal gradients in these regions are 
quantified below.
If the average thermal gradients, G^, G^, and G^, for the three heating components are 
based, respectively, on a 95% temperature change just prior to the roll gap entry for 
the bulk temperature difference effect, and on the overall temperature change across 
the roll gap for the other two effects, it can be deduced, from Equations (3.59), (3.75) 
and (3.99), that
Gt = [A T ° /(T ° R - T ° R M A x ° /! l)  «  P t (kr P |/ l )/(1 +kr P^A ) (5.110)
Gd = {AT^/[9.q°o/(p 2c 2v ° x)]}/(Ax°/l) m  kr P ‘/ j /(1 +kf p ‘A ) (3.111)
Gf = [A T °/(9 .q °o/k  jM A x 0/* ) =  0 .8  P " Vl (1+k P** f 1. (3.112)
In addition to the dependence upon the thermal properties of the media through the 
parameter k P 2, the thermal gradients, Ĝ ., G^, and G^ are, respectively, linearly 
proportional, independent and proportional to the negative half-power of the roll 
Peclet number. From the definitions of these thermal gradients, it follows that the 
actual temperature gradients, AT®/Ax°, A T ^ / A x®, and AT®/Ax°, are, respectively, 
linearly proportional, independent and proportional to the square root of the rolling 
speed. These observations, together with the discussion of the previous section, are 
extremely important factors to be considered in rolling mill design if excessive 
thermal stresses and roll temperatures are to be avoided.
Equations (3.110)-(3.112) have been applied to the computation of thermal gradients 
experienced in strip rolling under various rolling conditions and for the standard rolling 
schedules of Tables A .l and A.2. The results are tabulated in Tables 3.1 and 3.3 
respectively. It may be observed that the thermal gradient induced by the bulk 
temperature difference effect dominates, especially in hot rolling.
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Table 3.3 Calculated thermal gradients (AT?/Ax°, AT°/Ax°,
o o t d
AT^ /Ax ) on the roll surface for rolling schedules of Tables
A .l and A .2 (Appendix A).
(AT° /Ax°)xl0 3 AT° /Ax° A T? /Ax'
Rolling Pass (°C/mm) (°C/mm) (°C/mm)
Hot Rolling
RSI 251 0.004 0.11
RS2 249 0.007 0.23
RS3 249 0.009 0.32
RS4 247 0.012 0.47
RS5 246 0.018 0.76
RS6 242 0.031 1.29
RS7 241 0.045 1.47
FS1 58 0.106 1.32
FS2 98 0.163 1.86
FS3 153 0.231 2.25
FS4 211 0.260 2.42
FS3 255 0.224 1.85
Cold Rolling
SI -3.9 0.83 1.00
S2 -1.5 1.25 1.43
S3 4.3 1.46 1.34
S4 11.0 1.66 1.35
S5 18.8 0.57 1.20
AT°/Ax° = thermal gradient due to the roll/strip bulk temperature 
difference effect
AT°/Ax° = thermal gradient due to the deformation heating effect 
d
AT°/Ax° = thermal gradient due to the frictional heating effect
For hot rolling,
RSn = Roughing Pass No. n,
FSn = Finishing Stand No. n.
For cold rolling,
Sn = Rolling Stand No. n.
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The results discussed in this section (Section 3.4) are equally applicable to medium 2 
(strip) for temperature variations at the contact region (since perfect contact has been 
assumed). For the deformation heating effect, the extra temperature component, T ^ ,  
should be added in regions ahead of and beyond the roll gap. Numerical results of the 
heat transfer may be deduced for medium 2 in a similar manner, but they are omitted 
here in the interests of brevity.
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CHAPTER 4
ROLL GAP ANALYSIS -  A NUMERICAL SOLUTION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION
The analytical solutions developed in Chapter 3 are based on the asymptotic expansion 
for large Peclet numbers, P  ̂ and P^, for which leading order expressions for the 
thermal exchange at the contact region and temperature variation along the medium 
surfaces have been derived. In this chapter, a numerical solution of the roll gap 
analysis is established in order
(a) to obtain an independent check on the solutions developed in Chapter 3;
(b) to establish the values of Pj and P^ for validity of the asymptotic solutions; and
(c) to examine the overall temperature fields of the media around the roll gap 
region (analytical expressions have been derived for the surfaces of the media 
only).
In addition, the numerical method discussed below enables the effects of 
non-uniformity of the heat source distribution [deformation energy, qp(x)°, and 
frictional energy, (x°)] to be studied.
Numerical integration of an expression similar to Equation (3.10) for the temperature 
field in a medium, with an assumed heat intensity distribution, has been examined by 
Takazawa [1966] and Maris [1977] in their study of thermal aspects of the grinding 
process. While Takazawa [1966] assumed a uniformly distributed heat source, Maris
[1977] computed results for heat source intensities with triangular, parabolic, and 
rectangular (uniform) distributions.
The first attempts in estimating the heat partitioning between the media were due to 
Allen [1962], Cameron et al [1963] and Symm [1967] in a general study of heat transfer 
between sliding bodies in contact. In their formulation, the bodies were of the same 
bulk temperature and the only heat source arose from the frictional heating at the 
region of contact. By assuming the total heat generation to be uniformly distributed,
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but allowing the heat flow into each body to vary along the contact region [the term 
q(x') in Equation (3.10)], Cameron et al [1965] and Symm [1967] solved the resultant set 
of linear algebraic equations for the heat partition distribution by matching the 
contact temperatures of the media at a finite number of positions. In their studies, 
the ratio Pr=P£/Pj was aN°wed to vary from -1 to +1 (ie the media were allowed to 
move in the same or opposite direction). However, near the entry and exit of the 
contact region, the numerical results showed peculiar temperature fluctuations, which 
is hardly surprising when they are compared with the analytical solutions of Chapter 3: 
except for the frictional heating effect with the heat transfer to/from the
media could become, in theory, infinite at the entry and exit of the contact region. 
Substantial numerical errors are likely to occur if these singularities are not handled 
carefully. [Note that the above arguments apply to the case of strip rolling, in which 
Pr>0, but, is normally negative for the grinding process, ie the grinding wheel is 
moving in a direction opposite to the workpiece, and the above arguments must be 
further examined.]
The steps in evaluating the temperature fields in the media in this chapter are similar 
to those used in the analytical solution: the heat flux to each medium is firstly 
determined, followed by the numerical integration of Equation (3.15) for the 
temperature field.
The heat transfer distribution will be determined by a series expansion which includes 
the expected singularities, and by solving a set of linear algebraic equations deduced 
from matching the contact temperatures at a finite number of points.
The symbols used in this chapter are the same as those used in Chapter 3 and only 
newly introduced symbols will be defined.
4.2 H EAT FLUX ALONG THE C O N TA C T REGION
The dimensionless heat flux distribution to medium 1 (Figure 3.1), q ^ x ) ,  along the 
contact region is, from Equation (3.102),
qi T (x) = "[ft(x) * fd(x) + ff(x)] (**°
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where f^x), f^(x) and f^(x) are the rate of heat transfer due to the bulk temperature 
difference (between media 1 and 2), deformation heating, and frictional heating 
effects respectively.
From Equations (3.26), (3.77) and (3.62), fj.(x), f^x ) and f^x) are the solutions of the 
following Fredholm integral equation of the first kind in the unknown function, f(x):
I^fix )] + I2[f(x)]/kr = g(x) 0<x<l (4.2)
where, from Equation (3.27),
I|[f(x)] = J q fix'iexpCP^x-x^lKJP^x-x’Ddx’ (4.3)
and g(x) is given, respectively, by
IIX4->
cn t r (l -T r) (4-4)
gd(x) = -ir^ o qD^x’ d̂x' + ^xqD^x’̂)exp[2P2(x -x ’)]dx'} (4.5)
gf(x) = -k~1JpqF(x)exp[P2(x -x ,)]K0(P2|x-x'|)dx*. (4.6)
The function f(x) is expanded in a series of Chebyshev polynomials but, in order to 
account for the singularities that could exist at the roll gap entry and exit, terms in 
x’ /2 and ( l - x ) - /a are included in the series. Two forms of expansion have been 
examined:
nX x - ^ l - x ) - V D oT > )  + ^ =1DnT > ) ] (4.7)
fix) = C j x '71 + C 2( l - x ) - Vl ♦ *ADoy x )  ♦ i =1DnT > ) (4.8)
where C . and Di are constants, and T n(x) is the shifted Chebyshev polynomial of the 
first kind, which may be defined by the recurrence relation (Abramowitz and Stegun
[1972]):
T0(x) = 1
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T .(x ) = . 2x-l
K
T n+1(x) = 2 (2 x — 1) T n(x) -  T p l (x) n = 1,2,3 (4.9)
The expansion given by Equation (4.7), by introducing the singularities as 
multiplicative factors, simplifies the subsequent numerical formulation. However, this 
expansion assumes the existence of singularities at x=0 and x=l regardless of whether 
they, in fact, exist. On the other hand, the expansion given by Equation (4.8), by 
introducing the singularities as additive factors, copes better when these singularities 
do not actually exist (in which case, the computed values of and would be ~0), 
but the subsequent derivation of the numerical formulation will be more tedious.
The calculated results obtained from both expansions are found to be very similar, but 
it has been observed that the coefficient matrix of the algebraic equation set derived 
from Equation (4.7) is generally ’better conditioned' than that from Equation (4.8). 
Nevertheless, the former expansion requires the retention of more terms in the series 
in order to describe solutions with sufficient accuracy when the singularities do not 
actually exist. The following discussion is restricted to the expansion of f(x) in the 
form of Equation (4.8).
On substitution of Equation (4.8) in Equation (4.2), an integral equation is obtained 
with N+3 unknowns, which may be solved by the method of collocation: the integral 
equation is satisfied at N+3 contact positions, which have been selected at the zeros.
The following set of linear algebraic equations with N+3 unknowns (C j, C 2, D ,̂ 
i=0,l,2,...,N) is subsequently obtained:
x., of the Chebyshev polynomial, Tj^+j(x), where
x. Va-V2COs[l/2(2j-l)TT/(N+3)] j = 1,2...... N+3. (4.10)
[ ^ ( X j )  + '*,t 2(xi)/kr] C 1 + + , i22(xj)/kr] C 2
j = 1,2........N+3 (4.11)
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where = ;^ (x t)“V,exp[P.(xr x')]Ko(Pi|xj-x'|)dx' (4.12)
= J o d - x T 7* exp[P.(Xj-x')]Ko(P.|Xj-x'|)dx' (4.13)
't’nitxj) = /gT*(x')exp[Pj(x.-x')]Ko(Pj|x.-x'|)dx' n = 0,1,2...... N. (4.14)
In order to solve Equation (4.11), it is obvious that numerical schemes for the following 
integrals must be devised:
'pj(x) = J o (x T VjeP(x x')Ko(P|x-x*|)dx< (4.15)
'P2(x) = J ^ (l -x ') -7 ,eP x̂ -x '^<o(P|x-x'|)dx' (4.16)
and $  (x) n
= X^T*(x')eP(x_x)Ko(P|x-x'|)dx'. (4.17)
The variation of the integrands of the above integrals with x* is shown qualitatively in
Figure 4.1(a) [the effect of T n(x') is disregarded in this figure*]. It should be noted 
that there is a logarithmic singularity in all these integrals at x=x' (from the modified 
Bessel function), a singularity of the form ( x T ^  at x'=0 in ^ ( x ) ,  and one of the form 
( l - x ' f V2 at x'=l in ¥ 2(x). Furthermore, the integrals in Equations (4.15)-(4.17) may be 
written as a linear combination of integrals of the following form, for which numerical 
quadrature formulae have been developed (quadrature rules with logarithmic 
singularity were due to Doherty [1983] based on the work of Gautschi [1968,1970,1979] 
and Blue [1979]):
(a) Gauss quadrature formula
j \ ( u )  du = E?_jW.ic(u.) (4.18)
*Note: It is intended to demonstrate the singularities of the integrands only in
* *
the figure, the influence of T (x*) may therefore be ignored since no
singularity exists in the polynomial.
\  (X)
(a) (x) , (x) , and $ (x) .n
(b) ^(x,y), V ( x f y)  , ^ (x,y); x<0n
(c) ^(x,y), ^ (x,y) , (x,y) ; x>l.
(x,y) % ( ^ y )
(d) (x,y) , (x/y) , fin (x,y) ; 0<x<l
$7n (x,y)
Figure 4.1 Qualitative variation of the integrand of some integrals 
~ with x'. ESee Chapter 4 for definitions of integrals.]
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(b) Quadrature formula with square-root singularity
J qC I-u)"’ 72̂ )  du = ^^w.icCup (4.19)
(c) Quadrature formula with logarithmic singularity
J q &n(u x) ic(u)du = z"=1 w.^Cu.) (4.20)
(d) Quadrature formula with both square-root and logarithmic singularities
J 2( l -u )_/l ln(u-1 ) ic(u) du = w ^ u p . (4.21)
According to Figure A. 1(a), it is clear that 'Fj(x) should be integrated using quadratures 
with different singularity types at x'=0 and x*=x; 'Fj(x) is evaluated in the separate 
regions as follows:
^ ( x )  = H<u (x) + V 12(x) + V 13(x) + (4.22)
where ¥ u (x) = J*1 (x‘) Vl eP(x x ) K o(P|x-x’|) dx*
= T ^ ( l - u f ‘A ePtx_Tl(l‘ U)]Ko{P[x-T1(l-u)]} du (4.23)
V 12(x) = eP(x_X' )Ko(P|x-x,|) dx*
= (x -T jJJ^x -C x -T p ur7'  {eP(x"Tl)uK0[P(x-Tj)u] + In  u) du +
(x - t j ) !^  in(u 1) [x -(x -tj)u ] A du (4.24)
V 13(x) = eP(X X )Ko(P|x"x,|) dx*
= (t 2- x) Jp[x+(T2-x )u ]'l/l ( e 'P(T2"X)UKo[P(T2-x)u] + in  u} du +
(t2- x) J q an(u’ 1)[x+(t2-x )u ] 'A du ( 4 . 2 3 )
-  I l l  -
= . ^ ( x ' f  Vl eP(x_x')Ko(P|x-x‘|)dx'
= (1 -•c2)Jq[t2+(1 -T2)u]“‘/,e"PtT2-X+(1 "T2)u1K0(P[t2- x+( 1 - t 2)u]}du.
(4.26)
In the above, and are quantities chosen such that Equations (4.23)-(4.26) may be 
evaluated with sufficient accuracy by the quadrature formulae given in Equations
(4.18)—(4.21). During the computer evaluation, x^ and x^ have been set to x-P 1 and 
x+P-1 respectively. (In fact, the numerical results appear to be insensitive to the 
perturbations of x ̂  and x^ around these values.)
For the case when t ^cO, the term °f Equation (4.22) is replaced by
'F ^ (x ), where
V 15(x) = ; X(xT ‘A eP(x' x’)Ko(P|x-x,|) dx'
= x‘V (  1 -u )_Vl[ePxuKo(Pxu) + In u] du +xVi J*( 1 - u f Vl 5.n(u_1) du.
(4.27)
Similarly, when t  >1. the term M '^ M + 'F ^ x ) of Equation (4.22) is replaced by V [6(x), 
where
^16(x) = J x(x*)-V2 eP(X" X,)Ko(P|x-x*|)dx*
= (1 -x ) J q[x+( 1 -x )u f  /2{e“P^1 "X)UK0[P( 1 -x)u] + in u} du +
(1-x) J* in(u-1 )[x+(l-x)u] /2 du. (4.28)
The integrals »P (x) and <t>n(x) may be evaluated in a like manner as follows.
F or «^ (x ).
V 2(x) = v 21<x) + V 22M  + V 23(x) + <lf24(x)
(4.29)
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where V2 ,(x) = X*1 (1-x*) V* eP(x-x,)K (Plx-x'IJdx*
= T j / ^ l - d - u h ^  Vl eP[x (1 “^ ^ K ^ P t x -d -u K j ] }  du (4.30)
V 22(x) = e ^ ’ ^ K ^ P Ix -x ’Ddx*
= (x -t j ) J 0[l-x+ (x -T|)u ] A{eP x̂ T l ûKo[P(x-x j)u] + in u} du +
(x- t X  M u 1)[l-x + (x -T 1) u r /i du (4.31)
V 2J(X) = J^ 2( l -x ')  eP x̂ -x '^Ko(P|x-x'|) dx'
= (t 2- x) J 2[1 -x- ( t 2- x)u] ^{e P T̂2 X̂ UKq[P(t 2- x)u] + In u} du +
(t 2- x) J 2 Stn(u_1) [ l -x -d 2-x )u r  A du (4.32)
<ir24(x) = X ^ d - x ' j ' ^ e ^ ’ X^K^PIx-x'Ddx*
= a - t 2),/lX2( l - u r ‘/ e 'P[T2_x+(1"T2)u]Ko{P[T2-x + (l -T 2)u]} du. (4.33)
When t j <0, lS reP*aced where
^ ( x )  = XX( l - x ' ) ^ ieP(X”X )Ko(p |x-x'|)dx'
= x j2(l-x+xu) A[ePxuKQ(Pxu) + 4n u] du + x j2 in(u_1Xl-x+xu)-/ jdu.
(4.34)
When t >1, ^  (x)+vi,0 (x) is replaced by ^  (x), whereZ JLj 24 zb
V 2f>W  = J 2( l -x ' ) _1AeP (x -x )Ko(P|x-x'|)dx'
= d -x ) ‘A J 2( l -u )“‘A{e-P(1_x)uK [P (l-x )u ] + In u) du + 
d - x / 1 J ^ d -u ) ^i.n(u_1) du. ( 4 . 3 5 )
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For <Dn(x),
<J> (x) rr 7
where <I>nj(x)
*n3W
* 0 4 «
* n l(x) + V x) + °n3(x) +
J o1 V x'> eP(x“x,)Ko(P|x-x'|)dx'
1 1 .f ¿T J x , u)eP(x "T 1 u)Ko[P (x -t , u)]du 
•rT l T n(x')eP(X" X )K o(P|x“x' l)dx'
(x -t j )  J^ T n[x-(x-TJ)u]{eP X̂_Tl ÛKo[P (x -T j )u] + Jin u}du + 
(x -t ^ J o  !ln(u_1)T n[x -(x -T 1)u]du 
; ^ T “(xl)eP(x‘ X')Ko(p |x-x1|)dx1
(t 2- x)JoT n[x+(T2 'x û^ e”P T̂2 X̂ Uk o P̂ t̂ 2 'x û  ̂+ ln u!du +
( t 2- x)Xo in (u_1) T n[x+(x2-x)u]du 
S \ 2 T*(x') eP(x' X')Ko(P|x-x'|)dx1
( 1 - T 2)JoT n[x2+( 1 - f 2)uJe"PtT2"X+( 1 ~T2)Ul Ko{P[ V x+( 1 ~T;
When t  j < 0 , <I>n i ( x ) +<I>n 2 ^x ^ is rePlaced bV 4>n 5 ( x )» where
<Pn5(x) = J X T^(x,)eP(x" X')Ko(P|x-x<|)dx’
1 * Pxu
= X J ^ T n[x(l -u)] {e K0(Pxu) + in u} du + 
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When t 2>1, <t>n3(x)+On4(x) is replaced by <D (x), where
«•n6(x) = ^ T n(x*) eP(x' X,)Ko(P|x-x'|)dx'
= (1 -x ) XqT*[x+( 1 -x)u] {e"P( 1 " x)u K J P ( 1 -x)u] + In u}du +
(l-x)J*fi,n(u x) T n[x+(l-x)u]du. (4.42)
Integrals given by Equations (4.23)-(4.28). (4.30)-(4.35), and (4.37)-(4.42) can be 
evaluated by the quadrature formulae of Equations (4.18)-(4.21), and these have been 
summarized in Table 4.1.
4.3 TEM PERATURE FIELD
After the heat flux distribution, f(x), at the contact region has been determined [ie 
coefficients C^, and Dn in Equation (4.8) evaluated], the temperature fields in the 
media may be computed from Equation (3.15):
T.(x.y) = tit ' l Jo[3Ti(x,.0)/ay]exp[Pi(x -x ,)]Ko{Pi[(x -x ,)2+y2],/l}dx' (4.43)
where 3Tj(x,0)/3y = f(x) (4.44)
3T2(x,0)/3y = [f(x)+q (x M k  T ) .  r r r (4.45)
It is clear from the expansion given by Equation (4.8) that numerical schemes need to 
be devised for integrals of the form:
'fj(x .y ) = Pi, lx- l/a P(X-X’)„  fnr/ ,x2 2 iVii I ,J (x‘) e v K {P[(x-x ) +y ] }dx* (4.46)
V 4(x,y) = J 2( l -x ,)" VieP(x' X’)Ko{P[(x-x,) 2+y2]‘/2}dx' (4.47)
n n(x,y) = X2T*(x')eP(x_x)Ko{P[(x-x')2+y2]1̂ }dx'. (4.48)
Depending on the values of both x and y, these integrals would comprise one or more 
of the square-root and/or logarithmic type singularities. Different techniques have 
been developed to evaluate them in various regions and these are discussed below.
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Table 4.1 Evaluation of the integrals ^ ( x ) ,  V  J x )  and <t> (x) [Equations
($«15)-(4.17)] by the quadrature formulae given in Equations
(4.18)-(4.21).
Integral Equation No. Singularity type Quadrature used
v l l W 4.23 square-root 4.19
V 12(x), 1st 4.24 - 4.18
V 12(x), 2nd 4.24 logarithmic 4.20
V 13(x), 1st 4.25 - 4.18
'ïr13(x). 2nd 4.25 logarithmic 4.20
V 14<X> 4.26 - 4.18
^ 15(x). 1st 4.27 square-root 4.19
'Pj j Cx), 2nd 4.27 square-root & logarithmic 4.21
V 16(x), 1st 4.28 - 4.18
<P16(x), 2nd 4.28 logarithmic 4.20
V21(x) 4.30 - 4.18
V 22(x), 1st 4.31 - 4.18
'*f22^x^ 2nd 4.31 logarithmic 4.20
V 23(x). 1st 4.32 - 4.18
Ÿ 2J(x). 2nd 4.32 logarithmic 4.20
*24(x> 4.33 square-root 4.19
^ ( x ) .  1st 4.34 -  . 4.18
V 25(x). 2nd 4.34 logarithmic 4.20
<P26(x), 1st 4.35 square-root 4.19
'P26(x), 2nd 4.35 square-root & logarithmic 4.21
♦ n lW 4.37 - 4.18
<t>n2(x), 1st 4.38 - 4.18
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Table 4.1 (Cont'd.l
Integral Equation No. Singularity type Quadrature used
2nd 4.38 logarithmic 4.20
4>n3(x), 1st 4.39 - 4.18
<t>nJ(x), 2nd 4.39 logarithmic 4.20
4.40 - 4.18
4>n5(x). 1st 4.41 - 4.18
♦ n jW *  2nd 4.41 logarithmic 4.20
4*n6(x)- lst 4.42
- 4.18
On6(x). 2nd 4.42 logarithmic 4.20
- 1 1 7 -
4.3.1 Ahead of the roll gap (x<0)
The variation of the integrands [the effect of T n(x') being disregarded in On(x,y)] with 
x' for the integrals given by Equations (4.46)-(4.48) is shown qualitatively in Figure 
4.1(b). A square-root type singularity exists at the roll gap entry (x*=0) and at the roll 
gap exit (x '=l) for integrals 'Fj(x) and ^ ( x )  respectively. Although no singularity is 
found in the integrand of ftn(x,y), it can approach a logarithmic type singularity at 
x'=0 when both x and y tend to zero. In order to use more points in regions where the 
integrands vary rapidly, the above integrals have been written in a form such that the 
square-root type quadrature formula of Equation (4.19) and/or the Gauss-Chebyshev 
quadrature formula may be employed, where the latter can be expressed as:
J*i ( l - u Y VV(u) du = E^jW .^u.). (4.49)
It follows that
^ (x .y )  = J  *( 1 -u)~ *̂e”^  * _U X ^Ko{P[( 1 -u -x )2 +y2 ] *̂}du (4.50)
v 4(x.y) = 1 ^(1  -U 2f  1/2[‘A( 1 +u)]VV PtV’( 1+u)‘ x] Ko{P[(>A{l+u}-x )2+y2]yi}du
(4.51)
and On(x.y) = f  2( 1 -u)’ Vl{( 1 -u)V,T*( 1 -u)e~P( 1 ~u_x)Ko[P({ 1 -u -x }2 +y 2)Vl]}du
(4.52)
which may be evaluated using the quadrature formula given by Equation (4.19) or 
Equation (4.49). When |x|<x  ̂ (where t 5 has been set to P*"1 during the computer 
evaluation), the following scheme is used in place of Equation (4.50) in order to 
improve the solution accuracy:
V jix .y) = V jjix .y ) + V j^ x .y ) (4.53)
where <l,j . (x >y) = J ^ 3(x')-1/,,eP x̂ -x '^<o{P [(x-x ')2+y2]yi}dx' 
t  -u )_,/leP[x' t3(1' u)]K o{P[(x- t 3U -u })2+y 2]V'}du (4.54)
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and V J2(x,y) = J '^ (x ')  V'eP(x x )KQ{P[(x-x’) 2+y2]1/!}dx'
= ( l - T 5) ^ [ T 3+( l - T 3) u r V P[T3- x+(1- T3>ul x
K(J{p[(T3- x+ U -T 3}u) 2+y2] /,}du (4.55)
which may be evaluated using the quadrature formulae given by Equations (4.19) and
(4.18) respectively.
4.3.2 Beyond the roll gap (x>l)
' A similar scheme is adopted for the roll gap exit region. Based on the variation of the 
integrands with x* [again disregarding the influence of the Chebyshev polynomial in 
Qn(x,y)], as shown qualitatively in Figure 4.1(c), these integrals are written in the 
following form:
^ (x .y ) = (1 -u 2) Vl( l -u )VleP[x Vl(1+u)1Ko{P[(x-V1{l+u})2+y2]Vi} du
(4.56)
^ (x .y ) = /'eP X̂_U^Ko(P[(x-u)2+y 2] A)du (4.57)
On(x.y) = jQ (l-u )-iA {(l-u)*AT*(u)eP(x_U^Ko[P({x-u}2+y2)IA]} du (4.58)
such that either the quadrature formula given by Equation (4.19) or Equation (4.49) 
may be used in their evaluation. When x<(l+Tj), the integral of Equation (4.57) is 
replaced by
^ (x .y )  = ^ 41(x.y) + '•'^(x.y) (4.59)
where ^ ( x . y )  = ; ^ T3( l -x ') " ,/'eP(x_X')Ko(P [(x-x ')2+y2]V'}dx'
= a - t 3)J 2[ l - ( l - T 3)u r V'eP[x' (1-T3)u]Ko{P [(x -{ l -T 3}u)2+y2]‘A}du
(4.60)
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'«,42(x>y) = ■r i-T 3 (1_x’) V,eP(X X )K0tP[(x-x*)2+y2],/l}dx*
V*r1/. P[X-1+T3(1- u)],. fr. r/ . f1 »v2 2 * / z y ,= t 3 J q( 1 - u ) e v K o {P [(x - 1 + t 3 { 1 - u }) +y ] }du (4 .6 1 )
which may be evaluated using the quadrature formulae given by Equations (A. 18) and
(4.19) respectively.
4.3.3 Within the roll gap (0<x<l)
Within the roll gap, integrals ^ (x .O ), ^ (x ,0 )  and Qn(x,0) may be evaluated with the 
scheme developed in the previous section: Equations (4.22), (4.29) and (4.36) for 
^»(x.O), xJi .(x,0) and Q (x,0) respectively. When y*0, based on the variation of the ̂ n %l
integrands with x' shown qualitatively in Figure 4.1(d) [with the effect of T n(x') in 
Qp(x,y) ignored], these integrals may be evaluated using the quadrature formulae given 
by Equations (4.19) and/or (4.49) after they have been rewritten in the following form:
VjCx.y)
V*P1 2.-V lrl/n x,Va VaPxO+U), . frir 2,, x2/7 2,V2. ,= x J  (1-u ) [l/i(l+u)] e v Kq{P[x (1+u) /4+y ] }du +
/» xfl/, x-Vi.,. xV2ri ,, . ,-V i -P ( l -x )d -u )  ( l -x )J Q(l -u )  {(1-u) [1 —(1 —x)u] e v ,v y x
K0tP ({l-x }2{ l -u }% y 2)V,]}du (4.62)
V 4(x,y) = x/2( l - u f V,{(l -u )Vl(l-xu)~VlePx(1~u) K0[P(x2{l -u }2+y2)Vl]}du +
.. .‘/j ri 2 - ‘A */j -VaP(l-xXl-u)(1 —x) J -^ O -u  ) {[VXl-u)] e . /v X 
K0[P ({l-x }2{ l -u }2/4+y2)‘/;,]}du (4.63)
n n(x,y) = x j 2( 1 -u )" ‘A{(l -u )‘AT*(xu)ePx( 1 ~U) Ko[P(x2{ l -u }2+y2)V,]}du +
vr1,! . - ‘A '/i /  -P (l-X )(l -U )
(1 -x )J0( 1 -U) {(1-u) T n[l-( l-x )u ]e  v v x
K0[P ({l-x }2{ l -u }2ty 2)‘/l]}du. (4.64)
The quadrature formulae used to compute these integrals in the various regions are 
summarised in Table 4.2.
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jable 4.2 Evaluation of the integrals ^  3 (x.y), V (xfy) and Q n (x,y) [Equations
(4.56)-(4.58)] by the quadrature formulae given in Equations (4.18), (4.19) and 
(4.49).
Integral Region Equation No. Singularity type Quadrature
'•'j(x.y) x<0 4.50 square-root 4.19
0<x<l y=0 - see 'l'j(x) of Table 4.1 
Gauss-Chebyshev
-
y*0, 1st 4.62 4.49
y*0, 2nd 4.62 square-root 4.19
X>1 4.56 Gauss-Chebyshev 4.49
^ ( x . y ) x<0 4.54 square-root 4.19
x<0 4.55 - 4.18
'i'^(x.y) x<0 4.51 Gauss-Chebyshev 4.49
0<x<l y=o - see ^ ( x )  of Table 4.1 -
y*Q, 1st 4.65 square-root 4.19
y*0, 2nd 4.63 Gauss-Chebyshev 4.49
X>1 4.57 square-root 4.19
v ^ ix .y ) X>1 4.60 - 4.18
>N•XCM
&
X>1 4.61 square-root 4.19
n n(x,y) x<0 4.52 square-root 4.19
0<x<l y=o - see $  (x) of Table 4.1 nv 9
square-root
-
y*0, 1st 4.64 4.19
y*0, 2nd 4.64 square-root 4.19
X>1 4.58 square-root 4.19
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4.4 NUM ERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The groundwork for the numerical solution has been laid in the previous section: 
Equation (4.11) will firstly be solved, followed by the numerical integration of 
Equation (4.43). The right-hand side of Equation (4.11), g(x.), can be evaluated easily 
from Equations (4.4)-(4.6) once the deformation energy distribution, q^(x), and 
frictional energy distribution, qp(x), are known. In order to make a comparison with 
the analytical solutions obtained in Chapter 3, similar assumptions are made here 
concerning the uniform distribution of these heat sources, ie q~(x)=q~ andU  UO
qp(x)=qpQ. Thus, from Equations (3.79) and (3.64),
9d(x) = -TrqDo{x+Vi[l-exp(-2P2{l-x})]/P2} (4.63)
gf(x) = -(q Fo/kr){xexp(P2x)[Ko(P2x) + K 1(P2x)]
+ (l-x )e xp [-P 2(l-x )][K o(P2{l -x })  -  K ^ P ^ l-x }) ] } .  (4.66)
A computer program in FORTRAN has been written to compute the heat flux 
distributions, ft(x), fd(x) and f^(x) of Equation (4.1). Equation (4.11) has been solved by 
a LU factorization of the coefficient matrix by Gaussian elimination with partial 
pivoting, using the LINPACK library subroutines (Dongarra et al [1979]). The 
temperature fields in both media, T.(x,y), are then computed according to Equation 
(4.43).
In the numerical evaluations, 16 terms have been found adequate for the quadrature 
formulae of Equations (4.18)—(4.21) and (4.49). It is observed from the numerical 
results that the 'condition number' of the coefficient matrix decreases as the number 
of terms, N, employed in the series expansion given by Equation (4.8) increases, and as 
the value of the Peclet number, P., decreases below unity. In addition, since the series 
of Equation (4.8) assumes singularities, if any, to be of the square-root type, solutions 
which contain other singularity type may not be fully described by it. This can usually 
be overcome by retaining more terms in the series until the truncation errors from the 
numerical solution of the larger equation set offset the improved accuracy obtained 
from an increased number of terms. An examination of the numerical results
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reveals that the retention of 15; 25; 45 and 95 terms (the value of N) in Equation (4.8) 
would provide sufficient accuracy for the investigation when the smaller of the Peclet 
numbers, and P , is, respectively, 1; 10; 100 and 1000.
It will be seen, from the results of the following sections, that singularities of the heat 
flux are generally observed at the roll gap entry and at the exit except for the special 
case of frictional heating when the Peclet numbers. P  ̂ and P^. are equal. While the 
computational accuracy for the special case can be improved by dropping the 
coefficients and/or of Equation (4.8), followed by recomputing with a smaller 
number of collocation points or by solving the equation set with a QR algorithm (see, 
for example, Dongarra et al [1979]), it is considered unnecessary here since sufficient 
accuracy has been obtained.
In view of the fundamental nature of the problem being studied, which finds 
applications in other processes involving sliding bodies (such as grinding) where the 
Peclet numbers could be low, numerical results will be generated for a large range of 
Peclet numbers, despite these being normally high under normal rolling conditions (see 
Table A .5 of Appendix A).
4.4.1 Comparison of numerical results with analytical solution for the heat flux
A comparison of the numerical results with the analytical solutions [Equations (3.47), 
(3.52), (3.69), (3.84) and (3.90)] for the heat flux distribution when P p P 2=P is shown in 
Figures 4.2-4.4, in which the entire roil gap region and details near the roll gap entry 
and roll gap exit are examined. It has been shown in Chapter 3 that, for the case of 
frictional heating, the analytical solution of Equation (3.69) satisfies exactly the 
integral Equation (3.64) for all values of PpP^=P. Consequently, this special case 
may be used to check the accuracy of the numerical results. In order to avoid using an 
excessive number of terms in the expansion of Equation (4.8), relatively low Peclet 
numbers (ranging from unity to 1000) have been used in the comparisons. (See Table 
A .5 of Appendix A for the range of Peclet numbers found in normal rolling conditions.)
For the entire roll gap region (Figure 4.2), the numerical solution is in excellent 
agreement with the analytical solution until P is reduced to unity. At low Peclet 
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Figure 4.3 Comparison of the analytical solution with the
...  numerical results for the heat flux to the
roll, f, at the roll gap entry region.
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Comparison of the analytical solution with the 
numerical results for the heat flux to the 
roll, f, at the roll gap exit region.
[P = Peclet number; x = position along the con 
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but the two solutions differ markedly for the deformation heating effect. This is not 
surprising since the higher order term for the deformation heating effect, which 
becomes significant when the Peclet number is small, at the roll gap exit has not been 
estimated in Chapter 3. It should also be noted that the results for the frictional 
heating effect show no deviation at all for all values of P, which confirms the 
numerical accuracy.
For the roll gap entry region (Figure 4.3: note that the horizontal axis has been plotted 
with an 'expanded* variable, Px), the two solutions agree well with each other. 
However, small deviations begin to emerge as the Peclet number is reduced to unity. 
In addition, deviations occur for the frictional heating effect in regions very close to 
the roll gap entry when the Peclet number is large (P=1000), owing to the coefficients 
of the singularity terms [C j and in the expansion of Equation (4.8)] being not 
identically zero in the numerical calculations. Overall, these slight deviations will 
have negligible effects on the total heat transfer and subsequent evaluation of the 
temperature fields since they occur over only a small region.
A similar observation can be made for the roll gap exit region [Figure 4.4: again the 
horizontal axis has been plotted with an 'expanded* variable, P (l-x )]. The deformation 
heating effect has been excluded here for reasons explained earlier. It should be noted 
that, for the bulk temperature difference effect, slight deviations are evident when 
the Peclet number becomes large (P=1000). This is probably due to the square-root 
type singularity assumed in the expansion of Equation (4.8) which fails to describe the 
exit region completely since here, according to the analytical solution of Equation 
(3.52), the error function term is also significant.
It has also been confirmed that the numerical results of Figures 4.2-4.4 are 
independent of the parameter, kf: an observation in agreement with the analytical 
solutions.
From the foregoing discussion, it is concluded that the analytical solution is valid for 
Peclet numbers, P£10.
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4-4-2 Parametric study of the heat flux
In this section, the analytical and numerical solutions of the heat flux are compared 
for various values of k^k^/k^ (conductivity ratio) and P^=P /P (^ec ê  ̂ number ratio) 
in regions where an analytical solution has been obtained. From these comparisons, 
which are given in Tables 4.3-4.5 with varying from 0.1 to 10 and varying from 
0.01 to 100 for all three heating effects, it is clear that good general agreement 
between the solutions is obtained [the large deviations (in percentage) in certain cases 
arise from the calculated heat transfer being very small]. These observations suggest 
that the analytical solutions of Equations (3.47), (3.52), (3.69), (3.84) and (3.90) are 
applicable in their regions of validity.
Numerical heat transfer results for cases which have not been considered in Chapter 3
can be studied. In particular, Figures 4.5-4.7 show the heat flux variation at the roll
gap entry and exit for all three heating effects with different values of k and P . Itr r
may be observed from Figure 4.5 that the non-dimensional heat flux due to the bulk 
temperature difference effect, q^(x), exhibits singularities at the roll gap entry and 
exit. The following expressions are found to closely fit these numerical results:
ft(x) = ^t0x" 1/l+et0!:f= 1 1 -x )]"V’exp[-2P.( 1 -x )]-e rf c[2P.( 1 -x )]Vl} (4.67)
where Wjto = {1 +(1 -P ^ e x p R P t +P2X 1 -x)]/[( 1 +kr)P^]KkrP^/( 1 t^P*7')] (4.68)
and u2(x) = U - ( l V /l)exp[-(P1+P2)(l-x )][k r/(l+kr)M l+ k rP ^ ) .  (4.69)
It is clear that Equation (4.67) degenerates to the sum of Equations (3.47) and (3.52) 
when Pj=P2=P, and that the effect of the singularity at the exit is generally 
insignificant when P. is large. Table 4.6 gives a comparison of the results from the 
numerical solution with those calculated according to Equation (4.67) at regions very 
close to the roll gap exit.
In physical terms, the singularities observed at the roll gap entry and exit arise from 
the ’thermal shock* induced by the insulated surfaces and the different thermal 
conditions (in this case, bulk temperatures) in the media.
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Table 4.3 Comparison of analytical solution of Equation (3.47) with the
numerical solution for the heat flux to the roll due to the bulk
temperature difference effect.
(num. soin -  anal. soln)/(anal. soin), per cent
x PjX
kr p i P2 0.1 0.3 0.9 0.1 0.01 0.001
0.1 1000 10 -0.0 0.0 0.8 0.4 0.5 0.5
100 -0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.3
1000 0.0 0.4 0.5 1.4 1.6 1.6
1 1000 10 -0.0 0.0 0.9 0.5 0.7 0.7
100 -0.0 0.1 0.1 0.6 0.7 0.7
1000 0.0 0.4 0.5 1.4 1.6 1.6
10 1000 10 0.0 0.2 1.3 1.1 1.2 1.3
100 0.0 0.3 0.4 1.2 1.4 1.5
1000 0.0 0.4 0.5 1.4 1.6 1.6
0.1 10 10 -0.0 -0.0 0.8 -0.1 0.1 0.3
100 -0.0 -0.0 0.7 0.0 0.2 0.2
1000 0.0 0.2 1.3 0.0 0.6 1.1
1 10 10 -0.0 -0.0 0.8 -0.1 0.1 0.3
100 -0.0 -0.0 1.0 -0.0 0.1 0.3
1000 -0.0 0.0 0.9 -0.1 0.2 0.5
10 10 10 -0.0 -0.0 0.8 -0.1 0.1 0.3
100 -0.0 -0.0 0.8 -0.1 0.1 0.3
1000 -0.0 0.0 0.8 -0.1 0.1 0.4
= conductivity ratio, k^/k ̂
P l'^2  = number for the roll and strip respectively
x = non-dimensionalized position in the roll gap
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-Table 4.4 Comparison of analytical solution of Equations (3.84) and (3.90)
with the numerical solution for the heat flux to the roll due to
the deformation heating effect.
(num. soin -  anal. soln)/(anal. soin), per cent
X PjX
kr p i P2 0.1 0.3 0.9 0.1 0.01 0.001
0.1 1000 10 0.0 0.0 3.1 -1.1 -2.8 -3.5
100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 -7.6 -11.4
1000 0.3 0.6 0.7 14.5 6.9 -8.1
1 1000 10 0.0 0.1 3.1 -0.6 -2.0 -2.6
100 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.7 -5.5 -8.6
1000 0.3 0.6 0.7 14.5 6.9 -8.1
10 1000 10 0.1 0.3 3.0 0.4 -0.6 -1.0
100 0.2 0.4 0.6 1.9 -2.3 -4.4
1000 0.3 0.6 0.8 14.3 7.2 -7.4
0.1 10 10 -0.0 0.0 3.1 -0.2 1.0 -1.2
100 0.0 -0.0 0.8 -0.2 -26.5* 12.6
1000 0.1 0.3 1.6 -0.0 -1.7 3.2
1 10 10 -0.0 0.0 3.1 -0.2 1.0 -1.2
100 0.0 -0.0 1.1 -0.1 -1.8 2.8
1000 0.0 0.1 1.1 1.0 -0.8 1.9
10 10 10 -0.0 0.0 3.1 -0.2 1.0 -1.2
100 -0.0 -0.0 1.0 -6.3 -1.3 2.3
1000 0.0 0.0 0.9 0.8 -0.9 1.9
kr = conductivity ratio, k^/k^
P j .P^ = Peclet number for the roll and strip respectively
x = non-dimensionalized position in the roll gap
* In this case, the calculated heat flux «0 .
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(num. soln -  anal. soln)/(anal. soln), per cent
Table 4.3 Comparison of analytical solution of Equation (3.69) with the numerical
solution for the heat flux to the roll due to the frictional heating effect.
x
kr p i P2 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.9
0.1 1000 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0
100 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1000 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.6
1 1000 10 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.1 -0.0
100 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
1000 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.6
10 1000 10 1.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 -0.8
100 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.5
1000 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.6 0.6
0.1 10 10 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
100 -0.6 -0.1 -0.0 -0.0 0.8
1000 -1.2 -0.1 0.1 0.2 1.4
1 10 10 -0.0 -0.0 0.0 -0.0 0.0
100 -1.8 -0.4 -0.1 -0.1 0.9
1000 -0.0 -0.0 0.0 -0.0 0.0
10 10 10 -0.0 -0.0 0.0 -0.0 0.0
100 -1.9 -0.4 -0.2 -0.1 0.9
1000 -1.8 -0.4 -0.2 -0.1 0.8
kr = conductivity ratio,
P l,P 2 = Peclet number for the roll and strip respectively 
x = non-dimensionalized position in the roll gap
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Figure 4.5 Heat flux to the roll due to the roll/strip 
bulk temperature difference effect, f  , at the 
roll gap entry and exit regions.
Ckr = conductivity ratio; = Peclet number for 
the roll; = Peclet number for the strip;
Pr = ^ 2 ^ 1 '  x = position along the contact.]
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Figure 4.6 Heat flux to the roll due to the deformation 
~ heating effect, f^, at the roll gap entry and 
exit regions. Ckr = conductivity ratio; P-̂  =
Peclet number for the roll; P~ = Peclet number 
for the strip; x = position along the contact.]
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Figure 4.7 Heat flux to the roll due to the frictional 
heating effect, f^, at the roll gap entry and 
exit regions. Ck = conductivity ratio;
= Peclet number for the roll; P 2 = Peclet 
number for the strip; x = position along the 
contact.]
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4.6 Comparison of the numerical solution with the fitted expression of 
Equation (4.67) for the heat flux to the roll due to the bulk temperature 
difference effect near the roll gap exit region.
[Eqn (4.67) -  num. soln]/(num. soin), per cent
x P jO -x )
kr P 1 P2 0.9 0.1 0.01 0.001
0.1 1000 10 -0.0 2.3 1.9 1.6
100 0.0 1.0 -2.3 -3.9
1000 0.5 2.9 -2.9 -7.7
1 1000 10 0.2 15.4 13.7 11.4
100 0.1 4.8 -6.1 -11.5
1000 0.5 2.7 -3.2 -8.0
10 1000 10 0.9 -14.8 -35.0 -46.7
100 0.4 -1.1 -25.0 -36.4
1000 0.5 2.5 -3.1 -7.9
0.1 10 10 -0.0 -0.8 -0.8 -1.3
100 0.5 1.2 1.9 -5.8
1000 0.9 5.9 -15.9 -14.9
1 10 10 -0.0 -0.8 -0.8 -1.3
100 0.3 4.8 2.4 -4.0
1000 0.2 4.7 2.3 15.4
10 10 10 -0.0 -0.8 -0.8 -1.3
100 0.0 0.7 0.1 -1.8
1000 -0.0 -0.0 0.4 2.3
kf = conductivity ratio, k^/k^
P l,P 2 = Peclet number for the roil and strip respectively
x non-dimensionalized position in the roll gap
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A similar observation can be made for the deformation heating effect as shown in 
Figure 4.6: again the heat flux at the entry and exit regions is singular. It is 
interesting to note that heat energy is generally transferred from medium 2 (strip) to 
medium 1 (roll) owing to the strip deformation heat source. However, if the roll speed 
(more precisely, the Peclet number, P^) were substantially lower than the strip speed 
(P i^ 2) ’ ^ ow cou^  actually be reversed at the roll gap entry region (Figure
4.6) although the (magnitude of the) heat transfer quickly reduces to zero. This 
surprising observation can be explained by the fact that the backward diffusion (in a 
direction opposite to the medium movement) is more pronounced in the slower moving 
medium, causing the roll to be at a higher ’thermal state* than the strip at the roll gap 
entry. The same phenomenon is not repeated at the roll gap exit since the forward 
diffusion effect dominates: heat energy is always transferred from the strip to the roll 
regardless of the speed of the media. For clarity, cases for P^>p£ are no  ̂ ŝ own *n 
Figure 4.6 for the roil gap exit region.
For the frictional heating effect (Figure 4.7), singularities are again found at the entry 
and exit regions. Heat energy is transferred from the medium with the lower Peclet 
number to that with the higher Peclet number. When the Peclet numbers for the 
media are equal, no heat transfer singularity exists; this result agrees with predictions 
from the analytical solution.
Alternatively, the heat flux components may be plotted against the ratio of the Peclet 
numbers, P , for a given roll gap position near the entry and the exit. These are shown 
in Figures 4.8-4.10 respectively for the bulk temperature difference, deformation 
heating, and frictional heating effects. (Curves for the roll gap entry position for the 
bulk temperature difference effect have been omitted in Figure 4.8 since, according to 
Figure 4.5, they will merge into a single horizontal line.)
Figure 4.8 demonstrates that the normalized heat flux component due to the bulk
temperature difference, ft(x)/0tQ. at the selected position near the roll gap
exit [P (l-x)=0.001] is always positive (ie heat transfer is to the roll); it equals
unity at Pr=l, tends to unity when Pf is very large, and increases as Pf decreases
below unity. As a general observation, this normalized heat flux component decreases
as k decreases when P >1, and vice versa when P <1. r r r
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Fiqure 4.8 Variation of the heat flux to the roll due to 
- the roll/strip bulk temperature difference effect,
f , at a selected contact position for various 
Peclet number ratios, P . [P^ = Peclet number
for the roll; x = position along the contact.H
137
Pr
(b) P r ^ 1
Figure 4.9 Variation of the heat flux to the roll due 
to the deformation heating effect, f ̂ , at 
selected contact positions for various Peclet 
number ratios, P . CP-̂  = Peclet number for the 




(b) P <1 r
Figure 4.10 Variation of the heat flux to the roll due 
to the frictional heating effect, f ^ , at 
selected contact positions for various Peclet 
number ratios, P . [P-̂  = Peclet number for the
roll; x = position along the contact.U
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For the deformation heating effect (Figure 4.9), the normalized heat flux increases as
decreases for all values of at the roll gap entry region. Note that the heat flow
is reversed in direction as P^ increases for a given k^, and the magnitude of this
negative (non-dimensionalized) heat flux tends to unity when P is very large. 
 ̂ r
Behaviour similar to that of the bulk temperature difference effect can be observed at 
the exit region, except that the heat flux tends to a limit, which is higher than that 
achieved at Pr=l, when Pf becomes large. Similar observations may be deduced from 
Figure 4.10 for the frictional heating effect, the details of which will not be repeated 
here.
It is clear from the foregoing study that the influence of the singularities of the heat 
transfer at the roll gap entry and exit regions is very limited, especially when the 
Peclet numbers are high. Consequently, their effect on the overall heat transfer and 
temperature field is likely to be negligible, as will be confirmed in the next section.
4.4.3 Temperature distribution
A comparison of the analytical solution of the surface temperature for medium 1 
[Equations (3.59)-(3.61), (3.74) and (3,93) with i=l] with the numerical results, based on 
the formulation of Section 4.3, is shown in Figure 4.11 for varying P =P =P and with 
kr=l. The solutions are in agreement with each other even when P is reduced to unity, 
except for the deformation heating effect where the analytical results are higher when 
P=l.
It is interesting to note that the contact temperature in the roll gap is constant for all 
values of the Peclet number for the bulk temperature difference effect. In contrast, 
for the deformation heating and frictional heating effects, the peak temperature 
begins to shift from the roll gap exit towards the entry region. This is due to the 
increasing significance of the backward diffusion as the Peclet number decreases.
The remarkable agreement between the two solutions, as illustrated in Figure 4.11, 
confirms the prediction given in Chapter 3 that sufficient accuracy in computing the 











Numerical results: o P= 1 ;
x
(c)
+ P=10; x P=100,1000.
Figure 4.11 Comparison of the analytical solution with the
numerical results for the roll surface temperature,
1" IIP = Peclet number; x = position on the rollsurface; subscripts t, d and f refer to the roll/ 
strip bulk temperature difference, deformation 
heating and frictional heating effects respectively.]
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Tables 4.7-4.9 give a comparison of the analytical and numerical solutions at 
representative positions on the surface of medium 1 for the three heating components, 
with ranging from 0.1 to 10 and P from 0.01 to 100. Good agreement has been
obtained, with larger deviations only generally observed at the roll gap entry and exit 
regions.
Figures 4.12-4.14 illustrate the temperature variations for medium 1, computed from
the numerical solution, around the roll gap region for the case of k =1 and
r
F j =F>2=^>=̂ ^ *  The temperature rise ahead of the entry (x<0) for the bulk 
temperature difference effect is extremely rapid on the surface (y=0), resulting in a 
very high thermal gradient (Figure 4.12). On the other hand, the temperature inside 
the medium (y>0) drops off very rapidly: the maximum temperature attained at a 
distance of 5% of the contact length from the surface (y=0.05) would be, as shown in 
Figure 4.12, about one-quarter of that attained on the medium surface (y=0). The 
location of this maximum temperature for a given distance from the surface 
(y=constant) will shift away and beyond the roll gap exit as y increases. In fact, when 
y is reduced to 0.1, no appreciable temperature change can be detected in the roll gap; 
but beyond the roll gap exit, a rise in temperature occurs, owing to the inward thermal 
diffusion induced by the heated surface.
Similar observations can be deduced from Figures 4.13 and 4.14 for the deformation 
and frictional heating effects. It is also found, for regions close to the medium 
surface (y^O.Ol), that the temperature variation in the roll gap is similar to that on the 
surface, ie it varies linearly with x for the deformation heating effect, and with x /a 
for the frictional heating effect.
Note also that the temperature variation beyond the roll gap exit is very much 
independent of the heating effects, as has been predicted by the analytical solution of 
Chapter 3.
Most of the above discussion is equally applicable to medium 2, although the extra 
temperature component, T^(x ), should then be added for the case of the deformation 
heating effect. The discussion will not be repeated here in the interests of brevity.
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(num. soln-anal. soln)/(anal. soln), per cent
Table 4.7 Comparison of numerical solution with the analytical solution for





CMCL -.01 .01 .1 .5 .9 .99 1.01 2 5 10
0.1 1000 10 0.0 -0.5 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 2.9 6.4 1.5 1.3 1.3
100 0.0 -0.4 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.3 0.8 0.2 0.2 0.1
1000 0.0 -0.0 0.0 -0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.3
1 1000 10 0.0 -0.4 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 3.1 6.0 1.5 1.3 1.2
100 0.0 -0.3 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.2 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.2
1000 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.0 -0.0 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.3
10 1000 10 0.0 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 2.4 3.3 1.0 0.9 0.9
100 0.0 -0.1 -0.0 -0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.3
1000 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.3
0.1 10 10 0.1 -0.0 -1.5 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.1 0.8 1.1 1.1
100 0.2 0.1 -1.5 0.0 -0.3 -3.8 -3.2 -0.3 0.2 0.3
1000 0.3 0.2 -1.5 0.1 0.1 -2.4 -2.1 0.2 0.6 0.7
1 10 10 0.1 -0.0 -1.5 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.1 0.8 1.1 1.1
100 0.1 0.0 -1.5 0.0 -0.1 -1.2 -1.0 0.5 0.8 0.9
1000 0.1 0.0 -1.5 0.0 0.0 -0.3 -0.2 0.7 1.0 1.1
10 10 10 0.1 -0.0 -1.5 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.1 0.8 1.1 1.1
100 0.1 0.0 -1.5 0.0 -0.0 -0.1 -0.0 0.7 1.0 1.1
1000 0.1 0.0 -1.5 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.1 0.8 1.1 1.1
k = conductivity ratio, k0/k,r z 1
P 1*P2 = Peclet number for the roll and strip respectively
x = non-dimensionalized position in the roll gap
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Table 4.8 Comparison of numerical solution with the analytical solution for






CL -.01 .01 .1 .3 .9 .99 1.01 2 5 10
0.1 1000 10 0.0 -0.7 -0.3 -0.5 -0.7 2.7 9.2 2.7 2.4 2.3
100 0.0 -0.8 -0.3 -0.5 -0.6 -0.6 1.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
1000 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.0 -0.0 1.2 0.8 0.7 0.7
1 1000 10 0.0 -0.6 -0.3 -0.4 -0.7 2.9 8.4 2.5 2.2 2.2
100 0.0 -0.6 -0.2 -0.4 -0.5 -0.5 1.6 0.5 0.5 0.5
1000 0.0 -0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 1.2 0.8 0.7 0.7
10 1000 10 0.0 -0.4 -0.2 -0.2 -0.5 0.9 3.0 1.0 0.9 0.9
100 0.0 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2 1.2 0.7 0.6 0.6
1000 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.0 1.2 0.8 0.7 0.7
0.1 10 10 0.3 -0.0 -0.2 -0.0 -0.8 -3.9 -0.9 1.8 2.1 2.2
100 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.7 -7.8 -4.7 0.5 1.0 1.1
1000 0.7 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 -5.0 -2.1 1.9 2.3 2.4
1 10 10 0.3 -0.0 -0.2 -0.0 -0.8 -3.9 -0.9 1.8 2.1 2.2
100 0.8 -0.0 0.2 0.0 -0.1 -2.5 0.1 2.6 2.9 3.0
1000 1.0 -0.0 0.4 0.0 0.0 -0.6 2.1 3.4 3.7 3.7
10 10 10 0.3 -0.0 -0.2 -0.0 -0.8 -3.9 -0.9 1.8 2.1 2.2
100 1.0 -0.0 0.3 0.0 -0.1 -0.4 2.3 3.4 3.7 3.7
1000 1.4 -0.0 0.4 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 2.7 3.6 3.8 3.9
= conductivity ratio, l^/k j
P T P2 = Peclet number for the ro11 and striP respectively 
x = non-dimensionalized position in the roll gap
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Table 4.9 Comparison of numerical solution with the analytical solution for
the surface temperature of the roll due to the frictional heating
effect.
x
kr p i P2 -.01 .01 .1 .5 .9 .99 1.01 2 5 10
0.1 1000 10 0.0 0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.5 -0.6 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1
100 0.0 -0.3 -0.2 -0.4 -0.5 -0.5 0.5 0.1 0.1 0.1
1000 0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 1.0 0.6 0.6 0.5
1 1000 10 0.0 7.4 0.8 -0.1 -0.4 -0.9 -0.3 0.0 0.1 0.1
100 0.0 1.9 0.1 -0.2 -0.4 -0.4 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2
1000 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 1.0 0.6 0.6 0.5
10 1000 10 0.0 38.4 5.5 1.0 0.2 -3.8 -3.4 -0.3 0.0 0.1
100 0.0 7.3 0.8 0.1 -0.0 -0.2 -0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
1000 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.0 -0.0 1.0 0.6 0.6 0.5
0.1 10 10 2.8 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1
100 -5.2 -7.2 -1.9 -0.5 0.1 1.6 1.6 0.3 0.2 0.2
1000 -16.7 -17.6 -4.2 -1.0 0.3 4.3 3.8 0.9 0.6 0.6
1 10 10 2.8 -0.0 -0.0 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1
100 -25.3* -25.3* -6.0 -1.6 -0.1 5.7 4.9 0.9 0.5 0.4
1000 -37.0* -35.9* -7.9 -2.1 -0.3 7.5 6.7 1.1 0.6 0.4
10 10 10 2.8 0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 -0.0 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1
100 -34.9* -33.8* -7.8 -2.0 -0.3 7.5 6.6 1.1 0.6 0.5
1000 -41.8* -40.2* -8.6 -2.3 -0.5 7.8 7.0 1.0 0.4 0.3
k = conductivity ratio, k0/k.r z i
~ Peclet number for the roll and strip respectively
x = non-dimensionaiized position in the roll gap
* In these cases, the calculated temperature (change) (0.
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Figure 4.12 Roll temperature distribution near the roll gap 
region due to the roll/strip bulk temperature 
difference effect, T , ,. [Conductivity ratio, 
k =1; Peclet numbers, P-^=P2=1000; x = position 
on the roll surface; y = distance from the roll 
surface.0
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Figure 4.13 Roll temperature distribution near the roll gap
' region due to the deformation heating effect, T ^ .
[[Conductivity ratio, k =1; Peclet numbers,
P^=P =1000; x = positiSn on the roll surface; 




.2 .4 x .6 .8 1.Q
r !roll gap exit
Figure 4.14 Roll temperature distribution near the roll gap
~~ region due to the frictional heating effect, T ^ .
[^Conductivity ratio, k =1; Peclet numbers, 
P-^=P2= 1 0 0 0 ; x = position on the roll surface; 
y = distance from the roll surface.]
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A three-dimensional representation of the temperature fields, as shown in Figures 
4.15-4.17 for the three heating effects, often assists in comprehending the complex 
temperature variations around the roll gap region. In order to illustrate these with 
sufficient clarity, a very low Peclet number (Pj=P2=P=10) has been used. Both the roll 
and strip temperature variations have been illustrated. The reader is reminded that 
the contact temperatures (0<x<l, y=0) are equal for the two media. In addition, the 
overall bulk temperature of the strip has increased due to the deformation heating 
effect and that the peak roll temperature attained is one-half of this bulk temperature 
increase (for the data used herein: kr=l), a result which can be readily deduced from 
the analytical solution [Equation (2.44)]. The temperature changes for the strip and 
roll are both positive for the deformation and frictional heating effects; but for the 




Figure 4.15 Temperature field of the strip and roll near the




Figure 4.16 Temperature field of the strip and roll near the





F i q u r e  4.17 T e m p e r a t u r e  field of the strip and roll near the





In this chapter, the thermal behaviour of the work roll is analysed using the results 
of the thermal roll gap analysis obtained in the previous chapters.
It has been stated in Section 1.3.2.2 that cooling of the work rolls can be treated as 
a thermal analysis of a rotating cylinder, subject to heat input (in the roll gap) and 
extraction (by cooling sprays) on its surface [Figure 1.12(c)]. Because of the high 
rolling speed, extremely high thermal gradients are generated radially and 
circumferentially in the roll near the roll gap region (of the order of 100°C/mm 
according to Pawelski [1980] but even higher according to the foregoing results 
[Table 3.3] if the circumferential thermal gradient ahead of the roll gap entry is 
examined closely). This 'thermal skin layer effect' introduces difficulty when an 
accurate determination of the roll temperature field is sought by either 
experimental, numerical, or analytical techniques.
Pioneer studies of the thermal behaviour of the work rolls were conducted by Peck 
et al [1954]. The analysis, although somewhat over-simplified, provided extremely 
valuable insight into the thermal problem. In their work, the roll was divided into a 
finite number of sectors in each of which heat was assumed to diffuse only in the 
radial direction. With the roll taken to rotate at a constant speed such that the 
time variable can be related linearly to the angular variable, the roll cooling 
problem could then be reduced to a transient one-dimensional heat diffusion analysis 
in a long rectangular bar with heating and cooling, in terms of the prescribed 
temperature variations, applied to one of its ends. The diffusion equation was 
subsequently solved by a finite difference scheme and isotherms in the roll during 
the rolling operation were presented.
This basic one-dimensional diffusion model has also been adopted with improved 
boundary conditions by others, who used a heat transfer coefficient, taken from 
experimental or published data, in the specification of the roll surface condition 
outside the roll gap: Suzuki et al [1975] ignored the heating effects of strip 
deformation energy and frictional energy generation; Sekimoto et al [1976] excluded
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the deformation heating effect and assumed the partition of the frictional energy 
between the roll and strip as being equal (which is valid only if the speeds and 
thermal properties of the roll and strip are equal: see Chapters 2 and 3 for more 
detail); and Hill and Gray [1982] studied the variation of the roll core temperature 
with different spray configurations.
An improved formulation, which also included the circumferential heat diffusion, 
was examined numerically by Baumann and Schafer [1970], Parke and Baker [1972], 
and Poplawski and Seccombe [1980]. In particular, Parke and Baker [1972] 
accounted for the effect of conduction cooling of the work roll due to its contact 
with the back-up roll (see Figure 1.10), and it was established that a major decrease 
of the roll surface temperature could occur at that contact region. Recently, Tseng
[1984] has published numerical results, based on a first-order upwind differencing 
scheme, in which the numerical instability often encountered due to the high 
rotational speed of the roll was overcome.
Parallel with these numerical studies, analytical investigations have been made. 
The first serious attempt was by Cerni [1961], who determined the two-dimensional 
transient temperature distribution in a rotating roll. In his formulation, the heat 
input in the roll gap was assumed to be uniform, and the roll was subject to uniform 
convective cooling on its surface. The transient effect was computed with the 
assumption that the decrease in the heat transferred to the roll, which was initially 
at ambient temperature, could be approximated by an exponentially decaying 
parameter (in time). A rotating line source formulation, which was based on the 
Green's influence function (a technique suggested by Jaeger [1944]), was then used 
to solve the temperature field of the roll.
Pawelski [1971] also studied the steady-state temperature distribution of a rotating 
roll, in which the circumferential heat transfer was taken as negligible. In his 
formulation, the roll surface boundary condition was specified by a prescribed 
temperature variation, which was assumed to vary exponentially with the angular 
position. Analytical expressions for the temperature field near the roll surface were 
obtained after the transient one-dimensional heat diffusion equation was solved by 
the method of separation of variables.
Pawelski's work [1971] was later extended by Haubitzer [1975], who included the 
circumferential heat diffusion term in the differential equation. The analytical
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results were expressed in terms of Kelvin functions in the roll radial direction and 
Fourier expansions in the circumferential direction, with the constant coefficients 
again determined from the prescribed surface temperature distribution.
Recently, an improved formulation was published by Patula [1981], who extended 
Haubitzer’s work [1975] to cater for the convective cooling at the roll surface by 
the application of mixed boundary conditions to the roll cooling model. The heat 
input in the finite roll gap region was assumed to be uniform; and the cooling region, 
which was governed by a uniform convective heat transfer coefficient, was spread 
over a portion of the roll circumference only. The resultant roll temperature field 
was then expressed in terms of constants, which were determined by the solution of 
a set of linear simultaneous equations (cf the solution of Haubitzer [1975], in which 
the constant coefficients can be solved independently of each other).
For all the foregoing studies, the detailed roll gap behaviour on the roll cooling has 
been either neglected or simplified: the heat input to the roll as either a single line 
source or of uniform intensity. In this chapter, a roil cooling model with more 
realistic boundary conditions is examined. The formulation, which is an extension of 
Patula's work [1981], is based on a variable heat input in the roll gap region and a 
variable convective heat transfer coefficient (with respect to the roll angular 
position). With this approach, the effects of the oxide layer and multi-zone cooling 
may be studied (Sections 5.3.3 and 5.3.5).
Although the roll cooling problem, in view of the high Peclet number involved, may 
be studied with a thermal boundary layer analysis, the series solution developed 
below has the advantage of permitting more general boundary conditions to be 
applied readily: for instance, for the case of split cooling sprays studied in Section
5.3.5, several interacting thermal boundary layers would exist, which could make the 
development of an accurate boundary layer analysis a very involved exercise.
5.2 FORM ULATION AND SOLUTION OF THE ROLL COOLING ANALYSIS
The following formulates the roll cooling in terms of the thermal behaviour in a 
rotating cylinder. Under the assumptions (which are similar to those made by Patula
[1981]) that:
(i) the cylinder is long such that axial heat conduction may be neglected;
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(ii) the rotational speed of the cylinder is constant;
(iii) the cylinder is heated and cooled at various locations around the periphery, 
but the heat input and cooling are uniform along the axis;
(iv) the thermal properties are uniform throughout the cylinder and are constant 
in the temperature range of interest;
(v) the heat input and extraction are either independent of the cylinder 
temperature, or, at most, linear functions of the cylinder surface 
temperature; and
(vi) the temperature has reached a steady state in an Eulerian reference frame 
that is fixed in space relative to the surface boundary conditions and does 
not rotate with the cylinder,
the temperature, T°(r°,0), within a rotating cylinder is described by
(r  )_13 tr0a T j / a r 0] /3 r0 + ( r V 20 2T ° / a e 2) - ( o / a 1)(8 T ° /a e ) = 0 (5.1)
where q  is the cylinder angular speed, ctj the thermal diffusivity, and (r°,0) is the 
cylindrical co-ordinate pair defined in Figure 5.1.
The centre temperature (at r°=0) of the cylinder must be finite and the outer 
(cylindrical) surface boundary condition [Figure 5.1(a)] is defined by
-k  1[3 T ° (R ° ,e ) /3 r° )  = - q ° T(0) + H(e)[T°(R°.9) -  T°(0)] (5.2)
where kj is the thermal conductivity of the cylinder, R° the cylinder radius, < T<®> 
the heat input distribution at the surface, H(0) the convective heat transfer
coefficient, and T°(0) is the coolant temperature.c
Equation (5.1) may be solved by a modified technique of separation of variables 
(Patula [1981]). Let
T°(r°,9) = A(r°)eine (5.5)
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convective heat transfer 
coefficient, H(0)
Data used in numerical calculations
<t> = h-1 O 0
6 = (—1 o 0
*l> = 90°
P 1 = 100 00
B 1 = 33. 33
>1 = 3
y 2 = 3
(a)
layer
H ( 0 )
roll gap
rSql T  ( 9 *
(b) (c)
Figure 5.1 Boundary conditions at the roll surface for roll
cooling: (a) general; (b) uniform heat source and
cooling; (c) actual rolling conditions.
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where A(r ) is a complex function. On substitution of Equation (5.5) in Equation 
(5.1).
(r°)2[d2A/d(r°)2] + r°(dA/dr°) -  [ino(r0) 2/aj+n2] A = 0 (5.4)
for which, the general solutions are
A jtr0) = b e r^ n o / a p ^ r0] + i bein[(no>/aj)/2r°] (5.5)
^ ( r 0) = kern[(nG>/aj)^r°] + i kein[(no/aj)^2r°] (5.6)
2
where i = -l ;  and ber (x), bei(x), ker (x) and kei (x) are Kelvin functions which arenx ' n nv ' nx '
related to the Bessel functions, 3n(u) and Kn(u), by 
Jn[u exp(3iir/4)] = bern(u) + i bein(u) 
and expC-Viimr) Kn[u exp(V«iTT)] = kern(u) + i kein(u).
On substitution of the general solutions of Equations (3.5) and (5.6) in Equation (5.4), 
subject to the condition that T°(O,0) being finite, it can be shown that the general 
solution of Equation (5.1) is
Tj(r,e) = Co+i :"  , (Cn[bern((nP j }V'r)cos(ne)/bern(nP { )‘A -
bein({nPj} 2r)sin(n0)/bern(nP ̂  ) V D ^ b e r^ in P j} Vjsininej/ber (nP.) 1 +
bein({nP j} 2̂r)cos(n0)/bern(nP j ) 2̂]} (5.7)
where T j(r ,0 ) = [T°(r°.0)-T°Ry[Q°/(HoR°)] (5.8)
O 2Pj = o(R T / a j (5.9)
and r = r°/R°. (5.10)
Here, T?D is a certain reference temperature (to be selected later in order to
minimize the mathematical manipulations subsequently required); Pj the Peclet
number based on the cylinder radius; Q° the total heat input across the roll gap; and
H is a reference convective heat transfer coefficient (to be selected later), 
o
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The constants, and D^, may be determined by expanding the boundary condition
[Equation (5.2)] in Fourier series, and are given by the following infinite set of
coupled linear equations:
C 0SX0" W W H 0W  + in = l{tCn+Dnbein(nPl),/Vbern(nPl)Vl]Jon[H(e)/Ho]cos(ne)de +
[D n- C nbein(nP1)VVbern(nP1)V,]J=ir[H(e)/Ho]sin(ne)de}
= 1 + Jo V K 9 )T ° R(e)/(Q°/R°)]de m = 0 (5.11)
Co-roirtH (e)/Ho]cos(m9)d0 +
[ {[Cn+Dnbein(nP j )V7bern(nP, )Vi] J^ [H (9 )/ H o]cos(n9)cos(m9)d9 + 
[Dn-C nbein(nP1) /l/bern(nP1) /l] J‘*n[H(9)/H0]sin(n9)cos(m9)d9} +
(rr/B jXmPj i V ^ e r ^ m P  l )V7berm(mP ( )Vl + D ^ e i ^ m P , )V7berm(mP j )Vi]
.2TTfP O O / r - , 0 ,= {[qj[T(e)+H(0)T^R(0)]/(Q j/Rv)}cos(m0)d9 m = 1,2.5 (5.12)
C0J*"[H(9)/Ho]sin(m9)d9 +
E~ , {[C n+Dnbein(nP j )V7bern(nP j )V'] J*n[H(9)/H0]cos(n9)sin(m9)d9 + 
[Dn-C nbein(nP1) /'/bern(nP1) /l] /*1I[H(9)/H0]sin(n9)sin(m9)d9} +
(ir/B |)(mP, ),/,[D mberm,(m P, )‘/l/berm(m P, )V7 C mbeim'(m P, )V7berm(mP t )V ‘ ]
= J*W{[q°T (e)+H(9)T°R(9 )y (Q ,/R u)}sin(m9)d9 m = 1,2,3, ... (5.13).0 , ^ 0
where berm'(u) = d[berm(u)]/du (5.14)
bei ’(u) = d[bei (u)]/du m m
T° -  T° -  T° 
cR ” c 1 1R
(5.15)
(5.16)
and Bj is the Biot number for the roll expressed as
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B = H R ° / k .. 1 o 1 (5.17)
In obtaining a numerical solution of Equation set (5.11)-(5.13), one must truncate the 
Fourier series but retain sufficient terms to ensure the required accuracy of the 
approximate solution.
5-3 NUM ERICAL RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS
A computer program (in FO R TR AN ) has been written to solve the linear algebraic 
equations by Gauss elimination with scaled partial pivoting. In the evaluation of the 
coefficients, it is useful to note that, as is normally large in the case of strip 
rolling (of the order 100000 to 500000: see Table A .5 of Appendix A), the Kelvin 
functions may be expressed in their modulus and phase which can be expanded 
asymptotically (Abramowitz and Stegun [1972]), and the ratios of the Kelvin 
functions can be expressed as follows:
bein(u)/bern(u) = tan[mn(u)] (5.18)
bern*(u)/bern(u) = -(n/u) -  [Mn l (u)/Mn(u)]cos[mn l (u )-I/4Tr]/cos[mn(u)] (5.19)
bein*(u)/bern(u) = -(n/u)tan[mn(u )H M n l (u)/Mn(u)]sin[mn l (u)-V4TT]/cos[mn(u)] (5.20) 
where Mn(u) = exp{u/2V2- 1/iiln(2Tru)-(An2-l)/[8(2)1/2u H z»n2-lX 4 n 2-25)/[384(2)V,u3] -
(4n2-l)(4 n 2-13)/(128u4) + 0(u~5)} (5.21)
and mn(u) = ^  + ^anTr " ^ 8  + (4n2-l)/[8(2)^2u] + (4n2-l)/(16u2) -
(4 n M )(4 n 2-25)/[384(2)V2u3] + Q(u 5). (5.22)
Although allowance is made for the effect of heat loss through the back-up roll (see 
Figure 1.10) to be studied in the general formulation of Section 5.2, this factor has 
been excluded in the numerical illustrations below.
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5.3.1 Uniform heat input within the roll gap -  a study of the solution accuracy 
near the heated region
The number of terms needed to obtain adequate accuracy will be examined in this 
section. It is important to recognize that, if the heat input is over an angle <t> (the 
roll bite), the number of terms, N [the upper limit in the summation sign of Equation 
(5.7)], must be reasonably larger than 2tt/<$> if any precision is to be obtained in the 
neighbourhood of the heated region. Thus, with a uniform heat input over a small 
angle, results based on a truncated series containing a (relatively) small number of 
terms must be examined for any possible truncation error. It should be noted, 
however, that for regions away from the heated region, where the temperature 
gradients are not large, reasonable accuracy may be obtained with fewer terms (see 
Section 5.3.4).
For comparison purposes, the conditions specified in Figure 2 of Patula's paper 





0 < 0 < 4>=0.175 (10 deg) 






O < 0  <6=0.175 (10 deg)
6 < 0 < (6+tJ0=1.75 (100 deg) (5.24)
(ô + i | r )  <  0  <  2 t t
where q°Q = Q°/(R°<$>). (5.25)
Note that the uniform coolant temperature, T°, and convective heat transfer 
coefficient in the cooling region have been taken as the references, T ^  and Hq, 
respectively. An evaluation has been performed for an increasing number of terms 
and the results for the approximate non-dimensionalized surface temperature at the 
end of the heating region, T ^  (which is the peak temperature in the roll), are shown 
by the dotted line in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2 Variation of the non-dimensionalized surface
temperature at the roll gap exit, T ., with the 
number of terms, employed in the^solution of 
Equation(5.7). Cq^o : uniform heat source intensity;
q° : heat source distribution due to the roll/strip 
bulk temperature difference effect; q°^ : heat source 
distribution due to the deformation heating effect; 
glf : ^eat source*distribution due to the frictional 
heating effect; s = modified scale layer thickness.]]
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A close examination of the truncated series for the temperature reveals that the 
temperature reaches a plateau at multiples of 36 terms: this coincides with the 
periods needed to describe the roll gap detail. These plateau temperatures, T ^ ,  
vary with the number of terms, N, in the manner shown by the dotted curve in 
Figure 5.3. This curve is closely approximated by the equation
V  = A j - A 2/(Aj +N) (5.26)
where A^, and A^ are constants given in Table 5.1. From this equation, it may 
be concluded that
T . -» A. as N -* oo
4>P 1
and that, in order to achieve a 1% accuracy, over 500 terms need to be employed. 
Also, a 36-term solution, which is found to provide sufficient accuracy for regions 
away from the roll gap (see Section 5.3.4), may have underestimated the peak roll 
temperature by approximately 9%.
On closer examination, the slow rate of 'convergence* is not unexpected since the 
heat input, being of rectangular form, needs many Fourier terms on the input length 
scale to represent it adequately. Figure 5.4 shows the truncated Fourier series for 
the heat input which are almost identical near the plateau regions (eg N=30 and 
N=40; N=70 and N=80; etc).
5.3.2 Variable heat input within the roll gap
Although the roll temperatures derived from a uniform heat input over the roll gap 
provide useful preliminary information, the fact that the heat input can be far from 
uniform should be taken into consideration. This is particularly important because 
the heating distribution will influence both roll peak temperatures and temperature 
gradients in the neighbourhood of the roll gap, causing locally induced roll thermal 
stresses which may affect the roll life.
Details of the heat transfer to the roll in the roll gap, which have been described in 
Chapters 2-4, may be given in terms of components due to the effects of the bulk
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Figure 5.3 Variation of the non-dimensionalized "plateau" or 
local minimum surface temperature at the roll gap 
exit, T i , with the number of terms, N, employed 
in the solution of Equation ( 5.7) . [q°Q : uniform 
heat source intensity; q : heat source distribution 
due to the roll/strip bulk temperature difference 
effect; : heat source distribution due to the
deformation heating effect; q°^ : heat source
distribution due to the frictional heating effect;
*s = modified scale layer thickness; coefficients 
for the asymptotic predictions given in Table 5.1.H
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Table 5.1 Deduced coefficients, A j, 









and A^, for the peak roll temperature,
















= distribution due to the bulk temperature difference between the roll and 
strip
= distribution due to the deformation heating effect
= distribution due to the frictional heating effect 





0 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9  10
Angle, 0 (deg)
Figure 5.4 Truncated Fourier approximation, q(0), tg a 
step heat input, q , over an angle of 10° in 
the roll gap region for varying number of terms, 
N. ‘ J
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temperature difference between the roll and the strip [q ^ (0 )], plastic deformation 
energy generated in the strip [q^C©)], and friction energy generated at the 
roll/oxide layer interface [q ^(0 )]. The function q ^ (0 ),  in the boundary condition of 
Equation (5.2), then becomes
r
q^jO) =
< t(e> + ci°d(0) + qî f (0)
0
o < e < <j>
<J> < © < 2tt. (5.27)
It has been demonstrated in Chapters 3 and 4 that the heat transfer derived 
according to a one-dimensional diffusion theory (Chapter 2) is valid for normal strip 
rolling conditions. The heat components for Equation (5.27) may thus be deduced 
from Equations (2.26)-(2.28), which, with use of the transformation 9=a>t°, become
qlt (0) =  bt(V l)~10-1/2 Zn=0{(fl f2)n[i' lerfc(ns,,e"Vl)+f2rlerfc(ln+lls,,e ' ,A)]) (3.28)
q ° d ( 0 )  =  bdT , ( T 1+ l ) " 1(Y2+ l ) ' 1e V* 0{(f1f2)nierfc[(n+VOs*‘e "Vl]} (5.29)
q°f(6) =  E“  Q{(f 1f2)n[erfc(ns*e'Vl) - f 2erfc({n+l}s*e"Vl)]} (5.30)
where b  ̂ = l/i(k.  T°/R°) pY1 1 0 1 (5.31)
bd =
/ °  o°/ / r»-1/2
4qDoR (a2/al ) P 1 (5.32)
bf = o0 Li­er (5.33)
= (p l Cl k l )/i/(p3C3k3)A (5.34)
hCM>- (p2C2k2)/i/(P3C3k3^/2 (5.35)
f l = (5.36)
f2 = (y 2-1)/(y 2+D
(5.37)
s* = (s°/R°)(a ,  / a j )2/l (5.38)
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Here subscripts 1, 2 and 3 refer to the roll, strip and oxide layer respectively; T° is 
the bulk temperature difference between the roll and strip; a the thermal 
diffusivity; p the density; c the specific heat; s° the scale layer thickness; and q^Q 
and qpQ are the (uniform) intensity of the rate of deformation and frictional heat 
generation respectively.
When the scale layer is absent, Equations (5.28)-(5.30) reduce to
q it(0) = bt0 ^  Y(Y+l) 1 i xerfc(0) (5.39)
q id(0) = 1/2bd0/2 (Y+l)-1 ierfc (0) (5.40)
and q ^ (0 ) = b^(Y+l)_1erfc(0) (5.41)
where y  = Y2/Y1- (5.42)
The resulting integrals for the heat input on the right-hand side of Equations (5.12) 
and (5.13) have forms which are, respectively, the real and imaginary parts of the 
following integrals:
Ij = J^9  l erfc(u9 ) e d9 (5.43)
r r4> * , im0^  ¡2 = .(¿erfc(u0 ) e d9 (5.44)
T Pdv//i. * , im0 I5 = J^0  ierfc(u9 ) e d9 (5.45)
where u is a function independent of 9.
The performance of these integrations are discussed in Appendix D.
The heat flux distributions within the roll gap (4>=0.175 rad) due to each heat flux 
component for various modified scale layer thicknesses, s*, are shown in Figure 3.5. 
As an illustration, truncated Fourier expansions for typical heat transfer 
distributions [q ^(O ) and both with s*=0, and q ^ (9 ) with s*=0.1] are shown in
Figure 5.6, from which it is clear that many terms in the solution given by Equation 







Figure 5.5 Variation of the heat flux distribution in the roll 
gap with the modified scale layer thickness, s*, due 
to (a) thg roll/strip bulk temperature difference 
effect Cqt (0)H; (b) the deformation heating effect 
Cq^(0)H; and (c) the frictional heating effect








q^(9)=C (y1+l) / ( Y 1b f ) Hq°f (0)
truncated Fourier approx, 
actual distribution 






Figure 5.6 Truncated Fourier approximation of the heating components 
in the roll gap for varying number of terms, N, due to 
(a^ the roll/strip bulk temperature difference effect 
Hq. (0)J; (b) the deformation heating effect tq^(0T]; and
( c T  the frictional heating effect [q°(0)]. [ 0 =  angularposition in the roll gap.J t
I
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With the same cooling conditions considered previously, the truncated series for the 
roll surface temperature at the roll gap exit (which is the peak temperature in the 
roll) for each heat transfer component, using typical s* values, is plotted in Figure
5.2 against the number of terms, N, employed in the series solution. Apart from 
deformation heating, for which there is a monotonie increase with N, the other 
components show oscillatory behaviour with increasing N, although each of them 
apparently approaches a certain limit as N becomes large. [Although the exact 
reason for the non-oscillatory behaviour due to the deformation heating effect with 
N (cf that of the bulk temperature difference and friction heating effects) is not 
certain, it is believed that the phenomenon arises from the Fourier series 
representation of the heat input functions which have different forms: as shown in 
Figure 5.5, q^(O ) and q ^ (9 ) are monotonically decreasing while q°^(9) is 
monotonically increasing.] The oscillations with an increasing number of terms 
have, at multiples of 56 terms, local minima which again, as shown in Figure 5.3 and 
Table 5.1, tend to the form of Equation (5.26). From these data it may be predicted 
that, to achieve a result within 1 % of the calculated asymptotes, 400; 650; 1300 and 
520 terms are required for q^.(s*=0); q°^(s*=Q); q°^(s*=l) and q°^(s*=0.1) 
respectively. One should also note that the surface temperature at the roll gap exit 
is higher due to q°^, and lower due to q°  ̂ and q°^, as compared to a uniform heat 
input, q°Q. This will be elaborated on further in the next section.
5.3.3 Effects of an oxide layer
The presence of a strip oxide layer (which occurs in hot rolling) alters the heat flux 
distributions in the roll gap in a manner as shown in Figure 5.5. The components of 
the total heat flux in the roll gap, Q ^ , and Q ^ ,  which are found by integrating 
the respective distributions, are plotted against s* in Figure 5.7. This change in 
heat transfer distribution and overall heat transfer due to the presence of an oxide 
layer will alter the temperature distribution in the roll gap. The roll temperature at 
some typical positions is studied below.
With the error estimation process already described and the use of the same 
boundary conditions, the non-dimensionalized surface temperatures at the roll gap 
entry and exit have been calculated and plotted against the normalized oxide layer 
thickness, s*, in Figure 5.8 (solid lines). It can be observed that the exit 


















F igure 5.7 Variation of the integrated heating components due
to the roll/strip bulk temperature difference effect, 
Q°t? the deformation heatingQeffect, O,^; and the 
frictional heating effect, Qgf, with the modified 
scale layer thickness, s*.
2 . 0
Figure 5.8 Variation of the non-dimensionalized temperature, T-., 
at the surface of the roll gap entry and exit and 
at the centre, with the modified scale layer thickness, 
s*. CO = angular position; r = radial position;
<P = roll gap contact angle; q, , , q-, , and q-.̂  refer to 
heat input from the roll/strip bulk temperature 
difference, deformation heating and frictional 
heating effects respectively.!]
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(^ It); increases linearly with s* for the deformation heating effect (q°^); and 
remains relatively constant for the frictional heating effect (q^.). The entry 
temperature, however, drops to a minimum at s* «0 .15 for q ^ , and remains fairly 
constant for both q°^ and q^..
An interesting observation is that the non-dimensionalized exit temperature due to 
the deformation heating, q ^ ,  is always higher than that predicted from the 
equivalent uniform heat input, q°Q, the deviations ranging from 9% (at s*=0) to 43% 
(at s*=l). For q°^, the exit temperature is always lower, the deviations ranging 
from 8% (at s*«0.2) to 11% (at s*=0 and 1); and for q ^ , the deviations are generally 
smaller, reaching a maximum of 1% at s*«0.1. Similar observations can be found at 
the roll gap entry, with the non-dimensionalized temperature due to q ^  being 
usually lower than that predicted from q°Q: the deviations range from 6% (at s*=0) 
to 9% (at s*=l). For q°  ̂ and q ^ , the entry temperature is generally higher: the 
deviations range from 27% (at s*«0.15) to 53% (at s*=0 and 1) for q ^ ; and have a 
maximum of 1% at s*«0.1 for q ^ .
The actual roll temperatures may be derived from their non-dimensionalized values 
using the total heat transfer components shown in Figure 5.7, and it is 
straightforward to show that the roll gap exit temperature will be at a maximum, 
when the scale layer is absent for q°t and q ^ ,  and when the scale layer becomes 
very thick for q ^ .
The above observations are consistent with the results derived in Chapter 2.
5.3.4 Temperature outside the roll gap region
While the precise shape of the heat input distribution governs the roll temperatures 
in the roll gap region, its effect on the temperature distribution away from the roll 
gap should be minimal, provided that the cooling conditions and the total heat input 
are the same.
The roil core temperatures for the various heating distributions have been 
calculated and plotted against the modified oxide layer thickness, s*, in Figure 5.8 
(dotted lines). The results show only a weak dependence on s*, and there is little
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variation from one to the other: compared with that predicted from q°Q, the roll
core temperature is around 1% higher for q ° ; 1 to 4% lower for q? * and the 
. o la
difference is insignificant for q ^ .
The non-dimensionaiized surface temperatures (calculated with the error estimation 
process already described) for the various heat input functions are compared with 
those predicted from uniform heating in Table 5.2, based on the same boundary 
conditions used previously [Figure 5.1(b)]. This illustration indicates that for surface 
angular positions beyond the roil gap region the deviations are, indeed, small. Thus, 
no significant loss of precision of the roll temperature distribution away from the 
roll gap region will be encountered with the use of the uniform heat input 
distribution approximation if the intensity is set equal to the integrated average of 
the actual heat input function.
Further, for regions outside the roll gap, there are no highly localized effects [in the 
example here, cooling is over tt/2  rad (90 deg), and insulation over 4.54 rad (260 
deg), compared to heat input over 0.175 rad (10 deg) in the roll gap], and fewer 
terms will be needed to determine the accurate temperature distribution in these 
regions. Table 5.3 shows the deviations of the temperatures, calculated with only 36 
terms, from the predicted asymptotic temperatures for the various heat 
components. Again the deviations are all small for surface angular positions away 
from the roll gap. [It is interesting to note that the deviations at 0 = 1.75 rad (100 
deg) are higher than their surrounding values, due to the Gibbs phenomenon of the 
truncated Fourier series at the end of the cooling region.] It is therefore concluded 
that the 36-term truncated solution will provide reasonable accuracy in describing 
the roll temperature distribution outside the roll gap region.
5.3.5 Roll core temperature
An important piece of information that can be deduced from this formulation is the 
roll core temperature which, as discussed in Chapter 1, is a determining factor in 
the thermal roll crown estimation. In rolling mill design, it is desirable to keep the 
roll core temperature as low as possible, through efficient surface cooling of the roll.
Factors governing the roll core temperature are numerous. These include the rolling 
speed, cooling spray contact angle and location, and the convective heat transfer 
coefficient. The roil is heated and cooled rapidly over its surface, thus the thermal
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Table 5.2 Comparison of the roll surface temperature (T p, for various 
heating components (q°£, q ^ ,  q ^ ), a un^ orm heat input (q°o).
Angular 
position, 9
<T l>u , per cent
o o o o o
qlt qn qid qid qif
s*=0 s*=0.1
oit*c/> s*=l s*=0.1
0 0.629 53.3 7.3 -6.2 -8.7 1.0
10 1.438 -14.7 -7.7 9.5 43.5 -1.4
20 0.835 -0.9 -0.7 0.5 3.4 -0.1
40 0.649 0.6 -0.6 -0.5 -2.3 -0.1
80 0.517 1.2 -0.3 -0.8 -3.1 0.1
100 0.482 1.2 1.8 -0.8 -3.1 0.1
120 0.560 1.3 -0.3 -0.9 -3.4 0.2
160 0.583 1.4 -0.2 -0.9 -3.4 0.2
240 0.597 1.5 0.1 -1.0 -3.6 0.2
280 0.599 1.5 0.3 -1.0 -3.7 0.2
320 0.599 1.5 0.7 -1.0 -3.9 0.2
350 0.603 1.8 3.4 -0.9 -2.9 0.2
<T l>u








non-dimensionalized roll surface temperature calculated from a heat 
input distribution of uniform intensity
fractional change in temperature from (T^)
distribution due to the bulk temperature difference between the roll and 
strip
distribution due to the deformation heating effect
distribution due to the frictional heating effect 
modified oxide layer thickness [Equation (5.38)]
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Jable 5.3 Comparison of the roll surface temperature (T p, for various heating
components (q°Q, q° .̂ q ^ ,  q°p, using a 36-term truncated solution with 
the predicted asymptotic solution.
Angular A T j(36-term)/T. (asymptote), percent













oII*W s*=0.1 s*=0 s*=l s*=0.1
0 15.2 -1.2 7.3 5.5 -6.6 17.4
10 -9.1 -7.7 -7.7 -14.8 -24.9 -8.9
20 0.6 -1.3 -0.7 1.7 -0.1 0.4
AO 0.2 -0.9 -0.6 0.9 1.9 0.0
80 0.1 -0.4 -0.3 0.6 1.5 0.0
100 2.1 1.8 1.8 2.4 3.4 2.0
120 -0.2 -0.3 -0.3 0.1 0.9 -0.2
160 -0.2 -0.1 -0.2 -0.0 0.7 -0.2
240 -0.2 0.2 0.1 -0.2 0.5 -0.1
280 -0.2 0.5 0.3 -0.4 0.3 -0.2
320 -0.1 1.2 0.7 -0.7 0.0 0.0
350 0.6 4.6 3.4 -1.8 -3.2 1.1
T j  (asymptote) asymptotic non-dimensionalized roll surface temperature calculated 
from Equation (5.26)
ATj(36-term ) = difference of the non-dimensionalized roll surface temperature
calculated from a 36-term truncated solution from the asymptotic 
value, T j  (asymptote)
q°Q = uniform distribution







distribution due to the deformation heating effect
distribution due to the frictional heating effect 
modified oxide layer thickness [Equation (5.38)]
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penetration inside the roll is normally small (of the order of 4% of the roil radius; 
see, for example, Patula [1981]) and is dependent upon the rotating speed and roll 
thermal properties; this effect may be expressed in terms of the Peclet number, 
Pj=o>(R ) /(Xj. On the other hand, the amount of heat that can be extracted by the 
cooling spray depends on the effectiveness of the convective cooling on the roll 
surface and the conductive diffusion of heat energy from the hotter internal region 
to the cooled roll surface; this feature may be expressed in terms of the Biot 
number, Bj=HoR°/kj. Under steady-state conditions, heat extraction from the 
cooling sprays must equal the heat input at the roil gap region. Since the convective 
cooling depends on the roll surface temperature, the location of the cooling sprays 
also affects the steady-state roll core temperature.
The roll surface mean temperature for cooling (relative to the coolant temperature), 
Tj^|, can be estimated from an energy balance:
= Q° /(H0R°t(r) (5.46)
where is the total spray contact angle. Patula [1981] has defined as the *roll 
bulk temperature* and shown that it can be used to approximate the roil core 
temperature with reasonable accuracy in cold rolling conditions. It is noted that the 
surface mean temperature, Tj^, for cooling is fixed for a given heat input, cooling 
spray contact angle and convective coefficient of heat transfer; hence it may be 
used as a reference for the evaluation of the cooling efficiency for varying cooling 
spray locations.
In the following study, the cooling effectiveness will be evaluated in terms of the 
ratio of the calculated roll core temperature (relative to the coolant temperature), 
T q , to the surface mean temperature, T ^ ,  for cooling; hence, the higher this ratio, 
the less effective the cooling becomes. With the data given in Figure 5.1 and in the 
figures to be presented, a 72-term solution, which is found to provide sufficient 
accuracy in computing the roll core temperature in all cases, has been used in the 
following calculations. Since the influence of the heat input distribution (the roll 
gap) upon the roll core temperature has been shown to be negligible (Figure 5.8), a 
point heat source is assumed. From the viewpoint of this study, no consideration is 
given to the question of roll gap lubrication, consequently the necessity of coolant 
sprays being directed at the roll gap entry. These sprays are considered to 
supplement those discussed here.
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Figure 5.9 shows the effect of the spray contact angle, ty, at various spray locations, 
6, under the assumption of unvarying heat transfer coefficient (B^ has been kept 
constant). With the cooling spray directed towards the roll gap exit, the cooling 
effectiveness increases as the spray contact angle increases until a maximum (a 
minimum point in Figure 5.9) is reached whereupon the cooling effectiveness starts 
to drop off. The calculated roll core temperature in this case is always lower than 
the surface mean temperature for cooling. Conversely, the cooling effectiveness 
decreases as the cooling spray is directed away from the roll gap exit, becoming 
more pronounced when the spray contact angle is large. In these conditions, the roll 
core temperature always tends to be higher than the surface mean temperature for 
cooling.
Variation of the roll core temperature with the Biot number at various spray 
locations for a given spray contact angle [^=1.57 rad (90 deg)] is shown in Figure 
5.10. It can be seen that, except for the cooling spray directed towards the roll gap 
exit, the cooling efficiency generally decreases with increasing Biot number as well 
as with the spray directed further away from the roll gap exit. Again the roll core 
temperature is always higher than the roll surface mean temperature for cooling.
The foregoing observations (Figures 5.9 and 5.10) may be explained by the fact that 
the effectiveness of roll cooling depends on three major factors:
(i) the surface mean temperature for cooling since heat removal by the coolant 
is dependent on the temperature difference between the roll surface and the 
coolant temperatures;
(ii) the roll surface thermal conductance (convective heat transfer coefficient) 
relative to the roll internal thermal conductance (conductivity), expressed in 
terms of the Biot number, B^; and
(iii) the radial temperature distribution, ie the relative distribution of the 
'stored heat energy', near the roll surface.
Since the roll surface temperature beyond the roll gap exit (prior to the cooling 
spray) decreases rapidly due to the inward heat diffusion driven by the high radial 
temperature gradient created in the roll gap (see Figures 4.12-4.1 A), the cooling
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0.0 100.0 200.0 300.0
ip (deg)
Figure 5.9 Variation of the roll core temperature, T r ,
—  the coolant spray contact angle, ip.
[T° = roll surface mean temperature for cooling; 
6 = coolant spray location angle; P-̂  = Peclet 
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Figure 5.10 Variation of the roll core temperature, T°, 
with the Biot number, B , . [T° = roll c
surface mean temperature for cooling;
6 = coolant spray location angle; = coolant 
spray contact angle; = roll Peclet number.]
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effectiveness decreases rapidly as the cooling sprays are directed away from the roll 
gap exit, as shown in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. Moreover, at locations remote from the 
roll gap exit, the cooling effectiveness reduces with the Biot number (as shown in 
Figure 5.10 for 6^15 deg), indicating that the internal thermal resistance is too high 
for the heat energy below the roll subsurface to be removed efficiently. 
Conversely, the cooling effectiveness increases with the Biot number near the roll 
gap exit (6^5 deg) since the heat energy, which is localized near the roll surface, can 
be effectively removed. Similar arguments may be put forward for the observed 
variations of the cooling effectiveness with the spray contact angle at various spray 
locations (Figure 5.9). These will not be repeated here in the interests of brevity.
It has been suggested by Bryant and Chiu [1982b] that several small coolant sprays 
will be more effective than a single large one. However, this effect is not 
observable in Figure 5.11, where the roll core temperature has been plotted for 
various spray configurations. A number of two to five cooling sprays has been 
studied in turn. In each case, the total spray contact angle is kept constant while 
the separation angles between the sprays (which are taken as equally spaced) are 
allowed to vary. Results for two different Peclet numbers are shown and it is found 
that the cooling effectiveness generally decreases as the separation between the 
sprays increases. In addition, the results show little difference with the number of 
sprays adopted, especially when the Peclet number is high. Since the exact data of 
Bryant and Chiu’s observations [1982b] are not available, it is not possible to 
contrast the results directly with theirs. Nevertheless, it is believed that in this 
study, the cooling effect comes predominantly from the cooling spray which is 
closest the roll gap exit. On the other hand, when the cooling sprays are moved 
away from the roll gap exit, the marginal improvement of using several small 
coolant sprays can be observed, as indicated in Figure 5.12.
From the foregoing discussion, it is clear that cooling at the roll gap exit provides 
maximum efficiency. This is expected since the roll surface is hottest at that 
region and the thermal penetration depth is smallest: as shown in Figures A. 15-4.17, 
the roll surface temperature decreases rapidly beyond the roll gap exit and the 
thermal effect penetrates inwards quickly. It is thus essential, subject to other 
constraints, to direct the cooling spray towards the roll gap exit where possible in 
order to achieve the greatest cooling efficiency. Under such conditions, there is an
9
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Variation of the roll core temperature, T , 
with various spray configurations.
[Tm  = roll surface mean temperature for cooling; 
6q = coolant spray separation angle; 
ipo  = coolant spray contact angle (per zone) ; 
n = total number of coolant sprays; = roll 
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Figure 5.12 Variation of the roll core temperature, T n , 
with various spray configurations.
= roll surface mean temperature for cooling; 
= coolant spray separation angle;
\jf = coolant spray contact angle (per zone) ; 
n = total number of coolant sprays; = roll 
Peclet number;. = Biot number.]
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optimum spray contact angle (Figure 5.9) for the most effective cooling. This 
optimum angle is found to be roughly constant (at around 160-180 deg) for a wide 
range of Peclet and Biot numbers studied, as illustrated in Figure 5.13, where the 
roll core temperature is plotted against the spray contact angle. Under this 
optimum condition, the variation of the roll core temperature with the Biot number 
for various Peclet numbers is shown in Figure 5.14. It can be observed that the 
cooling efficiency increases with increasing Biot numbers and decreasing Peclet 
numbers. It is also noted that the roll core temperature is always lower than the 
surface mean temperature for cooling for all cases.
The formulation presented in this chapter has been sufficiently general to permit 
various cooling systems to be examined. In particular, it provides useful information 
on the variations of the roll core temperature, a knowledge of which is essential in 
the roll axial thermal analysis (Section 1.3.2.1), with various cooling spray 
configurations. An alternative formulation, which takes into account the thin 
thermal boundary layer feature at the roll surface, may be developed if the 
temperature distribution near the roll surface and away from the roll gap region is 
sought (the temperature field around the roll gap region can be found in Chapters 
2-4). One suggestion is to develop a formulation similar to that of Chapter 3, but 
including the convective cooling conditions of the roll surface beyond the roll gap 
exit (instead of an insulated surface assumed therein). This approach will require a 
Fredholm integral equation of the second kind (cf the Fredholm integral equation of 
the first kind obtained in Chapter 3) to be solved, the details of which are outside 
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Figure 5.13 Variation of the roll core temperature, Tp ,
' with the coolant spray contact angle, ip , 
for various Peclet numbers, P-̂ , and Biot 
numbers, B , . [T° = roll surface mean temperature;




Figure 5.14 Variation of the roll core temperature, Tp ,
- with the Biot number, B.. , for various Peclet
numbers, P^, with the optimum coolant spray 
contact angles(see Figure 5.13) adopted.
= roll surface mean temperature for cooling.H
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
A detailed mathematical analysis of the thermal behaviour of the rolls and strip in 
flat rolling has been made in this thesis. The study has been concentrated on the 
quasi-steady state rolling conditions with the axial thermal conduction (along the 
roll axis and across the strip) ignored. The results obtained from this analysis may 
be used to predict the short-time variation of the roll and strip temperatures around 
the roll gap region, and also the steady-state roll temperature distribution within 
the work rolls. A more accurate study of the deformation behaviour of the strip in 
the roll gap region can be made by supplementing a mechanical analysis of the 
rolling process with the thermal analyses discussed in this thesis. The solutions 
derived also provide information required by the study of the work roll axial heat 
transfer, which is aimed at improving the control of strip shape.
The thermal exchange between the roll and strip in the roll gap region has been 
examined in considerable detail and an oxide layer on the surface of the strip has 
also been included. The present theory represents a major improvement to the 
results obtained by previous workers. The oxide layer has been treated 
appropriately with the inclusion of its heat capacity, thus enabling a more accurate 
determination of the thermal exchange between the roll and strip. A complete 
solution has been deduced instead of the partial treatment conducted by previous 
workers. In addition, the solution is analytical in nature, allowing the variables to 
be grouped into dimensionless parameters: this enhances the comprehension of the 
physics of the thermal process and enables simpler expressions to be derived for use 
in on-line control systems.
The results obtained are valid when the contact time is reasonably small and the roll 
diameter is large compared to the strip thickness and reduction ratio such that the 
curvature effect may be ignored. The derivation of the leading order solution has 
been based on four small parameters: e^; c ^ ;  cg and c ^ t which are assumed to be 
very small. While this assumption is valid for most rolling stands, the thickness 
reduction parameter, , as shown in Table A .5, is generally much larger than the 
other small parameters. Consequently, this parameter should be taken into 
consideration in any further study of the problem.
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It has been demonstrated that the oxide layer and contact time affect the thermal 
process through a Fourier number, which is a measure of the elapsed time compared 
to the diffusion time across the oxide layer. When this Fourier number is small 
(large contact time and/or thin oxide layer), the thermal process is equivalent to 
that of contact between two thick slabs with thermal properties equal to those of 
the roll and strip respectively. Conversely, when the Fourier number is large (small 
contact time and/or thick oxide layer), a similar thermal process is obtained with 
thermal properties of the slabs equal to those of the roll and oxide layer 
respectively.
The oxide layer has a dominant effect on the heat transfer process. Despite its 
thinness, its heat capacity also plays an important role (Figures 2.7-2.10) since the 
contact time involved is short and therefore should not be neglected in the 
formulation. The oxide layer acts as a screening layer which can reduce the heat 
transfer to the roll significantly (by up to 50% for typical strip thicknesses and 
contact times, as evidenced in Figure 2.4). The strip temperature drop across the 
rolling stands can also be altered markedly by the presence of an oxide layer, 
especially towards the finishing stands when the strip is thin and has little heat 
capacity. At the last finishing stand, the temperature drop across the stand can be, 
as shown in Figure 2.16, reduced by 20°C when an oxide layer of 0.01 mm is present.
Detailed temperature fields of the strip and roll in the roll gap have been obtained. 
With given thermal data (Table A .3) for typical rolling conditions, simple graphs 
have been generated for rapid evaluation of the heat transfer (Figure 2.4) and strip 
average temperature (Figure 2.3) when the heat energy terms, oxide layer thickness 
and contact time are known. These charts, which have not been published by 
previous workers, enable the thermal effect of an oxide layer to be estimated 
readily under any given rolling condition.
This analysis has been incorporated in a rolling analysis model and applications to 
standard rolling schedules for both hot and cold rolling conditions have been 
illustrated. It has been found that the heat transfer to the roll is dominated by the 
bulk temperature difference term in hot rolling, but effects from all three heating 
components are equally significant in cold rolling (Table 2.1).
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A more rigorous two-dimensional heat transfer analysis of the roll gap region has 
also been performed, with the aim of predicting the thermal behaviour ahead of the 
roll gap entry and beyond the roll gap exit. It has been shown that the thermal 
problem can be reduced to one of two moving semi-infinite slabs which are in 
contact over a finite region (the roll gap). Similar problems can be found in general 
thermal analysis in sliding bodies, in which an approximate solution has been 
obtained using a somewhat over-simplified boundary condition, namely, the heat 
transferred to/extracted from each body is uniformly distributed along the length of 
contact.
The derivation has been based on the Green*s function formulation, from which an 
integral equation of the Fredholm type has been obtained. This integral equation 
has been solved for the heat flux distribution to the roll in the contact region based 
on the asymptotic expansion in terms of the Peclet number, which is a measure of 
the diffusion time compared to the transport time across the roll gap. All three 
heating components, namely, the bulk temperature difference between the roll and 
strip; deformation energy generated within the strip in the roll gap; and frictional 
energy generated at the roll/strip contact region, have been examined in turn. The 
leading order heat flux terms between the media, given by the solutions of the 
simpler formulation, have been obtained with small corrections at the roll gap entry 
and exit. Although these correction terms are, in general, singular at the entry and 
exit points (ie at the beginning and end of the contact), their influence only spans 
over an extremely small region (which is a function of the Peclet number). 
Consequently, their contribution to the temperature field of the media is negligible.
The calculated temperatures for regions within the roll gap have been found to be in 
agreement with the simpler solution discussed earlier; the temperature variation 
ahead of the roll gap entry and beyond the roll gap exit, which cannot be deduced 
from the simpler formulation, produces new and useful results. Although the 
thermal gradient ahead of the roll gap has been found to be negligible for the 
deformation and frictional heating effects, it is certainly pronounced (and varies 
with the Peclet number) for the bulk temperature difference effect (Figure 3.4).
Application of the solution to normal roiling conditions has indicated that the 
thermal gradient due to the bulk temperature difference effect can be of the order
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of 2x10 °C/mm in hot rolling and 2xl04°C/mm in cold rolling (Table 3.3). On the 
other hand, the thermal gradient within the roll gap has been found to be 
substantially lower, and is dominated by the deformation and frictional heating 
effects with a range of up to 3°C/mm being predicted (Table 3.3). The peak roll 
temperature has been found to be located at the roll gap exit and the contribution of 
the various heating effects is similar to that of the heat transfer to the roll. A 
temperature increase of up to 700°C can be experienced for hot rolling, and to 70°C 
for cold rolling (Table 3.2).
The surface temperature variation in the roll gap is constant due to the bulk 
temperature difference effect, but varies as the square root of the distance for the 
deformation heating effect and linearly for the frictional heating effect (Figure 
3.4). A knowledge of these temperature variations would provide valuable 
information for predicting the lubricant behaviour within the roll gap.
The roll surface temperature beyond the roll gap has been found to drop rather 
rapidly as diffusion from the hotter roll surface towards the cooler inner region 
occurs. The reduction rate, however, does not differ significantly among the various 
heating components [the highest from deformation heating and the lowest from the 
bulk temperature difference effect (Figure 3.4)]. For regions away from the roll gap 
exit (but before the cooling spray), the roll surface temperature varies 
approximately as the inverse square-root power of the distance from the roll gap 
exit [Equations (3.61), (3.73) and (3.99)].
When the parametric dependence of the expressions is examined, taking into 
consideration that the deformation and frictional energy terms increase linearly 
with the rolling speed, it has been deduced that the roll peak temperature is 
independent of the rolling speed for the bulk temperature difference and 
deformation heating effects, but varies as the square root of the rolling speed for 
the frictional heating effect. On the other hand, the heat flux to the rolls varies 
with the square root of the rolling speed for the bulk temperature difference and 
deformation heating effects, and varies linearly with the rolling speed for the 
frictional heating effect. The results obtained have been found to depend on the 
thermal properties of the roll and strip through the ratio of their conductivities and 
Peclet numbers.
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The asymptotic solution developed in this thesis has enabled the roll surface 
temperature and circumferential thermal gradient to be determined accurately. 
This is of major importance in the design of effective cooling systems so as to 
minimize roll thermal fatigue during the rolling process.
The roll gap thermal problem has also been examined numerically in an attempt to 
make a comparison with the asymptotic solution. The temperature field of the roll 
and strip, in regions where analytical expressions were not derived, has also been 
computed.
This thermal problem has been partially studied using numerical methods by previous 
workers in their general study of the thermal exchange between sliding bodies. In 
those investigations, only the frictional heating effect was examined and the media 
were allowed to move at different speeds. However, the possible singularity of the 
heat flux distribution at the beginning and end of the contact region has not been 
adequately accounted for, and results thus deduced are doubtful near these singular 
points.
The numerical procedure developed here has included the possible singularities at 
the roll gap entry and exit, and the formulation is sufficiently general to allow for 
all three heating component effects to be studied. Realistic heat generation 
distributions (obtained from a proper rolling analysis) may also be used in the 
calculations although these have not been illustrated in the interests of brevity.
It has been shown that the numerical results for the heat flux distribution in the roll 
gap are in excellent agreement with the analytical solution until the Peclet number 
is reduced to 10 and below (Figures 4.2-4.4): this confirms the validity of the 
asymptotic solution for strip rolling conditions, under which the Peclet numbers are 
in the range of 8000 to 70000 in hot rolling, and 3500 to 6000 in cold rolling (Table 
A .5 of Appendix A).
It has also been found that the heat flux is normally singular at the roll gap entry 
and exit points (Figures 4.5-4.7), except for frictional heating in the special case of 
equal roll and strip Peclet numbers. In fact the erroneous results obtained by 
previous workers are due to the failure to account for these singularities. (However, 
these singular functions have influence on only a very small region at high Peclet 
numbers as illustrated in Figures 4.5-4.7.) An unexpected result of this work is the
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heat flow reversal (ie heat flow from the roll to the strip) in regions very close to 
the roll gap entry for the deformation heating effect when the strip Peclet number 
is substantially higher than that of the roll (Figure 4.9); for the frictional heating 
effect, this phenomenon has been observed near the roll gap entry when the strip 
Peclet number is higher, and near the roll gap exit when the strip Peclet number is 
lower (Figure 4.10). This phenomenon may be explained by the more pronounced 
backward diffusion (in a direction opposite to the medium movement) in the slower 
moving medium.
As for the numerical evaluation of the temperature field of the media, it has been 
found that the roll and strip surface temperature profiles calculated from the 
numerical solution are in excellent agreement with the asymptotic solution (Figure 
4.11), even when the Peclet numbers are reduced to unity for the bulk temperature 
difference and frictional heating effects. For the deformation heating component, 
good agreement has been obtained when the Peclet numbers are higher than 10. 
This observation confirms the prediction that the leading order term of the heat flux 
distribution is sufficient in calculating the temperature distribution under strip 
rolling conditions.
A plot of the roll temperature field, generated from the numerical solution, has 
indicated that a bulk temperature difference between the roll and strip can cause 
extremely high circumferential and radial thermal gradients near the roll gap entry 
region (Figures 4.12 and 4.15). The radial thermal gradient near the roll surface in 
the roll gap region is also high (Figures 4.12-4.14). An illustration of the strip 
temperature field near the roll gap region has also been given (Figures 4.15-4.17).
Both the radial and circumferential heat transfer within the roll have been included 
in the roll cooling analysis. The formulation is sufficiently general for the variable 
heat input distribution in the roll gap and variable convective cooling conditions 
around the roll periphery to be studied. The solution allows the effects of the less 
significant air cooling and thermal exchange between the work roll and back-up roll 
to be examined, although they have not been illustrated in the interests of brevity.
It has been observed that the retention of a large number of terms in the series 
solution is required for an accurate temperature evaluation in certain regions (such 
as the roll gap). A procedure has been devised to predict the asymptotic behaviour
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of the temperature at regions where an excessive number of terms is required. 
While the temperature variations within the roll gap are highly dependent on the 
heating components, it has been found that the temperature away from the roll gap 
is more or less unaffected by the precise heat flux distribution in the roll gap (Table 
5.2).
The presence of an oxide layer on the strip in hot rolling will alter significantly the 
heat flux distribution to the roll, and its effect on the peak roil temperature and roll 
core temperature has been illustrated (Figure 5.8).
The effect of the cooling spray location and contact angle on the roil core 
temperature has also been examined. It has been found that the most effective 
cooling occurs when the cooling spray is directed towards the roll gap exit. When 
the cooling spray is directed away from the roll gap exit, the cooling effectiveness 
has been found to reduce rapidly, and to decrease as the spray contact angle 
increases (Figure 5.9). The effect of the variation in the convective heat transfer 
coefficient on the roll core temperature has also been examined in terms of the Biot 
number. When the spray is directed away from the roll gap exit, the cooling 
efficiency decreases with an increasing Biot number, a trend which is reversed when 
the spray is directed at the roll gap exit (Figure 5.10). These phenomena may be 
explained by a combination of the following factors: (i) heat removal is most 
effective if it is localized near the roll surface; (ii) heat diffuses into the roll rapidly 
beyond the roll gap exit owing to the high thermal gradient generated in the roil 
gap; and (iii) roll cooling can be achieved more effectively with a high convective 
heat transfer coefficient at the roll surface when heat energy is localized near the 
roll surface, and, in addition, with a high roll thermal conductivity when heat energy 
has been diffused below the roll subsurface.
With the spray positioned so as to obtain the most effective cooling (ie directed 
towards the roll gap exit), the cooling efficiency has been found to increase as the 
spray contact angle increases, reaching a maximum when the contact angle is at 
around 160 to 180°. This observation has appeared to be valid over a wide range of 
Biot and Peclet numbers (Figure 5.13).
For multi-zone cooling (ie using several small coolant sprays distributed around the 
roll periphery instead of a single large one), no notable improvement in cooling has
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been observed when the first coolant spray is directed at the roll gap exit, especially 
when the Peclet number is low. (In fact, the cooling efficiency decreases with the 
adoption of several sprays when the Peclet number is low [Figure 5.11]). However, 
when the first coolant spray is directed away from the roll gap exit, slight 
improvement in the cooling efficiency can be noted (Figure 5.12), especially when 
the Peclet number is high. Thus, the analysis has enabled more relevant practical 
heating and cooling conditions in strip rolling to be studied.
In summary, the thermal behaviour of the roll and the strip, with the inclusion of an 
oxide layer, under general strip rolling conditions has been examined in detail in this 
thesis. The results agree well with those of previous workers when special cases 
assumed by them are considered. The models developed in this thesis will provide a 
more comprehensive and clearer understanding of the thermal processes involved in 
rolling, and related topics, such as the roll thermal stresses and strip average 
temperature, etc, will be more accurately and readily determined with the use of 
the data given in this thesis.
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APPENDIX A
R OLLING D A TA  SELECTED FOR NUM ERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
A typical rolling schedule, which is used for numerical illustrations in this thesis, has 
been selected for each of the hot and cold rolling conditions. The rolling parameters 
are summarized in Tables A .l and A .2 respectively, together with the thermal data 
given in Table A .3. These rolling schedules have been analyzed by a computer 
program for strip rolling (Yuen [1980]) and the appropriate results (such as frictional 
and deformation energy generation, contact length, etc) are summarized in Table 
A .4, from which some relevant dimensionless parameters of interest are evaluated 
and presented in Table A .5.
Table A .l A Typical Rolling Schedule for Hot Rolling Conditions.









RSI 210 9 87 1243
RS2 191 15.7 87 1238
RS3 161 18.6 87 1234
RS4 135 22.9 87 1227
RS5 101 29.7 87 1221
RS6 71.0 42.3 87 1206
RS7 41.0 43.9 87 1198
FS1 23.0 47 37 1059
FS2 12.2 42.8 66 1024
FS3 6.97 37.9 107 987
FS4 4.33 28.6 153 952
FS5 3.09 18.1 192 919
Note:
Scale layer thickness = 0 
Strip entry and exit tensions = 0 
Strip carbon content = 0.06%
Coefficient of friction at roll/strip contact = 0.4 
Roll core temperature = 100°C 
Roll radius for roughing passes (RS1-RS7) = 560 mm 
Roll radius for finishing stands (FS1-FS5) = 360 mm
Ratio of work roll elastic modulus to that of steel for roughing passes = 0.5 
Ratio of work roll elastic modulus to that of steel for finishing stands =1.0






























(mm) (mm) (%) (kN/mm2) (kN/mm2) (rpm) (°C) (°C)
SI 4.0 4.00 21 0.05 0 0.08 260 25 65
S2 4.0 3.16 21 0.04 0.08 0.08 338 61 73
S3 4.0 2.50 19 0.03 0.08 0.08 418 99 72
S4 4.0 2.02 18 0.025 0.08 0.08 509 128 71
S5 4.0 1.66 3 0.10 0.08 0.04 531 149 55
Note:
Scale layer thickness = 0 
Roll radius = 300 mm
Ratio of work roll elastic modulus to that of steel = 1.0
Yield stress offset = 0
Yield stress parameter 1 = 0.853 GPa
Yield stress parameter 2 = 0.00202
Yield stress parameter 3 = 0.2715
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Table A .3 Thermal Data Values Used in the Numerical Calculations.
Hot Rolling Cold Rolling Aluminium Strip Rolling
Roll
Conductivity, k  ̂ (W/m°C) 31.1 70.6 70.6
Diffusivity, (m2/s) 5.A X K f 6 2.08 X 10"5 2.08 X 10"5
Strip
Conductivity, (W/m°C) 28 70.6 170
Diffusivity, (m2/s) 5.85 X 10"* 2.08 X 10” 5 6.9 X 10"5
Oxide Layer
Conductivity, k^ (W/m°C) 2.5 - -
Diffusivity, (m2/s) 4.57 X 10"7 - -
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Table A .4 Results from Rolling Analysis (Yuen [1980]) for Schedules of Tables A .l and 
A .2.
Pass No. Average Average Contact Average Deformed
Deformation Frictional Length, fi. Strip Roll
Energy, q°Q Energy, q°Q Speed, v°x Radius, r° r
(GW/m3) (GW/m2) (mm) (m/s) (mm)
Hot Rollino
RSI 0.193 0.0017 108 5.1 566
RS2 0.348 0.0043 135 5.1 566
RS3 0.454 0.0059 135 5.1 567
RS4 0.628 0.0087 135 5.1 568
RS5 0.938 0.0139 135 5.1 569
RS6 1.63 0.0235 134 5.1 573
RS7 2.36 0.0237 105 5.1 581
FS1 1.55 0.0089 65 1.4 370
FS2 4.18 0.0139 46 2.5 381
FS3 9.59 0.0183 34 4.0 401
FS4 15.6 0.0200 24 5.8 429
FS3 16.5 0.0144 17 7.2 451
Cold Rolling
SI 46.1 0.0108 19.1 8.2 363
S2 90.1 0.0170 17.7 10.6 386
S3 130 0.0168 15.8 13.1 417
S4 180 0.0178 14.5 16.0 449
S3 64.2 0.0129 9.3 16.7 861
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A -3 Dimensionless Parameters Derived from Tables A A - A  A .
Pass No. Ah/r° 
s c h C Ah c *s C As (p i V 10' 3 (P ,)r xl0-3
P 2xl0
Hot Rollinq
RSI 0.017 0.186 0.09 0.001 0** 51.0 529 47.1
RS2 0.027 0.169 0.16 0.001 0 63.8 529 58.9
RS3 0.023 0.142 0.19 0.001 0 63.8 529 58.9
RS4 0.030 0.119 0.23 0.001 0 63.8 529 58.9
RS5 0.026 0.089 0.30 0.002 0 63.8 529 58.9
RS6 0.026 0.062 0.42 0.003 0 63.3 529 58.9
RS7 0.015 0.035 0.44 0.005 0 49.6 529 45.8
FS1 0.015 0.031 0.47 0.009 0 8.5 93 7.8
FS2 0.007 0.016 0.43 0.016 0 10.5 166 9.7
FS3 0.003 0.009 0.38 0.029 0 12.6 269 11.6
FS4 0.001 0.005 0.29 0.046 0 12.9 385 11.9
FS5 0.001 0.003 0.18 0.065 0 11.4 483 10.5
Cold Rollino
SI 0.001 0.006 0.21 0 0 3.7 118 3.7
S2 0.001 0.004 0.21 0 0 4.5 153 4.5
S3 0.001 0.003 0.19 0 0 5.0 189 5.0
SA 0.000 0.002 0.18 0 0 5.6 231 5.6
S5 0.000 0.001 0.03 0 0 3.7 241 3.7
Note:
Ah/r° = ratio of half of the strip thickness reduction (across the roll gap) to 








ratio of half of the strip entry thickness to (approximately) the deformed roll
radius, h /r° a s
ratio of the strip thickness reduction across the roil gap to the entry strip 
thickness, Ah/hd
ratio of the entry oxide layer thickness to half of the entry strip thickness,
sa/ha 0 c
ratio of the oxide layer reduction to the entry oxide layer thickness, As /sq
Peclet number for the roll based on the contact length, ‘Av^St/ctj
Peclet number for the roll based on the roll radius, g>(R°)2/oIj
Peclet number for the strip, 1/2V2X^ a2
* A nominal oxide layer thickness of 0.1 mm has been assumed in hot rolling.
*w Assumed in the rolling analysis.
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APPENDIX B
EVALUATION OF Iu [f(x)1+I1; rf(x)1 DEFINED BY EQUATIONS (3.351 AND 0.361 
From Equations (3.35) and (3.36),
Ij[f(x)] = -  uf'(x) + */,u2f"(x) + ...] ePuKQ(Pu)du (B .l)
Ij[f(x)] = J ^ W x ) + uf’(x) + V.u2f"(x) + ...] e"PuKQ(Pu)du (B.2)
where Cj and c2 « 1 ,  but P tj and Pe, » 1 .
Let
Ln p(v) = j W puK0(u) du p = + l;n  = 0,1,2,... (B.3)
which can be integrated (Abramowitz and Stegun [1972]), giving 
Ln,i(v ) = [n2/(2n+l)]Ln l l (v) -
[e-v vn+*Kj(v)+ne VvnK0(v)-e vvn+^KQ(v)]/(2n+l) (B.4)
Ln,_ i (v) = -[n*/(2n+1 )]Ln_ j __, (v) +
[evvn+1K 1(v)+nev vnX0(v)+ev vn+1 KQ(v)]/(2n+1). (B. 5)
From the asymptotic expansion of the modified Bessel function for large argument 
(Abramowitz and Stegun [1972]):
K (v) ~ (Vnr/v)Vle_v[l+(4m2-l)/(8v)+Vi(4ma-lX 4m a-9)/(8v)2+ 0 (v '3)] (B.6)
it is obvious, for large v, that e—vvnK (v) and e~ vnKj(n) consist of v-dependent 
terms only. Consequently, L ,(v) comprises only v-dependent terms if the same
l l| T  1
holds true for Ln , +1(v). Now.
L0,±1(v) = veTV[K o(v) TK j(v)] (B.7)
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which obviously consists of v-dependent terms only when v » l .  Hence by induction, 
Equations (B.4) and (B.5) contain only v-dependent terms for all n when v » l .
On the other hand, when v = 0,
Ln .l(0> = [n2/(2n+l ) ] L n_ u (0) n = 1,2,3, ... (B.8)
L n,-l(° ) = -[n 2/(2n+l)]Ln l ^ (0 ) n = 1,2,3, ... (B.9)
L0.1(0)
= -1 (B.10)
Lo ,-i(° ) = 1. (B.l 1)
From Equations (B.8) and (B.9),
Ln ,l(0) + (_1)nLn .- l(0) = [nS/(2n+1>l [Ln - l . l (0)+(- 1)n~lLn - l . - l (0)]
n =1,2,3,... (B.12)
Since, from Equations (B.10) and (B.l 1),
L0.l(°> + L0,-l(°> = 0 
by induction,
Ln l ( 0 ) t ( - l ) nLn l (0) = 0 n = 0,1,2,... (B.13)
Now the general term of Ij[f(x)]+Ij[f(x)] has the form
( - l ) n J^ 1unePuKo(Pu) du + J q2̂  PUK0(Pu)du
= p '(n+1){(-l)n[Ln _j(Pc, )-Ln _ j(0)]+[Ln l(Pc2)-Ln l(0)]} (B. 14)
which, according to the above results (since PCj and Pc^ » 1 ) .  consists of c^- and 
e2-dependent terms only.
It follows that I^[f(x)]+I5[f(x)} comprises only C j- and e2~dependent terms.
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APPENDIX C
EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS DEFINED BY EQUATIONS (C .l). (C.9), (C.14) & (C.17)
C A  INTEGRALS ASSOCIATED WITH EQUATION (3.50)
Let
I = J q( I - u) 2̂epul<o(pu)du + J^(l+ u ) 2̂e puK Q(pu)du (C .l)
where p is a scalar constant >0.
With epuK (pu) expressed in terms of the Meijer's G-function (Erdelyi et al [1954a]): a
epuKa(pu) = tt” U cos(aw)G“ (2pu|a'_a) (C.2)
the first integral of Equation (C .l), with KQ(pu) replaced by the modified Bessel
function of a general order, K (pu), is a Riemann-Liouville integral of order V*, whicha
may be evaluated (Erdelyi et al [1954b]), giving:
/*(l-u ) /2epuKQ(pu)du = cos(air)G“ (2p|O.Va . a ,-a ,-1/»' (C.3)
Similarly, with e”puK (pu) expressed in terms of the Meijer's G-function, the seconda
integral of Equation (C .l), which is a generalized Stieltjes transforms of order lA, may
be performed (Erdelyi et al [1954b]), giving [with KQ(pu) replaced by one with general
order, K (pu)]: a
;~ (l+ u )"Vle"puK a(pu)du = G ” (2p|0,*/i (C .4 )
The Meijer's G-functions in Equations (C.3) and (C.4) can, in turn, be expressed in 
terms of the generalized hypergeometric series, ^ F n (Erdelyi et al [1954a]), and after 
some lengthy mathematical manipulations,
aI
J ^ l -u )  V,epuK (pu)du + j “ (l+u) Vie puK (pu)du o a o q
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= r ( - 2 a)r(l+a)(V2+a) x(2p)a 2F2(l+a»l/*+a;l+2a,3/2+a;2p) [cos(aTt)-l] + 
r(2a)r(l~a)(lA-a) x(2p) a 2 ^ 2 ( 1 -a,V2-a;l-2a,3/2-a;2p) [cos(aTr)-l] + 
r(a+l/,)r(-a+Vi)r(ViX2p)~1/’*. (C.5)
1 • m
Since a^Q[cos(aTr)-l] = -(an) */2! + ... (C.6)
and ^ r ( 2 a )  ~ (2a)_1 (C.7)
the first two terms in Equation (C.5) vanish as a->0, giving
1 = i o Ia = Tr(V,ir/p),/2- (C '8)
It should be noted that no limitation on the size of p has been placed in the evaluation 
of integral I above (ie p is not necessarily large).
C.2 INTEGRALS ASSOCIATED WITH EQUATION (3.85)
Let
I = /¿ (l-u )VlepuK0(pu)du + j “ (l+u)Vle puK Q(pu)du (C.9)
where p is a scalar constant >0.
Evaluation of this integral follows the same procedure as for the integral of Equation 
(C .l). Again, after e:tpuK a(pu) has been written in terms of the Meijer's G-function, 
the following can be obtained (Erdelyi et al [195Ab]):
J ^ (l -u )l/*epUKa(pu)du = V2COs(aTr)G22(2p|
0.V2 .
a,-a,-3/2; (C.10)
J°°(l+u)V2e PUK (pu)du = - l/2G31(2p|J o v ' a 2 3
0 .V2 .
-3/2,a,-cr
(C .l l )
With the Meijer’s G-function expressed in terms of the generalized hypergeometric
series,
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= XQ (l-u)AepuKa(pu)du + j “ (l+u)Vle puK (pu)du
‘/ir( 2a)r(l+a)(3/2+a) ('A+a) 1(2p)a 2F-2(l+a,Vi+a;l+2a,5/2+a;2p) [cos(au)-l] +
lAr(2a)r(l-a)(3/2-a) (*A-a) l (2p) 3 2^2^  -2a,5/2-a;2p) [cos(air)-1 ] -
. - 3/lAr(a+3/2)r(-a+3/2)r(-‘AX2p) 2F2(-‘A.-l;-*A-a.-,A+a;2p). (C.12)
Making use of Equations (C.6) and (C.7), and from Equation (C.12),
j = l i mj
a-*0 a
= V.(‘An/p)3/2 2F2(-y I. - l ; - y I, - ‘A;2p)
a/ 2 .= ‘/«(ViTT/p) (1 + 4 p ) . (C.13)
Again, no size limitation has been placed on p during the derivation.
C.3 INTEGRAL ASSOCIATED WITH EQUATION (3.58)
I
Let
I = j “  (u -l )  y,e pUK 0(pu)du (C.14)
where p is a scalar constant >0.
From Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [1980], the integral of Equation (C.14) may be evaluated, 
giving
I = T t(2p) /4e  P W _ y ^ _ lyi(2 p )  ( C .1 5 )
where W (u) is the Wittaker function which can be related to the confluent 
hypergeometric function (Abramowitz and Stegun [1972]). After some manipulations, 
the integral of Equation (C.14) can be expressed in the following form:
= TT(VaTT/p) ^  erfc(2p)I (C.16)
INTEGRAL ASSOCIATED WITH EQUATION (3.92)
Let
I = I ?  (u -l )VV puK (pu)du (C.17)
where p is a scalar constant >0.
This integral may be evaluated following the same steps as for the integral of Equation 
(C.14). From Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [1980],
I = Vtn(2p)'5/V PW_% i_% (2p) (C.18)
and after some manipulations,
I Vi(V»TT/p)3/2(*/i-2p)erfc(2p)I/l+(V«'tr/p)e 2p. (C.19)
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APPENDIX D
EVALUATION OF INTEGRALS ASSOCIATED WITH EQUATIONS (5.45M5.45)
The integrals, 1̂ , ^  and 1̂ , of Equations (5.43)-(5.45) may be evaluated and separated 
into their real and imaginary parts using the properties given in Abramowitz and 
Stegun [1972]:
Ij = 0 "1/V 1erfc(u0"1/*)eimede (D. 1)
= exp[-(2m) ^u]{cos[(2m) 2̂u+l/4-rr][Ep̂ (u ̂  ,uQ) - 1 ]-sin[(2m) ^u+Viir] Ej(u ̂ ,uQ)} +
exp[(2m)^u]{cos[(2m)/2u-V4Tr][ER(u2,u0)+l] + sin[(2m) ^ u-V^tt] Ej(u2 ,uq)} + 
i exp[-(2m)^2u]{cos[(2m)^u+V̂ tt] Ej(Uj,uo)+sin[(2m)^lu+1ATr][Ep^(Uj,uo) - l ] }  + 
i exp[(2m)/2u]{cos[(2m)/au-V4Tr] Ej(u2 ,uq) -  sin[(2m)/2u-V4Tr][ER(u2,u0)+l]}
(D.2)
I2 = J q erfc(u0~ /2) eim0d0 (D.3)
= m_1sin(m4>)erfc(u4> 2̂) + m xu Im C ^ j)-
i[m-1 cos(m<|))erfc(u<t> *̂) + m xu ReC^j)] (D.4)
_ rd> */*. * , im0 .Q I j  = 0 ierfc(u0 ) e d0 (D.5)
= m-1 4>^sin(m4>)ierfc(u<|) 2̂) + (Am) xIm (Ij)-
i[m_1<l>̂2cos(m<|>)ierfc(u<|> 2̂) -  (4 m) xRe(Ij)] (D.fe)
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where 1^ = 2ir Vi exp(-ua0“ 1+im0) d(0"V2) (D.7)
= (2u) 1{exp[-(2m)/2u] [cos({2m}/2u)(ER{Uj,uo}-l)-s in ({2 m }/2u) E|(ui»u0)l -  
exp[(2m)/2u] [cos({2m}/2u)(ER{u2,uo}+l)+sin({2m}/2u) Ej(u2,uo)] + 
i exp[-(2m) /2u] [cos({2m} /2u) ET(u ,u )+sin({2m} /2u)(ED{u. ,u }-1 )] -1 1 0  r\ 1 O
i exp[(2m) x'u] [cos({2m} /2u) Ej(u2,uo)-sin({2m}/2u)(ER{u2>uo}+l)]}
(D.8)
uQ = (l/,m<t>)Vl (D.9)
u. = -(Vim<t>)1/2 + u<J>~V2 (D.10)
u2 = -(Vim<l)),/2 (D. 11)
Here Er (Uj ,u2) and EjCu^u^ are respectively the real and imaginary parts of 
erf(u1+iu2) which may be expressed in series form (Abramowitz and Stegun [1972]), and 
Re(u) and Im(u) are the real and imaginary parts of u respectively.
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